
ON LEBOR GABALA.

I. The text.
§ 1. The manuscripts.

The text commonly known as Lebor Gabala or the Book of
Invasions, has come down to us in several MSS. which, apart
from the Latin relation given by Nennius in his Historia
Brittomim, all belong either to the Middle-Irish or the Early
Modern-Irish period. The various MSS. may be reduced to four
versions, the mutual relations of which I shall endeavour to
establish. The versions will be distinguished as follows:

A. Book of Leinster (LL) fol. la—26b;
Book of Fermoy (F), p. 1 —16;

B. Royal Irish Academy DVI (S)1);
Royal Irish Academy DIV1 (S)1);
Rawlinson B 512 (R), fol. 76 Av— 97v;
Book of Lecan (Lee I), fol. 10r—22v;
Royal Irish Academy DIV3 (s);

C. Book of Ballymote (LB), p. 15a—51 a;
Book of Lecan (Lee H), fol. 264r—302v;

D. OOlery version. One copy is in the possession of Pro-
fessor Kuno Meyer2), while the R.I. A. has two other
MSS. in the handwriting of O'Clerys.

*) See p. 99 for my reason for indicating these two MSS. by the same
character.

2) I wish to express here my sincere thanks to Professor Meyer not only
for the loan of this important MS., but also formany valuable hints and suggestions
as well as for the general interest he has taken in my work.
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OS A. G. VAN HAMEL,

§ 2. Versions.
Professor« Rudolf Thurneysen has been the first to attempt

a classification of the MSS. ')> but a careful examination of them
all has led me to different conclusions. None of our MSS. provides
a complete text, yet if we keep in mind that in all the versions
an appendix has been added, entitled do flathiusaib Herenn dia
hamseraib re Mac Miled co Jiamsir Tuathail Techtmair, which
originally did not belong to ,the body of the saga, we may form
from the various MSS. a fair idea of the contents of each version;
for it does not impair the text of LG proper if a part of the
appendix is lacking.

I agree with Professor Thurneysen in assigning the first
place to version B, though not for the same reasons. Of the five
MSS. which belong to it, only two — R and Lee I — preserve
the final portion which unfortunately has been lost in the other
ones. After a copy of LG- and a long synchronism of the kings
of Ireland with the kings of the provinces since the coming of
the faith, there follows in these two MSS. a second copy of LG
or, as it is styled in the text, Mmiugud gabal nErenn j a senchas
7 a remmend rigraide innso sis j etJire a mbeolu aisneisin 7 labra
ogh dond ni remunn 6 thosach ind libair cotici indso lit dicit
liistoria. The copy to which this heading has been prefixed, begins
by a short Latin introduction, and then brings a recension of
version A, differing only in a few trifles from LL. Thus the
MSS. R and Lee I — and, as may be assumed, S and s
also — contain two copies of LG, either of which represents a
distinct version. The first of these, as it is found in R, Lee I,
S and s, will be indicated as Ba, the other one, which agrees
with LL, as Bb; in the same way I shall use the formulas Ra,
Rb, Lee la, Lee Ib.

Professor Thurneysen is so much impressed by the im-
portance of Bb that he has not realised the true position of Ba.
Bb, in fact, is another recension of A, and enables us, by a few
old touches it has preserved, to go back a step beyond LL.
However, there is not much gain in this, A not being our
principal source of the saga. In Ba, on the other hand, Professor

*) See: Zu irischen Handschriften und Literaturdenkmälern, 2nd series
(Abh. d. Kgl. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Göttingen, Philol.-Hist. Klasse, Neue Folge,
Yol.XIV nö. 3. Berlin 1913, ed. Weidmann).
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ON LEBOR GABALA. 99

Thurneysen sees only an abridgment of A. This I do not under-
stand. A glance at one of the many texts constituting version
B will suffice to show that Ba not only contains an older re-
cension of LG than A. but a much more detailed and circum-
stantial one, abounding in episodes for which we look in vain in
A. These episodes give Ba the right to being made the starting-
point for an investigation of LG, and I certainly should have
designated it by the first letter of the alphabet as its ainm ndiles
but for fear of making the matter even more intricate by deviat-
ing from Professor Thurneysen's practice. In what follows Bb will
be treated as belonging to version A, while Ba will be considered
as the true representative of version B.

§ 3. Version Ba.
The reason that this version has been undervalued up to

the present, is that B,, which does not contain the best text, has
alwaj^s been considered as its chief representative. S, in fact,
affords a much better text; only it breaks off abruptly and lacks
the portion corresponding to Rb and Lee Ib. The MS. D V l begins
at the very beginning of LG, and runs on till the end of the
invasion of the Tuatha De Danann. It is written in a beautiful
13th century hand, and gives all the poems in extenso and in a better
form than any other MS. The MS. DIV1 takes up the story exactly
where D V l has left it, at the Invasion of the Goidels, and brings
it down to the end of LG and even a good deal farther, until
it breaks off at the end of Maolmuire Othna's poem Fland for
Erind. The handwriting, the colours of the initials, the size of
the leaves, and everything else are identical with D VI. The con-
clusion is obvious: DVI and DIV1 are portions of the same MS.,
and were bound separately in error. My view is corroborated by
the fact that in each volume a portion of another tract follows,
in a veiy remarkable hand, which is also the same in both. The
obvious identity of DVI and DIV1 implies that we may consider
them as one text (S), so that together they contain a full copy of
the Ba version. It goes back to the 13th century, and belongs to
the same period as E, but is far superior to that MS., as the scribe
makes fewer mistakes in the prose, and never abridges the poems.
It is a pity therefore that the final section (Bb) has been lost in it.
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100 A G. VAN HAMEL.

Ill order to establish the true relation of S and R we must
compare the texts of both carefully. No importance need be
attached to the misarrangement of the leaves in R, which has
upset the whole order of the MS., as it is due to later carelessness,
just as the separation of DVI and DIV1.

1. Biblical preface. B has lost this portion.
2. Introduction on the^Goidels. B preserves only a few lines

= S.
3. Ceasair. Preserved in both MSS. R omits:

a) Poem: Heritt cia fiarfaiger*);
b) Note on Ceasair: asberat araile comad Banba ainm

na Mngine sin rogab Erind ria ndilind 7 comad
iiaithi nobeth Banba for Erind.

Variants: S (doluid Ceasair... a hindsi) Meroen; E, Mara
Hen.

4. Partholon. Preserved in both MSS.
E omits: after poem A cJwemu clair Chuinn a short account

of the division of Ireland by Partholon's four sons.
Variants: S seolad mis do co hAladaciam; E co calad

Daciam.
5. Nemed. Preserved in both MSS. (synchronism only partially

in E). E omits:
a) From genealogy of Nemed after Agnpman: mic

Paim mic Sera;
b) From genealogy of the five sons of Dela after

Semeon: mic Erglain\
c) A remark from Gin Dromma Snechta, which also

- occurs in LB: dognitis barca doib dia mbolgaib
no is iat liberna rig Grec dogatsat leo do techt i
nErind amal asbert Gin Droma Sneclita**).

J) B, never gives a poem in extenso, but only quotes it by a line or two.
Whenever I put R omits a poem, even the short quotation is not given.

2) So we find Gin Dromma Snechta mentioned in a 13th century version
of LG. This shows that Professor Thurneysen is mistaken when in his first
Abhandlung Zu irischen Handschriften und Literaturdenkmälern he assumes
that this book was unknown to any scribe of LG- until version C.
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ON LEBOR GABlLA. 101

6. Fir Boly. Only partly in R E omits:
a) Particulars of King Fodbgenid (cf. LB);
b) Particulars of King Eochu mac Eire (cf. LB and

LL);
c) Account of Nuadu's hand being cut off by Sreng,

and poem on same by Tanaide (cf. LB);
d) Poem Findaig in senchus diata (cf. LB);
e) The division of Ireland by the Fir Bolg1).

7. Ttiatha De Danann. Partially lost in R. B, omits (unless
the order was upset and the missing portions occurred in
the lost part):

a) Account of the four cities, where the Tuatha De
Danann learned their draoidlieacht*,

b) Poem Heriu co n-uaitt.
R also abridges the list of Tuatha De Danann.

8. Meic Mtled. Last part lost in R. R omits:
a) In tale of Ith's death on Mag Itha: do ortadar

demna fer do muindtir Itha A. Ollum a ainm γ is
e cedmarb Erenn do sil Gaidil;

b) Mention of Fintan (Tuan mac Cairill) who wrote
down the story of LGr on the knees of Finnan and
Colum Cille.

The above list contains all the more important variants
and omissions in R when compared with S. It could easily be
made longer by the addition of many minor differences, where S
always has the better reading. Not only does R's rejection of the
poems stamp it as an inferior text, compared with S, but also
its occasional carelessness in the prose. That the extra matter
of S is not due to later additions is proved by a completely
independent version like A, where notwithstanding its strong
tendency to abridge, some of the extra details of S have been
preserved, viz. the poems Heriu cia fiarfaiger and Heriu co
n-uaill, and in the Invasion of the Fir Bolg the particulars
about King Eochu mac Eire and a reminiscence of their division
of Ireland.

*) I suppose this was already related in the beginning of Ra, which
has been lost, for S has it twice, in the beginning and at the end.
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102 A. G. VAN HAMEL·,

On the other hand, there is no case where R affords a
better reading than S. Therefore I take R to be a copy of 8.
As both MSS. seem to belong to the 13th century, R cannot
have been written much later than S. The misarrangement of
the leaves in R, in consequence of which the Invasion of the
Fir Bolg and the beginning of the Tuatha De Danann come
first and are followed by the few remaining lines of the intro-
duction, is clearly due to a later possessor of the MS. Where
we have the text of S, R« has no value whatever, but, as an
almost contemporary copy, it gains an enormous interest as soon
as S breaks off. As regards the original form of Bb, R represents
the oldest accessible version. We should, however, remember that
R being itself a copy, it is liable to the intrusion of mistakes.
A glance at the MS. will show how defective Rb is in this
respect.

Fortunately R is not the only MS. that preserves a copy
of Bb: a portion of it also occurs in Lee I. This MS. must now
be examined.

The text of Lee la begins on fol. 10 of the Book of Lecan
with the concluding lines of the poem Findaig in senchiis diata,
which forms part of the Invasion of the Fir Bolg and is also found
in S. Next come the prose tract and the poem on the division
of Ireland by the Fir Bolg, which we know already from S.
In the same way, there is an absolute agreement between Lee I
and S as to the Invasion of the Tuatha De Danann, where R
deviates from both by its strong tendency to abridge. Only
one scribal error is there to show that Lee I is a transcript*).
In the Invasion of Meic Miled Lee I also has but a few
omissions: Loch Febail is left out in the list of places visited
by Ith before his meeting with Mac Cuill, Mac Cecht, and Mac
Greine, and Fintan is not mentioned as an authority for the
names of Erimon's companions. For the rest Lee I appears to
be an excellent copy of S, and sometimes a more trustworthy
one than R. Therefore it will be useful to compare Lee Ib and
Rb carefully, as in case of variant readings Lee Ib will often
represent that of the original. In fact, a comparison of the two,
which must be deferred till the examination of version A, justifies
this preference for Lee Ib, where all the poems are given in

*) Ο lotar side ina n-uathbas rompo instead of Dolotar, &c.
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ON LEBOR GABlLA. 103

extenso. Unfortunately this second part of Lee I is but frag-
mentary; it breaks off in the middle of the list of pagan kings,
added to the real LGr, after King Sirna Saeglach and a poem on
Cath Mona Trogaide, with these final words: Finit Adam OCuirnin
do scriob do Gilla Isu mac Firbissigh .i. d' Ollamh o Fiachracli.
Anno domini M°cccc°xviii. So this text, clearly another copy
of S, was made in 1418, but it has preserved with admirable
conservatism many old forms, and the language, save for a few
modernised spellings, is that of S.

The fourth text belonging to version Β is s. It occurs in the
R. I. A. MS. DIV 3, and is written in a clear 14th or 15th century
hand. It begins in the middle of a poem belonging to the Intro-
duction (Atliair cdich coimsich nime, also in S and Lee II), and
runs on through the whole LGr and the appendix, through the
synchronism of the Irish pagan kings with the kings of the
world, and ind direm cetacJi, and through the poem Eeidig dam
a de do nim, to the middle of the poem Heremon is Eber ard.
So the lost part of the MS. probably contained a synchronism
of the Irish kings after the faith and a copy of Bb. The scribe
of s dealt with his authorities in a much more independent way
than those of R and Lee I. There can be no doubt that he
followed S, but in the later portions of LGr, especially in the
Invasions of the Tuatha De Danann and the Meic Miled, he has
enlarged the bulk of the text considerably by introducing im-
portant additions. From these it becomes clear that he consulted
other authorities on those two invasions as well, while, on the
other hand, in the beginning his tendency was largely to abridge.
The following list shows that s sometimes has the same omissions
as R, but as no further influence of R can be traced in the
whole text of s, no importance must be attached to it. These
omissions common to s and R are all found in the four earlier
invasions, which seem to have appealed to our scribe less than
the two later ones: there he altogether discontinues his former
practice of abridging, whereas it is pursued by R until the
very end.

Biblical preface. Lost in s.
Introduction on the Goidels. Verbally = S, save for a con-

siderable abridgment in the account of the Scots in Egypt.
Ceasair = S.
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104 A. G. VAN HAMEL,

Partholon. Verbally = S, but for the omission of the passage
on the division of Ireland.

Nemed. Agrees with S; two omissions:
a) The wives of Nemed's sons are not mentioned;
b) The passage from Gin Dromma Snechta is left out.

Fir Bolg = S. Several omissions:
a) Particulars of King Fodbgenid;
b) Poem on the .cutting off of Nuadu's hand.
c) Poem Findaiy in senchus diata.

In two cases the order has been changed:
a) The poem Fir Bolg ~hatar sunn a sei, and the prose

tract Fir Bolg rotliamnait have changed places;
b) The same thing has happened with the syn-

chronism and the passage on the division of
Ireland by the Fir Bolg.

Tuatlia De Danann. This invasion may be divided into
three parts: the introduction on the arrival of the Tuatha
De Danann, their history in Ireland, and the account of
their people (genealogies, aes ddna, &c.). Of these 'the
two first parts agree verbally with S, allowance being
made for some changes in the order. In the third part,
however, which is on the whole also taken from S, there
is a remarkable interpolation. It begins as an abridg-
ment of S, with sometimes slight changes in the order,
until the poem Heriu co n-uaill. Later on, it resumes the
text of S a little before the point where it was left, at
Tri mic Cermada Milbeoil. But between these two portions
taken from S, a list of genealogies is introduced, which
does not occur in S, but corresponds closely to the lists
in LL and Rb. There is nothing strange in this, and it
does not prove that s used LL as an authority for these
genealogies: the scribe of s, who was copying S, had
before him a copy of version Bb — as it must have
constituted the final part of S — and, no doubt, he
found there these genealogies1).

*) In that case Sb had i>reserved several details which were omitted
later in Lee Ib and Rb, for the genealogies are more elaborate in s than in
those two MSS.
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ON IiEBOR GtABlLA. 105

Meic Miled. The description of the last invasion in s is
very much like that of S. But the order has been
entirely upset, especially in the later parts. At the
same time the wording of each separate passage was not
altered, and they still coincide with those of S. So there
cannot be any doubt as to the principal source used by s.
It is possible, however, that here, too, our scribe occasion-
ally consulted the text of Bb, but we do not find so con-
clusive a proof of it here as in the preceding invasion.
The mention of Dil's death, however, ut alii dicunt, after
the drowning of her husband Donn, might point to it.
If this really is the case, it might be questionable whether
the lost part of s did ever contain a version of Bb: for
then there would be some probability that the scribe of
s did not add Bb as a separate version, but selected the
most striking details from it, and embodied them in his
copy of Ba. We should then have.to consider s as the
prototype of version C.

Now we are able to establish the relationship of the MSS.
belonging to version B. All the younger texts, E, Lee I, and
s, are copies of S. Lee I has followed the examplar most
closely; R, and s make a few omissions, while s also introduces
some notes from the text of Bb into its copy of Ba. None of
these MSS. has preserved a complete text. S contains a version
of Ba without gaps, which cannot be said of any other MS. On
the other hand, S has lost a part of the appendix, viz. the final
synchronisms and Bb, while these parts have been preserved,
although but fragmentarily, in the younger MSS. Of these
Lee I, as a rule, gives the most trustworthy readings.

§ 4. The versions A and Bb.
The available MSS. are LL, F, Leclb^and Rb, the two

former containing version A, the two latter representing Bb.
The chief characteristics of these versions, when compared with
Ba, are a different biblical preface, the absence of the second
visit of the Scots to Egypt, deviations in the text of the poems,
and abridgments in almost all the Jnvasions. But these will be
discussed later on.
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100 A. 0. VAN HAMBL,

The first thing I shall have to account for, is the position
assigned here to F. In Professor Thumeysen's paper F is placed
along with BB and Lee II, i. e. under version C. I do not see
the reason why. The first 10 pages of the Book of Fermoy
contain a version of LGr — down to the end of the invasion of
Nemed, where it breaks off in the middle of the poem Eriu oil
oirdnid Gaedil. The first page is quite illegible, but in the open-
ing line the words In principio may be discerned; they show
that this page contains the beginning of LG. Comparing LL
and F, we have:

1. Preface. As far as may be discerned from F and LL,
F verbally = LL. Only Ibath is omitted from the second
genealogy of Baath, owing to a scribal error.

2. Introduction on the Goidels. Verbally = LL but for one
mistake (A ein da ficid bliadan ? da deich tra ar nenam
in tuir rogab Nin mac Seil rigi in domain for I cinn da
Hiadan ? da fiched), and the addition of one poem on
the exodus of the Scots from Egypt (Cethracha γ cethri
cet\ which also occurs in S.

3. Ceasair. Verbally = LL, with four additions:
a) A passage from Gin Dromma Snechta to the

purport that Banba was the first to occupy Ire-
land with fifty maidens and three men (also in
LB and Lee II);

b) A short note on the Invasion of Cappa, Luasad
and Laigne before that of Ceasair, with a poem
(also in the versions Β a and C);

c) A poem Ceassair canas tanic si (also versions Ba, C);
d) A poem Cethracha trath (also in Ba and C).

4. Partholon. The first part, again, is verbally that of LL,
but some additions are subjoined:

a) A short tract on the division of Ireland by Par-
tholon's sons;

b) Some short prose notes on muinter Partholoin with
poem, Hobo maith in muinter mor\

c) A concluding poem Partholon canas tanic.
All these additions are also found in the versions Ba
and C.
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ON LEBOR GABlLA. 107

5. Nemed. The whole of this Invasion corresponds verbally
to the text of LL. I can only detect a few short additions:

a) F mentions Nemed's wandering for a year and
a half and his arrival at Inber Scene;'

b) The number of those who died of the pestilence
is given as 2000 (R: 4000);

c) Among Nemed's chieftains the names of Ergal
and his brothers Madan and lartacht are given;

d) After the battle of Tor Conainn, Ebath and Baath
fly to the North of the.world;

e) On Semion's descendants, who returned to Ireland
from Greece, F adds No is iad libarne rig Grec
rogaitsid leo do fliecht amal asbert Gin Droma
Snechta.

These intercalated particulars cannot all have been taken
from a copy of Ba; they must have been drawn either
from version C or from special sources, as the Book of
Druim Snechta itself, a poem on the First Battle of
Moytui-a, &c.

The material of F is too scanty to enable one to draw
definite conclusions from it. Yet this much is manifest: the
scribe of F was copying LL, for the two texts are practically
the same, and all the characteristics of the versions Ba and C
are wanting. Only a very limited use of other sources, among
which probably figured a copy of version Ba, can be traced. F is,
therefore, to be considered as a slightly extended copy of LL, and
the text of the poems points to the same direction.

Now we come to Leclb and Rb, both representing version
Bb, which is, as Professor Thurneysen has recognized, closely
akin to A. It has already been pointed out that Leclb probably
contains the better text, and is nearer to the lost Sb. That this
is really the case, can be seen from the many instances where
Rb is unintelligible, while Lee Ib preserves the original reading.
Lee Ib also shows that the scribe of Rb never made any important
omissions on his own account, for wherever Rb abridges in a
rather arbitrary way, Lee Ib displays quite the same deficiencies,
so that the very succinct treatment of the three first invasions
in all texts of Bb must be imputed to their common origin,
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108 A. G. VAN HAMEL·,

namely Sb. Only as regards the poems does Rb follow the same
practice as Ra, and quotes merely the two initial lines of them,
whereas Lee I b preserves them all in extenso.

Both Lee Ib and Rb are derived from Sb, the oldest attain-
able cop}' of Bb. We must endeavour now to establish the relation
between Bb and A. Neither can be a copy of the other, for in
both we find passages unknown in the corresponding version,
while at the same time these passages may claim a consider-
able antiquity. So in\ Bb the invasions of Partholon and
Nemed are dismissed in a single sentence, and that of Cesair
is not mentioned at all1). On the other hand, the Latin pre-
face of Bb impresses one as older, and the introductory words
lit elicit liistoria point to another authority than LL. It will be
necessary, therefore, to make a close comparison of these two texts.

1. Preface. In the beginning there is a remarkable difference.
After the heading Miniitgud gabal nErenn γ a senchas 7
a remmend rigraide innso sis ? eihre a nibeolu aisneisin
7 labra ogJi dond ni remunn o tliosacli ind libair cotid
indso ut dicit liistoria, Bb has an introductory passage
in Latin on Ireland and its inhabitants. A gives instead
a short survey of the creation and the deluge. After this
the parallelism begins. Apart from minor discrepancies the
only noteworthy thing is that Bb inserts a. tract on the
division of the Gaelic language and its names; it does
not agree with the rest and must have been taken from
elsewhere. As to the seventy-two languages, A gives a
list of them in prose as well as in verse, while Bb has
only the poem.

2. Introduction on Goidels. In some respects A is more
circumstantial, especially where it speaks of Brath's
companions on his expedition to Spain. I cannot make
out whether these details have been added in A or
left out in Bb, the whole journey of Brath with Ucce
and Occe being unknown in version Ba. But, waiving
this aside, we notice a close agreement between our two
versions.

x) That Cesair was known in the original is proved by the final words
of LG proper: is amlaid sin rogab Herinn ό cetgabal Cesra co gabdil
Mac Miled.
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ON LEBOB GABALA. 109

3 — δ. Cesair—Nemed. Here the comparison is impossible,
these three invasions being treated in too arbitrary a
manner in Bb.

6. Fir Bolg. Bb still abridges: the wives of the five leaders,
and the passage on the division of Ireland are left out.
LL makes a scribal error, saying Fodbgen torcJiair la
Eochaid mac Hinnal, where Rb and Lee Ib have the
correct reading la Eochaid mac Eire.

7. Tuatha De Danann. Bb omits the introduction relating
the coming of the Tuatha De D.anann in mists, the First
Battle of Moytura, and the story of the Lia Fail; after-
wards it curtails the account of the Second Battle of
Moytura, and the genealogies of the Tuatha De Danann.
The antiquity of all these passages is shown by Ba. Bb
inserts a separate tale called Imthechta Tuirill Bicreo,
followed by a poem Etsid in senchas sluaghach, of which
Leclb preserves a complete text. On account of this
tale Tuirill Bicreo gets a place in the Tuatha D6 Danann
genealogies. It does not belong to the old stock of LG-,
as it occurs nowhere else, and must have been imported
from elsewhere.

8. Meic Miled. Bb omits many characteristic details: the
whole of the story of Ith, the death of Airennan, Scene,
IT, Donn and Herech, Amargen's. poems, Erimon's wives,
&c. The reason is that all these particulars occur in Ba,
and it was the scribe's aim to give in Bb only the facts
that were passed over in the preceding version. There-
fore he has preserved in Bb three poems that we do not
find in Ba, and which, strange to say, are even lacking
in A: S echt mna mac Miled, Anmand na toisech deilm
tenn, and Se meic Miled miad n-ordain. Of the second
poem the antiquity may be questionable, but the other two
with forms like la maccu do not seem to be 13th century
fabrications, although monosyllabic coir shows that they
are no survivals from the earliest period. Besides, Bb
preserves the names of the mogaid na mogad of the
Meic Miled that have been lost in all other versions, but
recur later in LB. For the «jest the parallelism of A and
Bb is complete here also.
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110 A. G» VAN HAMEL,

From the above summary we may gather that A and Bb
are two versions, drawn from one common source. As the tendency
of both is to abridge the text, they sometimes preserve different
portions of the original, and this circumstance will account for
occasional deviations of Bb from A. But as a rule the general
trend of the two texts is remarkably the same. The only question
now remaining is one as to the nature of the original of A and
Bb, which we shall henceforth denote as O.

From the Latin preface in Bb Professor Thurneysen infers
that O was a Latin Liber Occupationis. Whether this title is
right is a subordinate question, but I may point to the fact that
Leclb, when dealing with the Fir Bolg, says: ut supra dicebamus
in capturis, Λ. i ngabalaib, Hibernie. So Lzber Capturae may be
the more correct name. The gloss i ngabalaib is from the scribe
of Lee I, for Κ has not got it, and the Latin phrase refers to
Ba, which was certainly an Irish text; so no proof could be
derived from it that the version Bb originated in a Latin text.
But there is some other evidence in support of Professor
Thurneysen's view. Rb and Lee Ib sometimes have a Latin
sentence in the middle of the Irish narration, where the sup-
position that these Latin phrases escaped a translator's attention,
might account for the sudden change of language. So the Gabal
Partholoin is recorded in both MSS. by the words Anno lx°
aetatis Abram tenuit Partolon Iberniam. Ab Adam autem ii
milia γ de γ viii anni. In the enumeration of MiFs descendants
we read Ni farcaib Eber Donn no Airecli dann no Erannan
non Jiabuait filios guwn mersus est statim in palude Scence.
In the pedigrees of the Tuatha De Danann, which section, as I
have noticed already, has been preserved particularly well in s,
we find another Latin note: Orbsen proprmm nomen Manannain
unde dicitur Stagnum Orbsen apud occassum. Quum Manannanus
sepidtus est, stagnum uenit per terrain per tumulum eins. The
corresponding passage in LL is also in Latin. Hence one might
infer that 0 was a Latin version, and that both A and Bb are
translations of a Latin original. But before this conclusion is
accepted, it should be realised at the same time that it can only
be partially true. For the poems, several of which were composed
before the 11th century (see § 5), must be original Irish work.
What makes the matter still worse, is the similarity of expression
in A and Ba, even in the prose sections. Consequently I could,
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at its best, only regard Ο as a somewhat Latinised version of
an Irish text. Nor do I think the question of so much importance
as Professor Thurneysen, who considers A as the oldest attain-
able form of LG. In § 5 it will be shown that Ba represents a
more genuine form of the saga, and an older stage of the text,
whereas A is merely an abridgment. Hence the original language
of Ba must be that of LG. Now no one will hesitate to regard
Ba as a purely Irish work, so that the question of the original
language of 0 amounts only to this: has there ever existed a
recension of LG- partially written in Latin? The Latin preface
of Bb is of no importance; it is a later addition, particular to
that version, while A preserves the old biblical preface which
we find also in Ba (see p. 127). The sparse Latin phrases,
indeed, point to a somewhat Latinised version. Possibly Ο had
even more of them than A and Bb, but we cannot go farther in
our conclusions. Nor will this argument affect in any degree our
views on the origin of LG. In Ba we possess an older and purely
Irish version that has come down to us directly from the original
without ever having passed through a Latin form. Besides, Ba is
in another respect also a more valuable text than A, as it was
never subjected to any uniforming process. This will appear best
from a comparison of A and Ba.

§ 5. The original of A (or Bb) and Ba (X).
An examination of the best representative of Ba, that is

of Sa, and not only of the much shorter Ra, shows that this text
is more elaborate in almost every respect than A and Bb. It is
a pity Professor Thurneysen has failed to see this; for this is
the fact that compels us to face the principal question concerning
the relationship of the MSS.: if both Ba and A descend from the
same tradition, are the differences, existing between them, due
to digressions of Ba or to abridgments on the part of A?
A priori both solutions of the problem are equally probable.
The Latinised version 0, from which A has been taken, was
possibly intended as a short survey for learned men desiring
to acquaint themselves with the stories of the ancient Irish
populations, without being overwhelmed by too many details. On
the other hand, such a curious patchwork as LG was from the
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very beginning, was more than any other mediaeval saga liable
to continual expansion by the addition of parallel traditions that
had escaped the notice of earlier scribes. Consequently it would
be but natural that both these forces should have worked together,
and that Ba should have enlarged the body of LG in several parts,
while at the same time many details were omitted in O. In most
cases internal evidence will furnish a clue to the disentanglement
of these difficulties. Putting together the results of a comparison
we find the principal points to be as follows:

a) Preface. Both have an opening passage on the creation,
Adam and Eve &c., which is much more circumstantial
in Ba. But the next section, the division of the earth
between Noah's three sons, is more elaborate in A. Then
comes a marked divergence as to the descent of Nel and
Goidel Glas. The origin of this strange discrepancy will
be discussed in § 13; for the present it may suffice to
assign priority in this respect to Ba.

b) Introduction on the Goidels. A describes the struggles
between the two royal races of Scythia (of Noenual
and Nel) with a great profusion of details, while B a
just mentions them summarily. On the other hand,
Ba has got an admirable account of the .Goidels' stay
in Egypt, and also records their second visit to that
country, which is altogether unknown to A. For the
rest there are only minor differences.

c) Cesair. In Ba there precedes a short passage on an
invasion by Capa and others even before Cesair; it does
not occur in A. For the rest the conception is quite
the same in the two texts, but where A has nothing but
a short note, Ba offers a pleasing narrative.

d) Partkolon. On the whole the two relations are identical,
save for the summarising of A. A remarkable genealogical
difference will be explained in chapt. II. A mentions Tuan
mac Caiiill.

e) Nemed. The identity of Ba and A is evident, only A
is much shorter and deviates in the enumeration of the
plains which where made by Nemed and his sons.
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f) Fir 'Bolg. A has not the digression on the origin of
the names Fir Domnann and Galeoin, or the conclud-
ing account of the later adventures of the Fir Bolg
in the islands, and their taking service with Coirpre
Niadfer and Medb. Ba omits the names of the five
queens.

g) Tuatlia De Danann. A leaves out the history of the
Tuatha De Danann in the North, their magic cities, then-
battle with the Philistines, and the way they reached
Ireland. But Ba has fewer genealogies.

h) Meic Mtted. In A the tale of 1th is not so elaborate,
and the tract Caiti tairtliiud fir Mac Miled is lacking
altogether. The order of the story is also different in
both.

*
The above list shows that Ba is in "almost every section

more extensive than A not only in the number of details but
also in the manner of telling. After eacli invasion, there is a
synchronism of the Irish events with the kings of the world,
and Ba also contains several poems of which there is no trace
in A: Doluid Miled assin Sceithia (Introd.), Hobo maitJi in muinter
mor (Parth.), Findaig in senchais diada (Fir Bolg); the contrary,
however, is the case with a few other poems: Dene mo fresneis
a mic (Fir Bolg), and Έ/istid a eolcliu cen on (T. D. D.). As has
been said already, every additional passage either of Ba or A must
be examined separately in order to discover whether it belonged to
the stock of X or not. An investigation of this kind would, how-
ever, take us far beyond the scope of the present chapter, which
deals only with the mutual relation of the MSS.; it must be re-
served for Chapters II and III. At present Γ only want to prove
that neither A nor Ba are copies of one another, but that both
are independent copies of the same original. This will be seen
best, if a few salient points are brought forward, where there is
an inherent disagreement between the two; for then it is clear
that both have found their own way through the various literary
traditions, preserving genuine elements by themselves, without
being indebted for them to each other.

According to A, F6nius Farsaid was a son of Baatli mac
Magoch meic lafeth. whereas Ba has an entirely different genea-

Zeit ach rift f. celt. IMiilologi« X. £
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logy. Although Ba preserves the older recension1)· that of A
has also a claim to considerable antiquity, for it occurs in the
Liber Sex Aetatum, from which it must have been taken. This
points to a purposed alteration of the text, so that A cannot be
considered as a mere copy of Ba: the author of Ο may have
omitted as much as he chose, but he also put a personal stamp
on his recension by introducing this and similar modifications. In
the same way the antiquity of some parts at least of the additional
matter in Ba, too, can be shown. There is a poem by Maol Muru
Othna, who died in 887, beginning Canam btmadas na nGaedel
(LL 133 b). Here we discover why it was that the the Goidels
left Egypt under Sru's guidance and fled to Scithia: because
they had not supported Pharao Cincris against the Israelites,
and therefore were afraid of the Egyptians' vengeance. LL
never mentions the fact that the Goidels had intercourse with
the Israelites, but Ba has a long episode about it, and this
episode apparently preserves an old tradition. By these few
examples the relation of A and Ba is sufficiently illustrated:
neither of them is dependent on the other, but each represents
a distinct version of its own. though descended from a common
ancestor.

Which of the two has diverged least from the common
originalj[(X), cannot as yet be anticipated. Still, as Ba offers a
much fuller text, and as we have found that in one very im-
portant instance at least it has preserved an undoubtedly old
trait, there is some probability as to the genuineness of Ba's
traditions in general. But even if a tradition of Ba is genuine,
it need not have formed a part of X, for there were evidently
isolated tracts current among the Irish which were never embodied
in the official LG. The Book of Lecan has preserved some of these
along with its two versions of LG. Every additional passage of
Ba therefore must be submitted to careful examination before we
may infer that it really once belonged to X, and was omitted
from in A.

As to the age of X it can be established approximately
by that of the poems. There is a considerable stock of poems
common to both A and Ba. They are either ascribed to early
poets such as Ferchertne and Fintan, or to Eochu ua Floinn

x) On the very interesting problem of these genealogies see §~13.
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who died in 1003 *). Of the latter we have A choemu eldir Cuind
(Parth.), Heriu do n-uaill co n-idnaib, Estid ces ecna aibind
(T. D. D.), Tot g na loingse tarier^ (Meic Miled), and Ugaine
uallach amra (continuation on Irish kings). All these poems are
found in A, and in S as well, except Etsid ats ema which does
not occur in A; but we know that the scribe had it before him,
for he saw his omission, and wrote in the margin of fol. 18a: Me
debet esse Etsid, &c. So X cannot have been written before the
time of Eochu ua Floinn, that is before the second half of the
10th century. But in LG- there are poems by later poets too.
S has a poem Doluid Milid asin SceitJiia by Cennfaelad (-j-1048),
LL has one by Flann Mainistrech (f 1056: Eistid a eolclm gan
on), and a few by Gilla Coemain (f 1072: Gaedil Glas otad
Gaedil, Tigernmas mac Ollainhan aird, and JSriu ard mis na rig).
So already in the second half of the 11th century A. and Ba must
have existed as separate versions. The conclusion is that X was
composed between 950 and 1050, which takes us back more than
a century before our earliest MS. And if we assume — what seems
highly probable, owing to the large number of his poems — that
Eochu ua Floinn was himself the author of X, the date of this
MS. could be approximated even more closely, and placed between
950 and 1003.

We are now in a position to draw up a pedigree of the MSS.
belonging to the versions A and B. It is as follows:

^—~

Ea

I
Sa

Lee la s
I

Sb

1
0

I
LL

1
Kb Leclb sb(?)

On the left are the MSS. belonging to group Ba, on the right
those of groups A and Bb. A secondary influence has been ex-
ercised on s by some MS. of the group to the right, and by some

)) I am not able to identify Tanaide who composed Tnatha DC Danann
fo diamair. This poem occurs in both versions.

-; The prose of LL ascribes this poem to Flann Mainistrccb, but in the
poem Eochu na Floinn is mentioned as the author.
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MS. of the other group on F. Two groups of MSS. still remain
to be dealt with, C and D. These have a quite different cha-
racter from the others, being* typical compilations. This will be
manifest from the following survey.

§ 6. vThe version C.

C is represented by two MSS.: LB and Lee II. It is gener-
ally assumed that LB was written about 1391, and Lee II after
1416. So LB could not have been taken from Lee II. The two
texts are practically identical, as the mixing together of the
versions Ba and A has been accomplished in both in exactly
the same way. The only natural conclusion seems to be that
either Lee II is a transcript of LB or that both have a common
ancestor. Lee II presents a better text than LB, being less
corrupt, especially in the poems, and written in an older ortho-
graphy. This would point to an older lost MS. But this is not
the only possible solution, and as it is advisable not to postulate
more lost MSS. than are strictly necessary, I prefer another one.
There is sufficient proof that Lee II also knew S, for it contains
portions of S that are missing in LB. So, while following LB
closely in its composition and arrangement, Lee II may have con-
sulted S at the same time, and taken over in many cases its
older orthography and its better readings. In this way can be
accounted for the many survivals of 13th century orthography in
a MS. even later than LB. Moreover, Lee II also uses other
sources than S and LB, as will appear from a survey of the
contents of the two texts.

a) Preface. In LB a leaf is missing, which may have con-
tained everything we findj in Lee II. But in any case the
section on biblical history is shorter in Lee II than in LB.

b) Introduction on the Goidels. The two texts are identical;
only Lee II inserts a short passage on the name Fenius
Farrsaig.

c) Ceasair. There is but one difference: the names of
Cesair's companions given by LB in the poem Gain
roind rorandsamar occur also in the prose in Lee II.
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d) Partholon. Here the influence of Sa (or some other
text of Ba) may be traced in Lee II: the account of
Partholon's wanderings cannot have been taken from
LB, but must have been corrected after S. For the rest
Lee II has a remarkable tale which is found nowhere
else (except in the younger version D) of Partholon's
wife Delgnat and his servant Toba, whose misconduct
caused the cet-et Erend.

e) Nemed. Although this section is practically the same
in Lee II and in LB, Lee II shows clearly traces of
different sources too. For here we find not only two
short synchronisms added, different from those in LB
and S, but also a tract on the origin of the name Fir
Bolg, and another on the real nature of the Tuatha De
Danann. In these latter tracts a great many opinions
are discussed, which may be partly the results of
the scribe's own reflections. One unknown authority,
however, is mentioned at the end, namely, the
'Libar de Subtends'. This book has not yet been
identified.

f) Fir Bolg. Lee II differs from LB only by the insertion
of the poem Dene mo fresneis a mac by Colum Cille,
which also occurs in A and Bb. No final synchronism.

g) TuatJia De Danann. Lee II adds a few particulars of
the arrival of the Tuatha De Danann, and the reasons
why they burnt their ships on landing. The synchronism
at the end is made up from the synchronisms belonging
to Nemed, Fir Bolg and Tuatha De Danann in LB and S.
For the rest the two MSS. are identical.

h) Meic M ed. On the whole Lee II = LB, but the younger
MS. gives a much more detailed list of the descendants of
Erimon and Eber.

So far the relation of LB and Lee Π has been illustrated.
Lee II follows LB closely, corrects from S, and adds from unknown,
sources. It remains to investigate the sources from which LB,
the older of the two, was compiled. A glance at the text λνϋΐ
convince us that LB made use of text of all the versions we
have distinguished until now, thai is to say of A, Ba and Bb.
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And as LB must have had a copy of the two B-texts containing
the complete poems, the MSS. used must have been: LL, Sa
and Sb. Each of these contains passages or traits that are un-
known to the others, and they are found in LB. From LL have
been taken the prose list of the seventy-two languages, the
parting words of Noah to Cesair, the allusion to the story of
Tuan mac Caiiill, the circumstantial narrative of the battle at
Conang's Tower, and many details of the second battle of Mag
Tuired. To Sb the scribe of LB was indebted for the curious
tract on the division of ihe Gaelic language and its names in
the four chief tongues of the world, as well as for the names of
the 'mogaid na rnogad' who came over with Mil. Sa was LB's
authority for the story of Nel's intercourse with the Jews, and
the Goidels' second visit to Egypt, for the coming of Capa
to Ireland, for the tale of Cesair and the angel, for Partholoirs
wanderings and his battle with the Fomoraig, for the adventures
of the Fir Bolg after the first battle of Mag Tuired, and those
of the Tuatha De Danann before they reached Ireland; the
alleged descent of all the invaders from Rifath Scot can only,
be founded upon Sa. The almost endless catalogue of the Tuatha
De Danann is a compilation from the three older versions, and
of the two genealogies given of Partholon one is based on Sa and
one on LL. These instances will suffice to show that LB did not
neglect the work of his predecessors.

Thus version C represents a new stage in the development
of our text. The period of filiation has passed, that of compilation
has come. And, all the older MSS. being ready at hand, none of
them was left out of account. This development has gone still
farther in Lee II, where even sources not belonging to the
regular tradition of LG have left their trace. This, however,
has also happened, though in a lesser degree, in LB. LB has a
few notes taken from Gin Dromma Snechta, cf. Professor Tlmrn-
eysen's paper quoted on p. 101. One of these, as has been
pointed out, was alreadjr known to the scribe of Sa. Another,
that on Banba's occupation of Ireland before the Deluge, also
occurs in F. The third quotation from the same book, that of
the colloquy of the Meic Miled with Banba and Erin, does not
occur anywhere else: but F has a gap in this section, and it
may have been there. Yet there is at least one decisive proof
that the redactor of LB also consulted the Book of Druim
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Suechta himself. In the Invasion of Partholon, LB has a short
passage on the division (f Ireland by Partition's sons. It also
occurs in Sa, from which it may have been taken. But in a
marginal note in LB we are told that the passage is based on
the Lebor Dromma Snechta. F omits it, though the whole
Gabail Par.tholoin is preserved in that MS. There is but one
possible conclusion: the redactor of LB had the famous old book
before him. Of all the references to Gin Dromma Snechta in the
Lebor Gabala text of LB this marginal note is the only one that
proves tliis fact conclusively. Therefore it deserves a place in
the list of instances given by Professor Thurneysen. The matter
is even more significant: it shows us that the redactor of LB
intended to do more than give merely a somewhat fuller copy
of LG, his desire being evidently to bring together all the exist-
ing traditions, even those that had not yet been embodied in a
coherent text. In this respect he continued in the direction of
his predecessors, for, as will appear in chapter II, S was put
together upon the same principle. Lee II elaborated it even more
by adopting passages from numerous other sources. And it is this
general character, uniting LB and Lee II, which justifies us in
treating these two texts as belonging to one version, however
considerable the additional matter of Lee II may be.

§ 7. The version D.

O'Clery's version is principally included here for sake of
completeness, rather than for its own interest. It was compiled
by Cucogry O'Clery from earlier texts by omitting a great many
details that seemed inconsistent with the rest of the story, and by
making the order and the contents uniform. O'Clery's characteristic
way of working will appear from the short account of D given in
§ 14. The introduction on the oldest Goidels, Fenius, Nel, &c. is
transferred from the beginning of the whole work to the end of
the Taatha De Danann section. The adventures of the Fir Bolg
and the Tuatha De Danann after the battle of Conaing's Tower
are no longer given as an appendix to the Invasion of Nemed,
their common ancestor, but as introductions to the two subsequent
invasions. And there are more instances of arbitrary changes
introduced by O'Clery. This, however, need not prevent us from
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tracing the older versions lie consulted. A few illustrations will
disclose his authorities.

According· to D Partholon came to Ireland ona atJiarda .i.
Siceil Greic. C has asin Megind .i. asin Grey SceitJieagda, where-
as S says asin Midi Greic. The influence of some text belonging
to the Ba group is evident here. This is also the case, when
in the Invasion of Nemed D mentions the names of Nemed's
daughters-in-law, or when we are told that Macha died on the
12th day after her arrival vin Ireland; for C does not know the
names of these women, and according to the same version
Macha's death took place in the 12th year. Still these un-
mistakable traces of Ba are not very numerous, and on the
whole the text is that of C, allowance being made for O'Clery's
introducing his own stjrle in many episodes. Of the two MSS.
constituting version C O'Clery apparently follows Lee II and not
LB, for he has all the characteristics of Lee II and none of
LB's. The account of Partholon's wanderings is that of Lee II,
and the tale of Delgnad (Elgnad) and Toba occurs only in Lee II
and D. The explanation of the names of the Fir Bolg, Fir Domnann
and Galeoin — especially the last named — can only have been
taken from Lee II. D tells us the Tuatha De Danann came from
the innsi tuaiscertacJia na Grecci, just as Lee II makes them
begin their wanderings asa Grec Sceitheacda: no other MS.
mentions them in connection with Greece. All these salient
points prove that Lee II was the real source of D, though there
is clear evidence of O'Clery's having consulted some version of B
also. This is only natural, for if he worked at Lee II, Lee I
must have been also in his hands. O'Clery had no need to look
for a second MS., for the Book of Lecaii provided two different
versions, and these are the very same versions of whose influence
there are traces in D. Nothing points to his having known A
or F. The text of the poems is quite untrustworthy as it abounds
with conjectures by O'Clery himself; what makes these poems inter-
esting are the numerous glosses he adds, although they are often
merely attempts to elucidate corrupt readings.

For the understanding of the structure of LGr, D has no
value whatever. Its immediate exemplar, Lee, is one of the most
valuable of our MSS.: in Lee I it contains the oldest version of
LG- attainable in a fixed and uncorrupted form, while in Lee II
it shows the latest development of the story, where all the scattered
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traditions extant have found a place. In D, O'Clery has endeavoured
to bring these incongruous traditions into harmony with one an-
other. And this could not be effected without violating the text.
The uniforming process it underwent, rendered many departures
from the traditional LG inevitable. They can all be accounted for
from the standpoint of O'Clery's preconceived design. Therefore a
thorough study of this version would be of more significance for
the understanding of the man and his work than for the present
investigation.

II. The Introduction on the Goidels and the Preface.

§ 8. The tradition of A and Ba.
The most important differences between the two oldest ver-

sions present themselves in the Introduction; therefore this portion
of LG will more than any other furnish a clue to the solution of
problems concerning the growth and evolution of the saga. In order
to understand fully the signification of these differences, we must
have before us a separate survey of the two traditions.

Leaving alone the biblical and genealogical preface for a
moment, we have in A first an account of Fenius Farsaich *), king
of Scythia and his two sons, Nel and Noenual. Fenius leaves
his kingdom to Noenual, while he himself goes to Asia in order
to assist at the building of the Tower of Babel; there Nel is born.
Nel comes to Egj^pt, where he begets a son, Goidel Glas, who
forms the Gaelic tongue out of the seventy-two languages. The
names of all the languages are given. Sru and Eber Scot,
Goidel's descendants, leave Egypt for Scythia. Eber Scot seizes
the kingdom, but is afterwards killed by Noenual's son Noeinius,
and from this time on the descendants of Nel and Noenual alter-
nately usurp the kingdom of Scythia but are always killed by
their rivals. At last Refloir, a descendant of Noenual, becomes

') We find Farsaich, Farsaig and Farsaid. I prefer the first form.
Farsaid = old, can only be a late etymology, for the Old Irish form of this
word is arsaid. The Latin preface of Rb has Feniun Farwaeua, which must
convey the real meaning of the name. Farisaeua is, indeed, an excellent
epithet for the man who knew all languages. On Farsaid == Pharisee see
Atkinson, Passions and Homilies, p. 953.
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king of Scythia, and expels the Goidels. After many wanderings
they reach Sliab Eife, under Agnomen and Laimfind, where their
drui, Caicher, prophesies that one day their progeny will possess
Ireland. They remain in the Maeotic marshes until one of
Laimfind's descendants, Brath mac Deatha, leads them to Spain.
Here they fight three battles, 'for Toisenu, for Bachra, for Long-
barda'. Great numbers of them die from the plague. Bregon,
Brath's son, erects the city of Brigantia and a high tower in it,
from which Ireland was £een for the first time by Ith.

According to Ba, Fenius Farsaich and his school wander
from Scythia to the Tower of Babel, after it had been built by
Bifath Scot and others. There they learn the various languages.
On account of his learning Nel is invited to Egypt by Pharaoh
Cincris, who gives him his daughter Scota in marriage. Nel makes
friend with Aaron, the leader of the Israelites, especially when
his young son Goidel Glas is saved by Aaron from a snake's bite.
After Cincris has been drowned in the Red Sea the Goidels are
banished, because of their friendship with the Jews. Under Esru
and Eber Scot they reach Scythia. Here they live in constant
struggles with the other royal race, until Mil1) mac Bile kills
Refeloir. Mil is expelled, and goes with his people to Egypt. They
are well received by Pharaoh Nectinebus, and Mil is married to
his daughter Scota. The Goidels learn the arts in Egypt. Mil
is a contemporary of Alexander the Great, who invades Nectine-
bus' country, founds the city of Alexandria, and turns out the
king. Mil and his people fly, and after endless troubles thej-
land in Spain. There are not three but fifty-four battles now,
for Fresseno γ for Longbardolb ? Bacliraib 7 rogabsat Espain
ar eigin ? rocumtaiyed catliir and la Breogund mac JBratJia .i.
Brigancia ainm na cathrach ? tor for a li-inciiaib γ is on tor sin
atcessa Ifriu M fescur gaimrid. Atascondairc Ith mac JBregoin.

The principal differences between the two texts may be
summed up thus:

1. In Ba, Fenius does not build the Tower of Babel himself,
but it has been built before this'time. This is a con-
sequence of the different genealogies of Fenius given by
A and Ba. See § 13.

!) I use the earliest form of the name, though S and R always have
Miled't the oldest genealogical poems have Mil.
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2. The adventures of the Goidels in Egypt are related much
more circumstantially in Ba.

3. The feuds of the two royal races of Scythia are more
detailed in A.

4. Ba has a second visit to Egypt, of which there is no
mention in A.

5. In A the Goidels are led out of Scythia by Agnomen
and Läimfind, and in Spain by Brath; in Ba both these
acts are performed by Mil.

6. A has three, Ba fifty-four, battles in Spain.

In order to trace what is old in these traditions, we must
now examine the scattered remnants of the saga that have come
down to us from an earlier period than any version of LG.
Among these there are three whose date may be approximately
fixed; viz., the account in Nennius' Historia Brittonum (HB),
Mailmuru Othna's poem Canam bunadas na.nGaedel (MO), and
a note to Fiacc's Hymn (Thes. Pal. II p. 316).

§ 9. The earliest vestiges of the story.
It may be useful to reprint the passage from HB (sc. § 16)

once more in extenso. Si quis scire voluerit quando vel quo
tempore fait inhabitabilis et deserta Hibernia, sic mihi peritissimi
Scottorum nunciaverunt. Quando venerunt per Mare Rubruiu filii
Israel, Aegyptii venerunt et secuti sunt eos et demersi sunt, ut
in Lege äidiur. Erat vir nobilis de Scytliia cum magna familia
apud Aegyptios, et expulsus est a regno suo, et ibi erat quando
Aegyptii mersi sunt, et non perrexit ad sequendum populum Dei.
Illi autem, qui superfaerant, inierunt consilium ut expellerent
ilium, ne regnum illorum obsidcret et occuparet, quia fratres
illorum demersi erant in Rubrum Mare, et expulsus est. At illc
per quadraginta et duos annos anibulavit per Affricam; et venerunt
ad Aras Philistinorum per locum Salinarum et venerunt inter
Husicadam et monies Azariae et venerunt per flumcn Malvam, .et
transier nut per maritima ad Columnas Herculis, et navigaverunt
Tyrrenuw, Mare, et pervenerunt ad Hispaniam usque et ibi habita-
verunt per multos annos et creverunt et multiplicati sunt nimis,
et gens illorum multiplicata est nvfids. Et postea vcncrunl ad
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Hibcrnlam post mille et duos annos postquam mersi sunt Aegyptii
in 'Riibrum Marc, et ad regioncs Darieta in tcmpore quo regnabat
Bmttis apud Romanos, &c.

The other early allusion to LG? in a note to vs. 35 of
Fiacc's Hymn (Patraic pridcliais do Scottaib) is as follows: Do
Scottaib o Scotta ingen Foraind rig Egipt nominantiir, ocus is
asso roasdetar (leg. roassatar) .i. Nel mac Goedil Glais meic
Feniusa Farsaid, fer foglama lie, uoluit scire lingas. Venit a
Scitliis ad Campum Sennqr itbi sunt diuisce lingce; 7 ita uenit .i.
cum .Ixx. duol>us uiris, γ missit eos siib regiones mundi ut disce-
rent lingas; unum ad unam misit, et postea uenerunt ad eum cum
peritia omnitim lingaritm. ? Jiabitauit in Campo Sennar γ docuit
ibi lingas. Et audiuit Farao rex Egipti ilium studiosum esse, et
uocauit eum ad se ut doceret Egiptios circa lingas 7 dedit ei filiam
suam γ lionorem maximum f ab ilia Scotti nominati sunt. Goidil
immorro do rad dib o Goe iulGlas, mac Feniiisa Farrsaid patre Niuil.

The above two Latin accounts belong to quite different
periods. That of Nennius. whether it already existed in the first
recension of HB or did not conie in until the second stage, takes
us back at least to the end of the 8th century. The note to
Fiacc's Hymn, on the other hand, only occurs in one of the
MSS. of that hymn, and was written, at the earliest, towards the
end of the 11th century; so it is very little older than LL, and
later even than X. The more remarkable is the. fact that it
represents a different tradition. For here Nel is not Goidel's father,
but his son; and it was Nel, not Fenius, who taught the languages
in the plain of Sennar. So even at this late period there was no
fixed tradition concerning the three eponymous ancestors of the
Goidels. This will prove an important conclusion in estimating
the general character of LG, but for the earlier history of the
text it has no significance.

Next in age to Neimius is Mailnmru Othna. As this poet
died in 887, his poem must be placed in the 9th century. In
any case it is later than HB. It contains the following tra-
dition of LG. The Goidels descend from Jafeth mac Noe.; When
Nembroth has built the Tower of Babel, Fenius leaves Scythia
and goes to the tower, where he teaches all the languages. There
his sou Nel is born. Pharaoh sends for him, and gives him his
daughter Scota. Their son is Gaedel Grlas. The Goidels do not
support Pharaoh against the Israelites, and, fearing the vengeance
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of the Egyptians, they take flight in the king's ships. They wander
through India, Asia, Scythia, the Caspian Sea, the island Coronis,
Sliab Eiffi, Golgatha1), where they remain two hundred years,
Greta, and Sicily to Spain. Bregond conquers Spain, and founds
the city of Brigantia. There he erects the tower, and from its
summit Ireland is discovered by Ith. Then the storjr of the Meic
Miled follows.

§ 10. The earliest evolution of the story.
We shall now compare HB and MO with A and Ba, with

special reference to the points of difference between the two
latter MSS. enumerated on p. 1221; for such a comparison will
enable us to make out which of the two has least diverged from
the original version.

1. HB does not mention the Tower of Babel at all. MO
agrees with Ba: Nembroth builds the tower, and Fenius
visits it from Scythia.

2. Both HB and MO relate some of the details concerning
the stay in Egypt. HB relates that the noble Scythian
in Egypt non perrexit ad sequendum populum Dei, and
that the Egyptians turned him out of the kingdom for
fear that he should occupy it himself. In the same way
MO tells us that the Goidels did not take arms against
the Israelites. A has none of these particulars, and Ba
dwells with preference on the friendship between the
Goidels and Israelites, and also mentions that Esru and
Eber Scot were expelled by the Egyptians.

3. The struggles between the two royal races in Scythia,
which are told so much more circumstantially in A than
in Ba, are not even mentioned in HB and MO.

4. The second visit to Egypt, being known only to Ba, does
not figure either in HB or MO.

5. Neither HB nor MO give the names of the leaders .of
the expedition to Spain.

6. The two earliest sources do not speak of the battles
in Spain.

») A marvellous corruption of the Gaetblaig Maeotecda!
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Nos. 1 — 3 prove that Ba preserves old traditions which
were lost in A, but at the same time no. 4 shows an inclination
on the part of Ba to add to the original text. Still it will not
be difficult, following* HB and MO, to separate from the body of
LG the later additions, and this done, we possess in Ba a much
more perfect text than A. For not only has A left out several
important episodes, but the text has been unreasonably altered
in this version: for instance, it was an unnecessary innovation of
A to make F4nius build the Tower of Babel himself. Consequently
the superiority of Ba is now established once for all.

A careful study of the succeeding accounts of HB, MO and
Ba makes it possible to trace the growth of the earliest traditions
on the Goidels throughout the 9th and 10th centuries. The original
story, existirg in 800 A. D., so far as we can judge from HB, was
this: A noble Scythian, called Miles Hispaniae or Mil, was living
in Egypt at the time of Moses. He was expelled by the Egyptians,
and fled by the shortest route, through Africa, to Spain. There
his descendants increased in number, until they came over to
Ireland. This happened because they had discovered Ireland
from the tower at Brigantia1).

The additions which were introduced gradually, may be
classified thus:

9th century. The Scythian chieftain2) becomes Fenius Far-
saich, a teacher of the seventy-two languages in the plain
of Shinar, or rather his son Nel who visits Egypt in order
to propagate linguistic knowledge in that country, and is
married there to Pharaoh's daughter Scota. She gives
birth to a son, Goedel Glas (MO). After being expelled
they wander through India, Asia and Scythia, and even
remain for two hundred years in the Maeotic marshes (MO).
Their adventures in Spain are related with more details,
for Mil has now to fight for the possession of the country.

10th century. The next stage is X, the common source of
A and Ba. Here a biblical preface is prefixed, because
of the opening story of the Tower of Babel. — Elaborate

J) That this is an original trait of LG may be inferred from the occur-
rence of Bregond in a 7th century genealogy, see § 13.

u) On the oldest genealogical traditions relating to this -person see § 13.
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genealogies are added1), see § 13. The stay in Egypt
is elucidated by a circumstantial relation of the Goedels'
connections with the Israelites. But the most important
innovation is introduced in the passage relating their
journey from Egypt to Spain. HB does jnot mention at all
the Goidels' passing through Scythia, in MO this country
figures as one of the places they visit' on their way to
the West, but of a prolonged stay there is no mention.
In X this hurried passage through had [developed into
a settling for many generations. For in Sa we find the
following account, which is not even so elaborate as that
of LL. Ond aimsir sin (sc. the coming of Eber Scot to
Scythia) co h -aimsir Refeloir meic Nema γ Miled mac
Bile .i. Galum a ainm: mor do cathaib ? do cJiongalaib
? do choicthib γ do fingalaib roimirset etorru frissin re
sin corrogon Miled mac Bile .Kefelair mac Nema .xii.
bliadna ar noe cetaib robui in cosnum sin. Doluid Miled
for longais iar sain .iiii. longa doib 7 .v. lanamna dec 7
amas in cacJi luing dib. As has been said, LL goes even
farther and gives the names of the kings of the two
races who killed each other successively; perhaps these
names were already known in X and for some reason
omitted in Sa. When the Goidels are banished from
Scythia they have to wander once more over many seas
and lands, until they reach Spain at last. But in this
last section of their adventures A and Ba diverge so
much from each other that it would be impossible to
establish the original tradition of X without first examin-
ing the two texts separately.

§ 11. Version A (11th or early 12th century).
In the first place A expands the biblical preface by a di-

gression on the tribes of Europe and Asia and their lineage. In
Ba this preface begins with the words In prindcipio fecid deus
ctlnm et ten-am. Doriglme dia neam γ talmain ar ius, <fcc. Then

') The genealogies themselves are, of course, older, btit there is no* reason
that they should have heen embodied in LG before the lOtl» century.
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follows an account of the creation, of Lucifer, of the first sin, and
of Noali and his sons, ending in a short poem. After this Ba goes
on: Cam tra rogab side inn Affraicc γ deisscertleth na liAissia.
Sem for medon Aissia ο sruth Eofrait co tracht airthir in bethad.
Is lafeth tra tuaiscertleth na hAissia 7 luclit na hEorpa uile γ
dia clainn duinde innar nGaidelaib. The story of Fenius, Nel
and Goidel follows immediately. A has a much longer passage
instead, which I quote from a text of Bb (viz. Lee I), practically
identical with that of A, and where it has been better preserved:
0 tri maccaib Noe tra rolinait tri randa an talman .i. Eorpa 7
Africa 7 Aissia. Sem mac Nae tra rogab i nAisia 7 .vii. cenela
.xx. uad innte. Cam i nAffraic 7 .xxx. genela uad. lafeth i
nEoraip 7 tuaiscert Aissia. Coic genela dec ^^ad inntib} de quibus
hoc cairmen:

Sem rogab in Asia n-ait, Cam cona clainn in Afraic
lafeth uasal is a meic, it e rotrebsat Eoraip.
Tricha chenel, comol ngle, cinset ο Cam mac Noe,
A ocht flehet uad o Sem, a coic dec 6 lafeth.

Ο lafeth dano int airthertuaiscert, Scithecdai 7 Armendai 7
luclit na hAisia Sice 7 ergabala 7 ciniuda na hEorpa uili co luclit
na n-innsi atait fria anes 7 atuaith 7 aniar otha Slebi Ripe atuaid
co traig hAespaine. Ocht meic lafeth, 7 Magoch, la se ant odd-
mad. Da mac dano la Magoc .i. Ήααά 7 load. O Ibad iarum
rig Roman. Mac dano la Baad Fenius liarsaich o fuil Scithecdai
7 is dia sil Gaidil. O Ibad Frainc 7 Romain 7 Saxain 7 Bretain
7 Albanda, Ο Magoch mac lafeth na tuatha rogdbsat Erinn ria
nGaidilaib. Partolon mac Soera mic Sru mic Esru mic Bramin
mic Fathecht mic Baaid mic Magoich mic lafeth mic Noe. Nemed
mac Agnomain mic Phaim mic Tait mic Sera mic Zru 7 clanna
Nemid A. Gaileoin 7 Fir Bole 7 Fir Domnann. De qiiibus hoc
carwen dicitur Finntan.

Magoch mac an lafeth ataseinnte J) a chlann
dib Partolon Banba roba chalma a bann.
Ba dib Nemid noethech mac Agnomain oen,
Gann dib, Gcenann Sengann, Slaine soer.
Clanna Elatha.imdha [ba dib] Bres cen breic
mac Elathain felgaith mic Delbceth mic Neit,

J) Sic. at (achinte E,; ata ctM.fi F.' .
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Mic Inndui mic Alldui, Alldui ~ba mac Tait
mic Tabuirnn mic Ceno mic Baaid mic Ibaith aitt.
Bethach ba mac larboneol mic Nemid liui Paim
Paim mac Tait mic Sera Zru mac Ezru Briaim bain [sic].
Briamain ~ba mac Fatecht mic Magoch, mor Had,
robassa riana n-aimsir co taibsin via magli. M.

Atberat araile. combad Baad mac Ibaid meic Goimeir meic
lafeth et is uad Gaidil ? fir na Scithia ? mac do Fenius Farsaicli.

Here we find the first significant interpolation in A. Though
the tendency of A as a rule is rather to abridge the text as it
existed in X, it sometimes borrows illustrations from other sources,
and inserts them in extenso in the text. The reason of the present
interpolation is obvious. As appears from Ba, a connection had
already been established in X between the biblical preface and
the history of the Goidels through the statement that the Irish
were descended from Jafeth mac Noe (see the sentence quoted
on p. 128), the genealogies serving also for the same purpose; and
even in MO Jafeth had been indicated as the ancestor of the
Goidels. So it was but natural for A to make a digression on
this subject, if there existed a special Irish work dealing with it.

In the Irish Liber Sex Aetatum (LSA), in the Secunda
Aetas, there is a tract on the descent of the 'Clanna lafeth', which
we possess in a very old recension (Lebor na hUidre, fol. 1), al-
though Eawl. B. 502, fol. 69 (facs.) contains a better text *). It runs
thus: Da mac Magog mic lafeth mic Noi .i. Baath ? Ibath. Baath
mac do side Fenius Farsaid a quo sunt Scithi et Gothi Λ. Fenius
mac Baatli mic Magog mic lafeth mic Noi jrl. Ibad dano in mac
aile do Magog, mac do side Elonius no Alanius. Tri meic aid
side A. Armon, Negua, Hisicon. Goic meic ic Armon .i. Gothus,
Uolegotlms, Cebidus, Burgandus, Longubardi^. Negua dano Mi.
meic les .i. Uandalus, Saxus, Bogardits. Hisicon dano .iiii. meic
aice .i. Francus, Romanus, Albanus ota ind Albain air flier ach
isind Asia Mor, Brittts ο rater Inis Bretan. Is andsin rorran·
naid in domun i tri rannaib .i. JLoraip, Afraic, Asia .i. Sem i
nAsia, Cam i nAfraic, lafed i nE'oraip. 7 is o cethfher de sil
lafeth tunic i nEoraip .?. Alanius mac Ibath mic Magog mic

*) According to LU there are 44 triues claiming their descent from
Cam, M'hile Rawl. B. 502 has 27, like LG.
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lafeth mic Noi. Is amlaid tunic Alanius γ a tri meic leis .i.
Armon 7 Negua γ Hisicon conid i fits rochlannaigset na maccu
atcliuadamar. Saxus mac Negua mic Alanii mic Ibath mic Magog
mic lafeth mic Noi, is uad atat Saxain. laban dano mac lafeth
mic Noe .iiii. meic aca side .i. Elisa, Tarsis, Cethrim, Dodanim.
Tarsis is uad γ Cilecdai. Cethrim is uad Cethri, tiadib side ainm-
nigther cathir na Ciprecda A. Citheum. Dodanim dano uad side
Eodii. Is uadib sidi rofodlait inse Mara Tirritce frisin abbertar
Muir Torren cona cenelaib ecsamlaib ? cona mberlaib. Is iat sain
.xv. primchenela clainni lafed cona fochenelaib roselbsat feranna
imda isin nAsia o Bleib Imai γ ο Bleib Tuir co sruth Tanai γ
connici in Scithia γ roshelbsat inn Eoruip uli connici inn ocian
muridi fuineta, insi IBretan γ inn Espain co h-uilinn talman*).

The whole interpolation in A, except the poem, must have
been derived from LSA down to the words O Magoch mac lafeth
na tuatha rogabsat Erinn ria nGaidilaib. It is nothing but an
abridgment of the above passage in LSA. It begins with the
limits of Jafeth's race, given at the end of the tract in LSA.
Here LL mentions the Armenians as belonging to the 'clanna
lafeth', a name not occurring in LSA. But the Sliab Imai of
Rawl. B. 502, or rather Sliab Imari as it is called in LU stands for
Armenia: Cinel fil i Sleib Armenia Λ. Hibiri a slonnud, says a
separate tract in Ba. For the rest our interpolation down to the
sentence quoted is identical with LSA, but all that does not
concern the Goidels is omitted. What follows then was added by
the scribe himself on his own initiative: it was necessary for him
to give a survey of the invaders' genealogies, as he had to make
them conform to the preceding interpolation. See § 13.

It may be inferred from the above that although the author
of LSA was no doubt acquainted with the saga of LG (he mentions
'Fenius Farsaid'), there was no connection whatever established
between the two works, until the preface of A was amplified by
materials from LSA. The accounts of the Invasions of Ireland
in HB, MO and Ba bear no trace of having been influenced by
LSA. So Zimmer was certainty wrong in supposing that 'die
Abhandlung ber die Sex aetates mundi und der Lebor Gabala
eng zusammengeh ren, erst ere gewissermafsen als allgemeine

a) LU has in Espain ulide. The variant from Rawl. B. shows the real
meaning of the usual epithet for Spain in Irish poetry.
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Einleitung galt' (Nenn. Vind., p. 226). He consulted only LL and
LB, the t\vo principal representatives of the versions interpolated
from LSA, which never until the redaction of A formed a part
of LG.

In addition to the interpolation on the descendants of Jafeth
from LSA, there is another section in A that does not appear to
have belonged to the original LG, there being no trace of it either
in MO or B a. It is the list of the seventy-two languages, out of
which Goidel Glas formed the Gaelic language. There is nothing
unnatural in its having been introduced into LG after Fenius and
Nel had become teachers on the plain of Shinar and in Egypt.
There undoubtedly existed lists of these languages in a metrical
form at a very early period. Consequently the poem on them in
LG is likely older than the prose-paraphrase, given in LL; besides,
Leclb and Rb have only the poem. I give it here from Lee I b,
which seems to be the better text.

Berla in domain dechaid lib: Bethin, Scethin, S till, Scarfliain,
Goith, Grec, Goill, Germain co ngrain, Poimp, Frigia, Dal-

[wait, Dardain,
Paimpil, Morinn, Liguirn lir, Ogu, Creit, Coirsic, Cipir,
Tesail, Caspia, Armen ain, Reit, jSicil, Sarait, Sardain,
Belgait, Boet, Britain linn, Espania, Romain, Rugind,
Huminn, Innia, Araib oir, Magoic, Moesic, Maicidoin.
Parthia, Calldia, Siria, Sax, Achain, Achait, Alban cass,
Ebra, Ardain, Galait glain, Troia, Tesalia co laich,
Moessia, Media, Fairne, Frainc, Grinni, Laicdemoin^ Long-

[baird,
Trada, Numia, Achaid, JEisil eirc, Hircain aird, Efhoip, Egipt.
Acsain lin mberla cen meirg as roteip Goedel Gaidilc,
AicJmid do ara n-crgna an aicme na n-ilberla. Berla.

•
In this form the poem is certainly corrupt. Some of the

names are unintelligible, others are given twice over (1. 4
Tesail — 1. 8 Tesalia. 1. 6 Moesic — 1. 9 Moessia), 1. 10 is too
long owing to the repetition of Achaid (= Achait 1. 7), and,
moreover, there are not 72 names. §till it is a most interesting
fragment of Irish literature, as the list of languages (or names
of places, as they mostly are) diverges considerably from the
various lists which have come down to us from earlier writers,
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all of them modelled on the lost Αιαμεςμομόςι Isid. Etym. IX, Ex·
cerpta latino, Barbari, Liber Generationis (MGH Auct. Ant. IX).
Several oriental nations have been supplanted by Teutonic ones,
what makes it probable that the same Frankish list of nations
was used in the composition of the poem that is also embodied
in LSA (see Zimmer, Nenn. Vind., p. 231).

Fortunately, however, we possess this poem in a much older
form. In his ' ber die lteste irische Dichtung' (Kgl. Preufs.
Akademie d. Wiss., Berlin 1913, pp. 26 and 51) Professor Kuno
Meyer includes two poems in rhythmical alliterative form, In
Fursundud aile Ladcinn and LuccretU moctt, Chiara .cc., with
genealogies of the kings Enna Cennselach and Cu-cen-Mathair
backto Jafeth. The couplets 41 — 50, or 23 — 31, contain an
alliterating list of 64 or 56 languages, and Professor Meyer
suggests that one or t\vo couplets may have been omitted. It
cannot be a mere accident that this list also begins:

jBethin, ScitJiin, Scuit, Still,
Scartliaig (Scarthiri), Greic, Gothia (GtiitJi), Gaill.

Of course, the scribe who modernised the form of this poem,
and made it conform to the rules of syllabic poetry, was obliged
sometimes to upset the order of the names, but wherever possible
he left it as it was. So in both versions Dalmait and Dardain,
Croit and Coirsic, Aihain and Admit are brought together. This
shows that the alliterating list, which is placed by Professor
Meyer in the first half of the 7th century, was the source of the
poem we find in A and Bb. There are slight differences between
the two, and in each are found names unknown to the other,
but neither of the two is free from corruptions or even complete.
We can even make out which of the two alliterating poems
is nearest to the later syllabic one. Ladcenn has Scarthaig,
Gothia, Point, Nonibitlii, Bethain, where Luccreth has Scartliin,
Guith, Poimp, Numin, Boet\ thus the poem in LG agrees with
the latter. A conclusive proof that this alliterating list really
was the source, is furnished by the words grinne fairne, trans-
lated by Professor Meyer as 'ein B ndel von einem Yolk, d. h.
eine V lkergemeinschaft': the redactor of A has misunderstood
them, taking them for names of nations, and separated them
accordingly.
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So far the additions in A. For the rest this version is
identical with that of MO: the poem Canam bunadas na nGaedel
is based on exactly the same recension of LG as A. As A pre-
serves more details than MO, it is impossible that this poem
could be the only source of A: a. prose version underlies both.
Yet A knew the poem, for it quotes two lines from it:

Feni o Fenius asambertar, clu cen dochta,
Gaedil 6 Gceduil Glas garta, Scuitt o Scotta.

This quotation was not introduced into A until a very late
period, that is to say, by the scribe of LL, for Bb, the text most
closely akin to A, has not got it. It will be our present task to
examine Ba in the same way, and to establish its relation also
withX. The problem that will most claim our attention is this:
did Ba, too, add some new matter to the text, or leave it just as
it was before?

As to Bb, this version differs in no way from A save for
one very curious addition. In Bb the intercalation of a poem on
the 72 languages has caused another interpolation on the division
of the Gaelic language and its names. It is a tract not found
elsewhere; and it is difficult to make out the exact meaning. I
give the text from Rb with variants from Lee Ib:

Ceithri ranna ciano ac luclit an eolusa forsin nGoidilc se
roteip Goidil γ ceithri anmann fovaib. 'SencJi&s mor γ bretha
ncmed, ai Cermna γ na cane in ceflirumad*), γ canoin an rann
sin 7 a ainm-) ar imat a fir γ a rosead. Tri coecait ogam 7 na
r ernenn*) γ r em n-ena4) 7 na duili feda p in s dir doib inn
rann tanaise γ gramatach a ainm, ar imat a sois, ar is i sdittir*)
eolnsa in labarflia cirt. Na fesa diain 7 na foirbesa γ na togla
γ na triclia seal γ in .xl.*) roger γ in s dir doib /sed in tres rann
7 a stair a ainm ar is innte luaiter scela 7 coimgneda. Brethu
Cae wwmorro cona n-imtegar1) in cethram&d. rann 7 r im a h-ainm.
De quibus dicitur:

*) na chan in cetran. 2) a h·ainm na rinde sin.
3) om. 7 na renwnn. *) remenna.
5) ar s i a stiair (?). 6) .Ix.
7) n - imtecor.
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Ceihrl r anna raiter de for suidiu1) n a Gaidilce:
canoin, gramatacli γ stair γ rim cona rogail*).
Is i an canoin, ni celeb*), sencJt&s mor, bretha nemed
nocliasderna 4) dui de ai cane ? na cermna 5).
Is in an grarnatacli*) na tri coecait craobogam,
na r emend7) reim n-ena / na duili dagfheda.
Is i an sdair rosdiuir mesa na fessa, na forbessa,
togla, tanas) tricha seel γ tri ficJiit roger.
Is i an rim nocliasreeab^) bretJi Cai con n-imtccar
Ms qsba a sechna sona™), cnesda na ceitvi r anna. C.

Ceitliire anmann άίαηο for an Goidilc fo rainne^) no
conad ainm cecli primbevla dona trib primb&rlaib .i. J5^ra
^ 6rrec 7 Latin γ a Ji-ainm diles ο Gaidil. Ticcolatlia ainm
.Bora, Maloth ainm Grecda, Legulas^) a Laitm, Tinoiltecli
a Gaidilc la Gaidel rostoba1*). De quibus hoc cairmen di-
citm*:

In berla tobaide trie rolesaig Goidel glainglicc
Jiuath&a14) do sil Gaidil gairb duine ga mbeith a firainm.
Gaidilc atberas1δ) som fris in lucht' aineolacli16)
ni nesa do Gaidil1') glic indas da cecli ni as airdirc.
Mad ail dam a radii fri each coraib co fallus in fath
atat sunn cen gnimradh ngaeis) ceithri anmae in berlcc.

In &erla.

Ticolad a Ebv& ard Malotli a 6?rec glegarc
Legulas a Laitin le Tinoiltecli a re fenc.
Gebe bes or aniar air etir dascair1?)) is diamair
Is eol dam ccn time tra anmanna binne an berla.

_ In berla.

!) sitithe. 2) robail.
3) ceiledh. *) noclion as dernai.
5) ai cermna 7 ai chance. *) gramatach na nglonn.
7) remenna. s) tana togia
a) nochorcobb. ">) so.
L) fo comniwnir a rainne. 12) legulus.
0 rodostoba. «) o uatliad.
0 Gaidel gelbzi-at. 10) aineolach ainbfiss.
r) Gaideleg. i«) ngle.
0 descair.
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ON LEBOR GABlLA. 135

§ 12. The version Ba.
Leaving the question of the genealogies over for the next

paragraph, we have now to fix the amount of work done by the
redactor of Ba for the evolution of LG. Did he import any
passages from other known works, as for instance the scribe of
A? Did he alter the aspect of the saga in any other way?

It has already been pointed out that those portions of the
Introduction bearing on biblical history are related quite circum-
stantially in Ba, and it is uncertain how much is genuine in
these biblical passages. But the germ of them is very old. The
long preface on the creation &c. recurs in A, though in a much
more concise form. All that is lacking in A need not be an
addition in Ba, for A abridged as much as possible; and Maol-
muru Othna, who was celebrating the origin of the Goidels,
left out the biblical stories simply because they did not refer
to his subject. In any case A shows conclusively that there
was a biblical preface in X, and all that Ba may be accused of,
is to have amplified it a little. In the same way HB proves
that the relations between the Jews and the Goidels in Egypt
— which Ba dwells upon with evident satisfaction — were
known already in the 8th century. Here, too, it is only a possi-
bility that Ba embellished the tale by a few digressions on this
point. And even in assuming this we should be on our guard;
for the epithet of Glas applied to Goidel which occurs as early
as MO, seems to have been derived from the snake's bite, which
made him blue in appearance until Moses cured him: and this
story of Goidel and the snake is found only in Ba. And even if
the biblical passages did assume somewhat larger proportions in
Ba than in a previous stage of the text, this is of no great
importance, for it does not affect the subject matter of the saga
to any extent. So if we want to characterize the part played by
Ba in the evolution of LG, we must not look for salient points
in those biblical portions.

As to the adventures of the Goidels themselves, Ba is
identical with MO in the beginning. Fenius comes to the
To\ver of Babel after it has been built, his son Nel goes to
Egypt, where he marries Pharaoh's daughter. His descendants
Esru and Eber Scot have to leave the country, being expelled
by the Egyptians. They fly to"Scythia, where their race
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136 A. G. VAN HAMEL.

lives in endless struggles with their kinsmen, until they are
driven out. So far Ba does not deviate in any respect from
X, being virtually identical with A, notwithstanding its greater
length.

But now the agreement ends. The journey to Spain by
the 'Muinckend Mara Caisp, Muir Libis, Sliab Riffe, Gaethlaige
Meotecda, Creit, Sicil, Colomna Hercuil', as it is given with slight
variations in 3VIO, A and Bb, turns into something quite different.
Another visit to Egypt is introduced, and an entirely new tradition
is formed. It is no longer Agnoman and Laimfind who leave
Scythia, but Mil1) mac Bile with four ships. He and his companions
wander through 'Aissia sairdess' and 'Inis Deprofane', where they
remain for three months, and only reach Egypt after another three
months' wandering on the sea. There they are received by Pharaoh
Nectinebus, the 35th or the 15th king after Cincris. Nectinebus
gives his daughter Scota in marriage to Mil; he remains in Egypt,
until his father-in-law is expelled by Alexander the Great, who
occupies the whole kingdom and founds the city of Alexandria.
Mil's companions had learned the principal arts (na primdana) in
Egypt. Mil does not remain in Egypt after the expulsion of
Nectinebus. He leaves the country with his wife and his com-
panions. On his wanderings he has the same adventure with the
mermaids as Agnoman and Laimfind had, Caicher having to save
him and his people from their advances by putting wax in their
ears. At length they come to Spain and occupy the country after
fifty-four battles. The city of Brigantia is then founded.

What have we to think of this passage? Obviously it is
an interpolation, for none of the older versions has it. It bears
a general likeness to some of the older traits of the saga: e,"g.
NePs first visit to Egypt and Agnoman's travels from Scythia to
Spain. We have noticed that there existed a tendency to prolong
the journey from Egypt into Spain: MO inserted a second visit to
Scythia, which X elaborated into a settlement of many generations.
Did B a but follow this same tendency by introducing the second
visit to Egypt, borrowing its characteristics'from the first? This
supposition is only partially true. There was a still better reason
for the interpolation.

1) The oldest form of the name is Mil, cf. the genealogical poems quoted
on p. 132. In the prose texts we always find Milecl.
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In the Invasion of the Meic Miled, midway, Ba has a curious
tract. It does not occur in other versions, and spoils the context.
After the account of Ith's expedition to Ireland, which ended with
his death at the hands of the Tuatha De Danann, and the enumer-
ation of the sons of Mil and Bregon who determined to avenge
their former companion, we should expect to find something on
the Milesians' coming to Ireland. And there is, in fact, a passage
beginning Ο dodeocliatar morlongais mac Miled do gabail in nlriber
Slaine &c. But first comes another story, which seems to be quite
out of place here.

Here it is. Ceist: caiti tairtMud fir mac Jailed? .Mansa.
Cinel fit i Sleib Armenia A. Hibiri a slonnud. Έαί ri amra occo
A. Mile mac jBile meic Nemain. ~Bui sen oc cosnam flaithiusa fria
brathair a atliar fri Reflair mac Nema[in]. Dolluid AiiL barca
for longais ? .v. lanamna dec ceclia bairci 7 amas forcraidh cen
mnai. Da tuisecli amra occa A. Uca γ Occe. Lotar for Muir Caisp
amacli for inn ocian n-imeclitracli. Dollotar timcliul na liAisia
sairdes co lilnis Oeprofane Aii. mis doib inti An. mis aili for fairci
co riaclitatar co liEgipt fodeoid i cinn Aiii. mbliadan .1. ar. ccc.
ar mili ο cetgabail liErenn do Partolon. I cinn Aiii. mbliadan .x.
ar .dcccc. iar mbadud Forainn for Muir Huad rosiachtatar Egipt.
Paro Nectonibus ba ri Egepte an inbaid sin γ is e sin in coiced
ri .xl. iar Forann Cingcris robaidcd i Muir Ruad; oclit mbliad-
na do for Egipt co robaided. Paro Ceres ba ri ina diaid .xv.
bliadna. Is coir a fis conid Forann ainm ccch rig i nEgipt amail
asbcrar Cesair da ccch rig i JRoim γ Ptolomeus da cccli rig i
nAlaxandria. Armadis iarum .v.b. Harnesses post .lx. Amenoscs
.xl. Amenemes .xxviii. Tures .vii.b. Is ria lind side rotoglad Troi
γ is cuici rosiaclit Menelaus γ Elena iar sin togail. Dremcndis
Aiib. xx. Psenres .xl. Thusthus Ax.b. Oscorus .vii. mbl. Psinaclms
Ax.b. Psuscnes .v. bliadna fichet. SessoncJios .xxi. Psamus .xl.b.
Bachor .xlvii. Is re lind rolabar an t-nan i nEgipt. Ethops .xii.
Sibicciis .vx. Ethiops .xx. Etiops Nemes .xii.b. Stabantes .vii.b.
Encepros .vii.b. Nechdo .viii.b. Psanet .x. NecJwd .vi. Psamates .xii.
Hufripis .xxx.b. Amiris .xlii. Amarteres .vi.b. Nefrites .vi. Anclioris
.xii. Muteis A.b. Nectonibus Faro .xviii. Is 6 ba ri Egipte ar cinu
Mili meic Bile cona longais 7 fuair failtc oca fri re .viii. mbliadan
γ dobeir a ingen Scota do. Et ba si sin aimsir dolluid Alaxandair
Mor mac Pilip isin Aisia 7 rotairbir an Egipt fo reir 7 roinnarb
Faro Nectonibus a Egipt asin Etheoip 7 rondicliuir Artarxerxes
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138 A. G. VAN HAMEL,

ar tus fccht n-aili i nEgipt Cumdaigtlier iarum catliir la Alaxan-
dair i nEgipt .i. Alaxandria a h-ainm. Et discailter flaifhius
diles a nEgipt ann sin 7 gabais Grec fortamlas indti 7 ic Greic
Alaxandair robai flaithius ind Egipt o sein amacJi, conid and sin
tanaic Mill a Egipt doclium a cinil fein1). Finit.

The initial Geist and the concluding· Finit give this tract
the character of a separate tradition, not belonging to the body
of LGr as we found it in, MO and X. The passage quoted on
p. 124 from a note to Fiacc's Hymn shows that there were such
separate traditions current as late as the end of the 11th century.
For the redactor of Ba, whose aim was to include every detail
available, it was but natural to bring this tradition into his
version of LG. Its contents are quite simple. There was an
Armenian king who was expelled from his country because he
had opposed his uncle. He comes to Egypt, where he marries
Scota, Pharaoh's daughter. Afterwards he leaves the country, and
reaches Ireland. For the rest it consists of chronological and
historical allusions. The reason Mil had to leave Egypt is that
the country was conquered by Alexander. So Mil's father-in-law
must be identified with Nectonibus, who according to Eusebius
was the last Egyptian Pharaoh. From this it follows that the
whole list of Pharaoh's was introduced from Eusebius. The
mention of Pharaoh Cingcris (Atihenkheres annis .xvi; sub lioc
Moses ludaeorum ex Egipto egressus dux fait, Euseb. ed. Arevalo
I 145) in the beginning makes no allusion to any visit of the
Goidels to Egypt during the reign of that king, nor does it prove
that such a visit once was part of this tradition. On the contrary,
if it had been so, there certainly would have been an allusion
to it in this tract, and it is not too much to hasard the hypo-
thesis, that this earlier visit never was a part of this tradition
at all. Consequently we have here a tradition parallel to that
of MO and A: both speak of a Scythian king who came to Egypt,
who married the king's daughter Scota, and afterwards left the
country 2).

a) i. e. to the Tuatlia De Danarin, ar ba do cloinn Rifaith Scuit doib
dib Unidb as Ba says previously. The common descent of all the subsequent
populations of Ireland from Rifath Scot is one of Ba's favourite tenets. See § 13.

2) Another interesting· detail is that both 'speak of the two leaders Ucce
and Occe.
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Along with the version of MO and A we have traced now
another tradition preserved in Ba. The heroes of the former are
Nel, Goidel Glas and Agnoman, the latter mentions only Mil. Neither
has a claim to prioritj^. Zimmer (Nenn. Vind p. 220) was the first
to discover the existence of this second tradition. But he did not
draw the right conclusion from it. For he identified it with the
tradition in HB, and if this were right, it would prove that the
tradition of Nectinebus and Mil existed before that of Cingcris and
Nel. But as HB states that the vir nobilis de Scytliia who resided
in Egypt non perrexit ad sequendum populttm Dei, there can be
no doubt that Nennius was thinking of .the tradition we find in
MO and A, and not of Nectonibus and Mil. This is a very im-
portant fact, for it implies that Zimmer's theory as to the relation
of HB and LG cannot be upheld.

We can now go back even a step farther. From the two
parallel versions may be reconstructed their common original
which existed even before HB was written.. It was the history
of a noble Scythian, called Mil or Miles, who lived in Egypt
at an indefinite period, and who was married to some Pharaoh's
daughter Scota. Afterwards he left that country, without any
stated reason, for Spain. From thence Ireland was discovered. All
chronological connections, either with Cingcris or Nectinebus,
have come in later, for this is the point at which the two traditions
diverge. Each version established a chronology of its own, and
this involved divergent reasonings as to the cause of the Goidels'
flight from Egypt. See on this § 22. A comparison of the original
tale, as it has been retraced now, with the 7th century genea-
logical poems treated in § 13, will show that only one additional
element may b£ pointed out as an essential trait of the original
story, namely the discovery of Ireland from the tower of
Brigantia (see p. 126). This reconstruction of the introduction
in its germ will prove of no small help in retracing the origin
of LG.

Now let us return to the Introduction of Ba and compare
the account of the Goidels' second stay in Egypt with the new-
found parallel version on Mil. In both Mil is the hero, in both the
route of his journey to Scythia is exactly the same. Nectinebus
and Alexander occur in the same connection in the two versions.
Ba evidently interpolated the loose tradition concerning Mil into
the text of LG. The scribe who found the tract did not know
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what to do with it; he did not understand that it was but a
variant of the other tale, and finding a later chronological refer-
ence in it, inserted it in its place. It \vas a very easy task
to accomplish this. The return to Scythia and the long struggles
between the two royal races, which had entered in X, afforded the
necessary lapse of time to bring the history down from Cingcris to
Nectonibus. Nothing was more natural than that the redactor
of Ba should think the second tradition referred to the journey
of the Goidels after this repeated visit to their native country.
Therefore he left out the end of the story as it occurred
in X, and put instead of it the whole second tradition. This
manipulation did not involve any insuperable difficulties, for
the interpolation fitted in quite well with the rest of
the story.

There are still a few particulars in the passage introduced
into Ba that claim our attention. The end of the Introduction in
this version does not agree in every respect with the isolated tract
quoted above. In the first place the Introduction speaks of Nectine-
bus? daughter Scota, who is not named in the separate tract; nor
does the tract say anything of Mil's expedition from Egypt to
Spain and from thence to Ireland, whereas the Introduction
treats this in a very circumstantial way. It might be suggested
that these latter details were borrowed over again from the
original narrative in X that had been done away with. But this
seems scarcely probable. Of course, so far as the introduction, of
a second Scota is concerned, there could be no objections against
the supposition. But with the rest it is otherwise. Although both
have the same story of Caicher protecting his companions from
the mermaids, Ba hasn't the account of Caicher's prophecy.
Moreover, the localities belong to different spheres. Whereas X
made the Goidels pass by Sliab Rife, the Maeotic marshes, the
Tyrrhenian Sea, Crete and Sicily, Ba speaks of Inis Deprofane
(= Ceylon), India, Asia, Scythia, the Indian Sea, &c. These, in
fact, are the localities of the second tradition, where India and
Asia are also found. Then, after the arrival in Spain there are
not three but fifty-four battles for Fresseno 7 for Longbardaib 7
Bachrail. All this cannot have been taken over from X, for it
differs too much from the tradition of MO and A. There is but
one possible explanation left, namely that these details also all
belong to the second tradition.
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The separate tract, quoted on p. 137 must originally have
contained more than in its present form. Scota must have
figured in it as well as Mil's companions who learned the principal
arts in Egypt; and it must have ended with an account of Mil's
wanderings from Egypt to Spain and the building of Brigantia —
everything in accordance with the end of the Introduction in Ba1).
Why then was all this omitted by the scribe .of that version?
Because he had already given it once. He had already embodied
the whole story in the Introduction: why then copy it once more
in its unabridged form? There was no sufficient reason for this.
It is fortunate enough that the isolated · tract was preserved at
all, and we probably are indebted for this happy circumstance to
the list of the Pharaohs that had been incorporated in it. This
list seems to have aroused the chronological interest of our
scribe so that he determined to give it a place in his version
of LG, leaving the framework of the tract, in a shorter form,
around it. But if we wish to know its original contents, we must
refer back to the Introduction on the Goidels in Ba, where we find
it unimpaired without omissions. It would be'difficult to over-
estimate the importance of this fact; for now we possess a
.variant of the other tradition, preserved by HB, MO and X. It
looks very old, being quite simple: Mil, a chieftain from Armenia
or Scythia, is expelled from his country; he flies to Egypt;
afterwards he leaves this country and settles in Spain. In fact,
this version is very near akin to HB. Zimmer was wrong doubt-
less in identifying the two (see p. 139), for HB manifestly contains
the tradition of MO and A in its germ, though they have much
the same aspect. Only the difference in the chronological refer-
ences stamps them as two distinct variants. A comparison of
these two variants brings us nearer to a solution of the problem
as to the origin of the saga. See on this chapt. IV.

*) As I have shown on p. 139 that this tradition diverged from that
preserved in HB at a very early period, even before Nennius, it is impossible
that the details both have in common — such as the story of Catcher dnii ·—
could have already been present in the original version from which these both
arose. Therefore we must assume that the close relation between them was
never wholly forgotten: when a new element was adopted in one it WAS liable
to be introduced into the other version too. But in other instances each
went its own way.
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§ 13. The genealogies.
The most salient divergence of A (and Bb) and Ba lies in the

genealogies. The first traces of the tale of the coming of the Goidels
to Ireland must have arisen in a period when classical and biblical
studies were already flourishing in Ireland; this appears from
the allusion to Egypt and the Israelites, which occurs as early
as HB. So no wonder that the Irish wanted to establish a genea-
logical connection between themselves and Noah, the common
ancestor of the human race. According to all the versions of LG
it was Sru mac Esru mic Goidil who brought the Goidels from
Egypt to Scythia. We have now to examine every single version
as to the descent of Goidel Glas from Noah. We can distinguish
three versions:

a) The first version of A and Bb: 'Goidel son of Nel son
of Fenius Farsaich son of Baad son of Magoch son of
Jafeth'.

b) The second version of A and Bb: Atlerat araile combad
Baad mac Ibaid meic Goimeir meic lafeth (thus Bb; in
LL the initial words atberat araile have been omitted).

c) The version of Ba: Gaidel Glass ar senathair. Mac
side Niuil meic Feniusa Farrsaidh meic .Eogein meic
Glunfind meic LamfUind meic Etlieoir meic Tlioe meic
Boidb meic Sem meic Mair meic Aurthacht meic Abuith
meic Ara meic lara meic Sru meic Esru meic JBaaitli
meic Rifaiih Scuit. According to Gen. X 3 Bifath is a
son of Gomer.

Among the sons of Jafeth there are two from whom the
Goidels claimed their descent, Magoch and Kifath. The reason
is obvious, for from these two the Gauls and the Scythians
descended. Cf. Isid. Etym. IX 1, 26— 27: Filii lafeth septem.
nominantur: Gomer, ex quo Galatae id est Galli; Magog a quo
quidem arbitrantur Scytlias et Gothos traxisse originem. Two
questions arise: is α or δ the primary version of A, and does A
orBa preserve the original tradition of LG? So far as the first
question is concerned, we have a clue to its solution in the text
of A (and Bb) itself. In the genealogical poem quoted on p. 129
we read in 1. 8: mic Baaid mic Ibaitli (Lee Ib) or mic Baaid
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mic Ebaith (LL, F), while Rb lias mic Baaid mic Magoicli. In
1.11 Rb and LL have mac Baaith mic Magocli *). The prose,
however, always makes Baad the son of Magoch. So the poem
belongs to a different tradition than the prose; Rb felt the
anomaly, and altered the poem accordingly. On p. 130 I have
shown that the prose preceding the poem is an interpolation
from LSA. This work mentions Baath as the son of Magoch,
and hence after the prose interpolation, Magoch was put instead
of Ibath in the poem also. Fortunately Lee Ib and LL did it
rather carelessly, so that in 1.8 Ibath was overlooked. Here we
have a proof that Ibath was the original ancestor in A, whereas
Magoch did not come in until the adoption of the genealogical
theory of LSA.

In fact, LSA attributes two sons to Magoch, namely Baath
and Ibath; Fenius Farsaich is a son of Baath. So a was taken
from LSA at the same time that the passage on the division
of the world was interpolated from that work. Consequently "b
represents the old tradition of A; it has been preserved in the
sentence beginning with atberat araile.

Now the other question remains: is b or c the original
version? There are two salient differences between b and c:
they make Baad descend from different sons of Gomer (Ibad
and Rifath), and b hasn't the fourteen intermediate links bet-
ween Baad and Fenius, figuring in c- for the rest the two
are identical.

Among the ancestors of the Goidels there are three epoirym-
ous heroes: Fenius, Nel and Goidel Glas; Scota, Nel's wife, is
closely connected with them. As Maolmuru Othna puts it:

F4ni ο Fenius asambertar, clu cen dochta,
Gaedil o Gceduil Glas garta, Scuitt o Scotia.

As to Nel, I take his name to be derived from the glorious
royal family of the Ui Neill (perhaps in connection with that of
the Nile? Nel lived in Egypt). These eponymous heroes do not
occur in the oldest sources. Nennius, who in § 17 gives a long
pedigree from Noah downwards, does not name them at all,
while they are also unknown in the 'second tradition' of Ba,
see p. 137. In some later genealogies they come in at a quite

') Here Lee I b deviates by saying mac Fatecht mic Magoch.
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different point. In 'Fianaigecht7, p. 28, 30, there is a list be-
ginning with Jafeth, in which Glas and Scot figure as the son
and grandson of Lamfhind, while Nel is made the son of Mil!
And in the note to Fiacc's Hymn (see p. 124) Nel is the son, not
the father, of öoidel Glas, who is himself a son of Fenius. What
results from these contradictions is this: Fenins, Nel and Goidel
did not originally belong to the tradition of LG but were in-
vented by the Irish as their eponymous heroes after the example
of Britus, Saxus, &c. Now they had to get a position in the
genealogy of LG also, but were by different scribes put in at
different places. Wherever Fenius was made the son of Baad,
and the grandson or great-grandson of Jafeth, he was supposed
to have lived at the period of the Tower of Babel; for Cham's
grandson Nimrod and Sem's great-grandson Phaleg assisted at
its building and undoing. Thus arose the legend of Fenius'
adventures at the Tower. It cannot therefore belong to the old
stock of LG.

Who then was the ancestor of the Goidels, living at the
time of the Tower of Babel ? This was another grandson of
Jafeth: Eifath son of Gomer. Gomer, as we have seen, was
made an ancestor of the Goidels, because, according to Isidorus,
the Gauls descended from him. His son Rifath seems to have
been chosen as the next link because of the similarity of his
name with that of Sliab Rife, the range of mountains enclosing
Scythia1). And now there is a passage in Ba — which has
preserved so many genuine traditions — showing that originally
it was Rifatli and not Fenius, who assisted at the building of
the Tower of Babel. It seems that the redactor of Ba knew
the innovation of A*, for at the end of the genealogy, where he
makes Goidel Glas descend from Rifath Scot, he states: isse Rifatli
Scot tucc tuccasiar (sic) Scotic on tur ar ba se in sesed primtuisecli
roba ic .cumtacli in tuir Nemruaid. Is follus desin nach raibe
Fenius Jii cumiach in tuir mar atberat na senchaide cen comshiniud
comJiaiseraid. Is aire so on, ar isse Foenius Farsdicli in seissed
fer dec do sil Riafaid tue Scotic on tur . .. .xl. bliadna scailiud
in tuir co tanic Fenius Farsaidh atuaidh asin Scitliia cona scoil

*) The same connection is made by LSA: Paplagoni gens, doini filet
i Slebib Hiphi qui et Colchi aunt; cf. Isid. Etym. IX 1, 33: RifatU a quo
Paphlagones.
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do iaraidh na mberla. Here Ba evidently defends the old tradition
against a later one. Fenius originally had nothing to do with the
building of the Tower, he only had a school where the languages
were taught. But in A Rifath. had to make place for ,Magoch,
who came in from LSA, and consequently Fenius took the part
of Rifath at the erection of the Tower of Babel. His son Nel
was in Egypt when Pharaoh and his host were, drowned in the
Red Sea. In HB the .Scythian living in Egypt was still a name-
less hero; now the eponymous hero Nel had also to get an
occupation, and probably the one in Egypt was reserved for him
because of the general likeness of his name to that of the river
Nile. But these changes involved a complete upsetting of the
chronology: Fenius lived when the Tower of Babel was built, Nel
in the time of Moses! It is clear that in another respect, too,
Ba preserves a better tradition than A: there are some fourteen
generations wanted between those two episodes of biblical history,
which fortunately Ba has preserved. A priori it is highly probable
that the fourteen names given in c (see p. 142) are old. This
supposition is confirmed by the second genealogical poem edited
by Professor Kuno Meyer in his 'Über die älteste irische
Dichtung7 (see p. 132), where an almost identical genealogy
occurs (cf. vs. 36 — 39):

Gablach gliad Agni an,
art glonn Glunfind Ian.
Lämfind, Fether, Agnoman, Täi,
Bodb, Sem, Mäir, mö each Ui.
Ethecht, Aurthecht, Aboth, Aur,
Ära, lara, cäinem caur.
Cäin-Sru, Esrü, airir ban,
Boad, Hifad, Gomer glan.

Eogan must be a corruption of Agni, and Ether "of Fether,
whereas Agnoman, Ethecht and Aur were omitted; for the rest the
two lists are the same. The two next poems in Professor Meyer's
collection contain the same genealogy. The poems are dated by
him as early as the 7th century. They prove conclusively that
c preserves the oldest tradition of LG as to the genealogies. As
father of Agni (= Eogan) the poem names Eber Glass; instead
of him c put Goidel Glas, and with "him N61 and Fonius came

Zeitschrift f. celt. Philologie X. 10
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in. It is an interesting fact that the genealogical poems, too,
were subject to the tendency to introduce these eponymous heroes,
for one of the MSS. has instead of vs. 36: gablach gliad, Nel fri
"hag, an fer Foenitts, Glunfind bar. As to the origin of all these
strange names I can offer no suggestion whatever. There existed
variants, however, as appears from a comparison of the lists in
'Fianaigecht' p. 28, 30 and HB § 17. When Fonius Farsaich in
A took the part that was originally assigned to Rifath, namely
the building of the ToweV of Babel, all the intermediate links
were left out.

Still, A also has preserved a portion of the old genealogy.
As we have seen, in the oldest form of the saga, as preserved
in the 'second tradition7 of Ba, it was Mil who led the Goidels
from Scythia to Spain. When, however, the settlement for
several generations in the Maeotic marshes was introduced into
this story, as was done in A, the chief who left Scythia with
them could no longer be Mil, since he had to conquer Spain for
them. Then A assigned the former task to Glunfind and Laimfind,
who took the Goidels down to the Maeotic marshes; their descend-
ant Brath afterwards found the way to Spain for them. A (and
Bb) gives this genealogy of Brath: Brath mac Death m. Erchada
m. Alloit m. Nuadat m. Nenuaill m. JSbir Glais m. Agni m. Ebir
Glunfind m. Laimfind m. Tait m. Ogamain m. Beomain m. Ebir
Scuit. In Lee Ib the end is different: Glunfind m. Agnomain
m. Thaitt &c. So the original reading might be: Glunfind m.
Laimfind m. Agnomain m. Tait m. Ogamain &c. Of. again: 'Über
die älteste irische Dichtung' II 33—37:

Brath
batar flaithi fedma fäth.
Art fri duir ndorair ndeirgg
DeHith mär mandras Eilgg.
Aircid, Alldoit, nöidiu nass,
Nüadu, Nöenal, Eber Glass.

&c., see p. 145.
If Tait = Täi, the two genealogies are identical save for

Ogaman, Beoman and Eber Scot in A; these innovations were
probably introduced, because A had to establish a connection
with Goedel Glas, who did not occur in the poem. A evidently
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used the old genealogy to fill up the gap between the leaving
of Scythia and the conquest of Spain. And so Ba and A together
furnish the proof, that LG once had exactly the same chronology
as the 7th century poems.

There is one question left. What have we to think of
Ibad, who according to b was the son of Gomer, from whom
Baad descended? He takes the place of Kifath in c. I think the
passage quoted from Ba on p. 144 shows that Bifath was
the real ancestor of the Goidels in LG. Still, Ibad seems
to be an old variant of Rifath. While nos. II and IV in
Professor Meyer's collection give Bifath as the father of Baad,
III has Ibath, son of Gomer. In LSA Ibad is a son of Magoch,
and HB § 17 mentions Jobaath son of Jo van (Javan). So this
personage figures subsequently as the son of three different sons
of Jafeth, and he was probably nothing but a kind of passe-
partout that could be employed everywhere. In LSA he is not
even an ancestor of the Goidels but of the Romans. Nor does
Nennius regard him as such, for the genealogy he gives in HB § 17,
though it corresponds in many respects with that of LG, is one
of Alanus, a progenitor of Teutonic tribes. Therefore Ibad's
occurring in some traditions of LG also must have been caused by
mistake or carelessness; possibly on account of the resemblance
of his name to that of Rifath.

There are a few other genealogies in the Introduction of
LG. As least in version A (and Bb): that of Refloir (Refelair),
descendant of Noenual, second son of Fenius; of Occe and Uicce;
of Caicher and Mantan. They must all have been newly
compiled, as they refer to episodes that were added in A.
For the most part they consist of names taken from the
old genealogy preserved in Ba: Noenual, Alloit, Ogarnan, &c.
Perhaps the other names too will be found in old genealogical
poems. In any case these genealogies are of no further im-
portance.

The comparison of the genealogies in the different versions
of LG appears to be of the highest significance. It confirms
what has been stated in §§ 8—12: Ba is the only version pre-
serving the genuine traditions. A modifies the text after the
model of other authorities, especially LSA, from which source A
has taken not only the preface on the population of the world
(see § 11) but also its entire genealogical system.

10*
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§ 14. The versions C and D
(14th and 15th century).

The versions C and D represent a further stage of evolution
of the saga: that of compilation. We shall recognize almost every
portion in these versions as one originally belonging to A, Ba
or Bb. For the rest some details were added independently, and
the scribes, for example, were in the habit of adding in the
accounts of the routes from Egypt to Scythia &c. all the geo-
graphical names they could lay hold of. It is unnecessary to
point out all these insignificant additions here.

In LB and Lee Π we find the biblical preface, the story of
Nectinebus and Mil &c., based upon Ba; the descent from Magoch,
the aid given by Fenius at the building of the Tower of Babel &c.,
all borrowed from A; the tract on the division of the Gaelic
language and its names clearly points to BC. There is but one
thing interesting in the composition of C: the way it brought together
the traditions of both A and Ba on the relations of the Scythians
with the Egyptians. As we have seen, in A Sru and Eber Scot lead
the Goidels from Egypt to Scythia, where they struggle with their
royal kinsmen for many generations, until Lamfind and Glunfind
lead them from Scythia to the Maeotic marshes, and a few centuries
later Brath takes them from thence to Spain. In Ba Mil guides them
from Scythia to Egypt, where he is married to Scota, daughter
of Nectinebus; afterwards Mil brings them to Spain. In C Sru
and Eber Scot arrive with their companions in Scythia, where
they and their descendants also have to fight for the supremacy
with the ruling race.1) At last Mil, though his wife, Seng, is one
of the rival family (a new episode), has to leave Scythia. Then
follows the entire tradition of Ba: they go to Egypt, Nectinebus,
Scota and Alexander are mentioned, and Mil takes the Goidels
to Spain?). There they fight 54 battles; Brigantia has no longer
to be founded, for it existed already, but fa fdlam siden ara
cionn. This last sentence contains the first deviation from Ba.
The reason is obvious, for the text runs on: atbearat araile do

*) These struggles are not described in the same way as in A. In Ba
they were only mentioned incidentally.

2) In Mil's travels an interesting episode is interpolated on a meeting
of the Goidels with the Picts in Germania.
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eolchaib is i seo gnathsliged na nGceideal, uair is ac Ogamain ro
facsamar ? ge roleanamar do Milig cona muinter is lind impod
co liOgamain torisi (sic). Now we are told that gome of the Goidels
had remained in Scythia after Mil; to them belonged Ägnoman
and Lamfind, and thus a connection with A is established. The
whole tradition of A follows, in Spain Breogon founds the city of
Brigantia, so that this explains why Mil found it ready on his
arrival. Thus the Introduction affords a splendid illustration of
the way version C was compiled.

In version D (O'Clery) we also find A and Ba reproduced,
though not in the same way as in C. Here the tradition of A
is given first: the Goidels come from Egypt to Scythia, they leave
it again under Lamfind, and reach the Maeotic marshes; afterwards
Brath, and with him Occe and Uicce, leads them to Spain, where
Brigantia is built. One of the Goidels, Galamh (i. e. Mil), has a
fancy to visit his relations in Scythia. With grandsons of Occe
and Uicce, bearing the same names, he goes to the land of his
fathers. There he is married to Seng, but notwithstanding
this he has to leave the country because of difficulties with his
father-in-law, Hefloir. He flies to Egypt, where he is received
by Nectinebus, who gives him his daughter Scota in marriage.
From thence he goes back to Spain, as in Ba, where the city
of Brigantia has been destroyed and is rebuilt by Galamh or Mil.
The "reader may discover, in which of the two the combination
of A and Ba has been most ingeniously effected, in C or D.

III. The invasions.
§ 15. The first Invasion.

The earliest Invasion, before the Deluge, is in the principal
MSS. styled that of Cesair, daughter of Noah. But there are
other traditions too, deviating more or less from that of A and Ba.
There is one in Gin Dromma Snechta, a lost MS. placed by Professor
Thurneysen in the 8th century, and another has been preserved
in a separate section in Ba. Moreover, we find indications that
this first Invasion, whatever old traditions it may contain and in
whatever form it may present itself, was only at a late period
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prefixed to LG; so it must have first existed as a separate
legend.

In the first place Cesair (or any equivalent) is not mentioned
in HB, where we have a full account of the invasions in Ireland;
there that of Partholon is the first one. Besides, Ba ends the
tale of Cesair with the following words: in gdbail tra Cessra
nisgabsat araili hi son gabala, acht is iat fosfuair Erind ar tus.

So there existed at ^east one version of LG where Cesair
did not figure at all, and the final words of the sentence quoted
sound even as an apology of some scribe who had inserted
Gabäl Cesra himself. In the same way the Tale of Tuan mac
Cairill shows that the first invasion does not belong to the original
body of LG. This is the story of the only man among Partholon's
companions who survived the plague, which destroyed them all,
and all the subsequent invasions, in order that he might preserve
the memory of them to later generations (LU 15 a—16/9). The
ingenious Irish invented this story as a necessary commentary
to LG. But if they had known from the very beginning an
earlier invasion than that of Partholon, they never would have
selected a man of his people to transmit Ireland's oldest 'history',
but one of Cesair's. The tale of Tuan mac Cairill must have
arisen at a time when the invasion of Cesair formed no part of LG.
Later the mistake was noticed and Fin tan, Cesair's brother or
uncle was given a part similar to that of Tuan. Cf. LL 12a: is iat so
in sessiur ar .xxx. do thoesechaib amal roscrib Fintan mac ~Bochra
Ruaid — .vii. mbliadna rian dilind co secht mbliadnaib do fhlaith
Diarmata mac Cerbaill ba se sen a shcegul Fhintain — for glun
Finnen 7 Coluim Cille. All this is nothing but an imitation of
the Tale of Tuan, who also related his adventures to Finniän
and Colum Cille *).

On the other hand, the Invasion of Cesair had already been
added in X, for both A and Ba have got it. Cesair was a daughter
of Noah2), who forty days before the Deluge came from the island
of Meroen3) to Ireland; she had three men and fifty maidens with
her. The three men were Bith, Ladru and Fintan. They came

*) In Ba Fintan and Tuan are identified; cf. Ka fo. 84a2; asberar co mba
se (sc. Fintan) Tuan mac Cairill.

2) In other sources Cesair is a daughter of Bith. Cf. Eennes Dind-
senchas § 1 (EC XV p. 277): o aimsir Cesra ingine Beatha.

3) The town Merom in Egypt might be meant.
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to a place called Comar na tri nUisce, and there the three men
divided the fifty maidens. Ladru had to content himself with only
sixteen of them; but obstinate as he was, he left his companions
and died in Ard Ladrann. Then Bith and Fintan each got
twenty-five maidens; Bith went to the North and died in Sliab
Betha. Fintan had now all the maidens; he left Cesair with
them and fled to Tul Tuinne near Loch Dergderc. Cesair herself
went to Cuil Cesra and there her heart broke for grief. It is
obvious that all the personal names have been derived from names
of places. This points also to a comparatively late origin of the
story. Fortunately we can catch a glimpse of an older form of
the same tale. In Ba, after the introductory phrase of Gabal
Cesra, we read: asberat araile comad Banba ainm na Jiingine sin
rogab Erind ria ndilind 7 comad uaithi nobeth Banba for Erind.
It is not difficult to make out which authority is meant by this
araile, for LB gives a note from Cin Dromma Snechta that Banba
was the first woman who occupied Ireland, together with Ladru,
before the Deluge. The author of Ba knew the Cin Dromma Snechta,
cf. p. 100, so he probably took his remark on Cesair or Banba from
that book. Originally Banba seems to have been the heroine of
this Invasion, which agrees with the fact that in Lee II Cesair
is glossed by Eriu and Fotla. In this case its purport is clear
enough: it was intended to explain the poetical names of Ireland
and other topographical particulars. Afterwards a connection
was established between this story and LG, and it was prefixed
as the earliest Invasion. At the same time it was embellished with
biblical ornaments: Bith (called after Sliab Betha) was made a
son of Noah, and in some versions he was no longer Cesair's father,
but had to yield this position to Noah himself. These biblical
touches point to the same period of the evolution of LG- as the
elaborate treatment of Nel's connections with the Israelites in the
Introduction, namely the 9th century. We cannot follow the evolution
of Gabal Cesra step by step as was the case with the Introduction,
all the versions of LG being practicaDy identical on this subject,
but from the few indications that may be found in the text, it
may be inferred that the same forces were operating in it.

My view on the original position of Gabal Cesra, viz. that
it arose from a separate tale of Banba, which served to explain
certain names, is corroborated by tkc coincidence that we know
another similar story, which was never officially embodied in LG
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and never was taken "hi son gabala. It has been preserved in
Ba, which was not subject to the same unifying process as A,
but eagerly assimilated all dispersed traditions. Before the tale of
Cesair, Ba says: Asberat araili co mbeith gabdil ind-Erind ria
Cesair. Capa 7 Laigne γ Luasat, triar iascaire do luclit na
liEspaine docliumlaisetar co hErinn co facatar a suthaige, co
romidraiset teclit ar cula ar cenn a tri moan. Oc tinntud doib
dosfarraid an diliu co rosbaid oc Tuaig Iribir γ ni farcabsat clanna.
De quibus hoc carmen: Capa is Laigne is Luasat grind 7 rl.
A lacks this episode, so it need not have belonged to X. But
the redactor of Ba found it in some older authority. It was
apparently never intended as a part of LG, for it represents
a separate tale, probably a local tradition, of three fishermen
coming from Spain to Ireland. It never was so fortunate as to
find a place among the official Invasions, but just on this account
it is the more instructive. It provides a plain proof that at an early
period there were isolated traditions on men coming to Ireland
from foreign countries. It throws a light on the composition of LG,
but it never influenced the growth of the saga in any way.

§ 16. Partholon.
The Invasion of Partholon was already a part of LG when

that of Cesair was prefixed. It occurs in the very earliest
account of the saga we possess, namely in that of Nennius. As is
related in HB § 13: Primus autem venit Partholomaeus cum mille
hominibus, tarn de viris et mulieribus, et creverunt usque ad
quattuor millia hominum, et venit mortalitas super eos et in una
septimana omnes perierunt, et non remansit ex illis etiani unus.
We also find an early allusion to Partholon in Gin Dromma
Snechta, preserved in LB, as appears from a marginal note in
that MS., on which see p. 119. This note, however, only concerns
the division of Ireland among Partholon's sons, and does not tell
anything about the tradition represented by the Gin. The next
mention of Gab l Partholoin is that in Ba.

According to Ba Partholon came 311 or 1002 years after
the Deluge, assin Midi Greic by Aladacia, Gothia and Espain to
Ireland. He had with him three sons and four women, and a
great retinue besides. Seven years after his arrival he won a
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"battle over the Fomoraig under Cicul Grigenchos; it was a
magic battle and was fought against men with one foot, one hand
and one eye. Many rivers, lakes and plains were made in his
age. Partholon lived thirty years in Ireland; then he died on
Mag Elta. His sons divided Ireland into four parts, and this
division remained until five hundred years after Partholon's death.
For then all his descendants, 5000 men and 4000 women, died
of a plague. Three poems illustrate the story of Partholon:
one on his companions (Eolo maith in muinter mor), one on his
arrival (Partliolon canas tainic), and one on his adventures (A
choemu cldir Cuind).

In A the narrative does not deviate from that in Ba, but
it is much shorter. Now one might suppose that A represents
the version of X in a purer form, while Ba may have expanded
it by introducing interpolations from elsewhere. But, at least in
one instance, there is a clear indication that, here also, the
redactor of A was abridging in his usual manner. According to A
Partholon died of the same plague as his muinter, while Ba
records an interval of 500 years between the two events. Now
the poem A choemu clair Cuind, which forms part of both versions,
agrees with Ba, so that here A makes a mistake in order to be
brief. This makes it probable that in other instances, too, Ba
represents X better than A. In A the battle with Cicul Grigenchos
is left out as well as the passage on the muinter and the plague.
Of course, omissions of this kind do not stamp A as a new stage
in the evolution of LG; but some other trifling modifications do.

In the first place A introduces the tale of Tuan mac Cairill
(see p. 150), which is so far unknown to Ba. As I have already
pointed out, its earliest version occurs in a fragment in LU, and
it arose from a reasonable desire to explain the existence of sur-
viving traditions on the earliest invasions, after the people who
had taken part in them had perished. Yet it cannot be ancient,
as Nennius expressly states that not even one of Partholon's
companions survived. This remark of Nennius shows that here
A added on its own account. Of course the story of Tuan itself
may be much older than its interpolation in LG, and this even
must be so, as it is older than the Invasion of Cesair (see p. 150),
which occurs in both A and Ba.; Only Ba represents an older
stage of LG, where it had not yet been introduced into the body
of the saga.
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Of even more importance is the genealogical connection. As
we have seen in § 13, Ba has preserved the oldest form of a
genealogical connection between the Goidels and Jafeth son of
Noah, by making them descend from Eif ath mac Gomer meic lafeth.
A on the other hand, does away with the original genealogy and
adopts that of LSA by giving Magoch and his son Baad the place
that was first assigned to Gomer and Eifath. No\v Partholon,
according to Ba is: mac Sera mic Sru mic Esru mic JBaath mic
Hi faith Scuit, for, as it is expressed in Ba: is dann Ei faith Scuit
cech gabail rogab Eri acht Cesair j ic Sru mac Esru cutric cairdes
Partholoin 7 Nemid. 7 Fer niBolc 7 Tuatli nDe Danann 7 Milid
Espain. So here already a genealogical connection has been estab-
lished between Partholon and the Goidels, and I think it is a
genuine element of Gabal Partholoin, cf. § 23. A has changed
the whole matter, according to the principles of LSA: Partholon
mac Sera mic Sru mic Esru mic Briamin mic Fathecht mic Baaid
mic Magoich mic lafeth. But the assimilation to the new genea-
logical principle of A was accomplished in a very imperfect way,
for in the Introduction Esru is the son of Goedel Glas, while
here an older tradition still peeps through.

So far the innovations of A. They are important enough
as concerns the leading forces in the evolution of LG, especially
the character of A, but they do not effect a great change in the
general trend of the story, and both A and Ba, but for A's giving
way to the authority of LSA, may be said to represent fairly well
their common original X. Only Ba has preserved several details
more carefully. Nor does the tale seem to have changed much
in the centuries lying between HB and X. For, waiving the
possibility that so many details were not known in Nennius'
time — who will inform us? — the general character was quite
the same in the 8th century and in the 11th. Nennius does not
speak of rivers and lakes bursting from the earth, or of plains
being laid down, but even these insignificant details may have
been omitted by him in his short account. In any case, the
Gabal Partholoin does not show such a gradual evolution as
the Introduction.

Nor do the later versions bring many important innovations.
Yet there existed isolated traditions of Partholon, too, just as was
the case with the first Invasion. We find some of them in the
versions C and D but not inLB, which is entirely based onBa, save
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for a few additions from A (or Bb), but in Lee II. So Lee II has
another tradition of Partholon's death, in connection with the battle
of Cicul Grigenchos: Mad iar n-aroile slicht is re mParrtholon
domebaid [sc. in cath] 7 is and romarbad Cicol mac Nil γ tucad
ara muintir 7 co ngonad ParrtJwlon 7 co rob do gaib cro na ngon
si fuair bas iar trill mair tar eis in catha. More remarkable is
the episode on the first jealousy of Partholon. (cet-et Erend),
when his wife Delgnad or Elgnad was taken in adultery with his
servant Topa. It is entitled Do gabail Parrthaloin beos 7 dia
sligid 7 dia imthechiaib o Meigind1) co hErinn, and makes the
impression of being an isolated tract. It is interspersed with short
poems, the text of which is unfortunately very corrupt. It was also
adopted by O'Clery in his copy. The intercalation of this story
of the first jealousy represents the last episode in the evolution
of Gabal Partholoin, for neither in C nor in D were any other
additions made. Therefore no more details on this Invasion need
be given now. As to its origin see § 23.

§ 17. Nemed.
The third Invasion also, was first mentioned by Nennius,

HB § 13: Secundus ad Hiberniam venit Nimeth, filius quidam
Agnominis, qui fertur navigasse super mare annum et dimidiurn,
et postea tenuit portum in Hibernia, fractis navibus ejus, et mansit
ibidem per multos annos, et iterum navigavit cum suis et ad
Hispaniam reversus est. Et postea venerunt tres filii cujusdam
militis Hispaniae cum triginta ciulis apud illos, et cum triginta
conjugibus in unaquaque ciula, et manserunt ibi per spacium unius
anni. Et postea conspiciunt turrim vitream in media marif et
homines conspiciebant super turrim et quaerebant loqui ad illos
et nunquam respondebant; et ipsi uno anno ad oppugnationem
turris properaverunt cum omnibus ciulis suist et cum omnibus
mulieribus, excepta una ciula, quae confracta est naufragio, in
qua erant viri triginta totidemque mulier es. Et aliae naves
navigaverunt ad expugnandam turrim; et dum omnes descenderent
in littore quod erat circa turrim, operuit illos mare et demersi
suntf et non evasit unus ex illis; et de familia illius quae relicta

») C has Meigind for Midi Oreic inBa. According to A, P. came de
Grecaib Scythia.
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est propter fractionem, tota Hibernia impleta est usque in Tiodier-
num diem. Et postea venerunt paulatim a partibus Hispaniae et
tenuerunt regiones plurimas.

The next allusion to Gabäl Nemid is that in Gin Dromma
Snechta, but this does not throw any light on the version con-
tained in that MS., for LB and S have transmitted nothing from
it but a short remark belonging to the last portion of the Invasion:
gnidis barca doibh dia mbqlgaibh no siad libhearna rig Grec dogad-
sad leo do theacM i nErinn, amal asbeart Cin Droma Snechta.

So we have no text to compare with HB until the 10th century,
namely X. In order to fix the tradition of that authority, it
will be necessary to examine Ba and A first.

After the pestilence that carried off all the descendants
of Partholon's colony, Ireland lay waste for thirty years. Then
Nemed came from Scythia. According to both A and Ba he is
a son of Agnoman and a descendant of Sru, who sprang from
the race of Rifath (Ba) or Magoch (A). He brought thirty-four
boats*and in each boat there were thirty men. In the midst of
the sea they found a golden tower. A vehement desire for the
gold seized them, so that they did not perceive the rising of the sea
with the tide, and all were drowned except the crew of one boat.
After a year and a half they reached Ireland. The story of the
tower and the long wanderings is only found in Ba. Both texts
give the names of Nemed's four sons (Ba with the addition of
their wives) and of the lakes, plains and raths that were made
in their age, as well as of the battles they fought against the
Fomoraig. There are only a few slight differences between A
and Ba, and besides A omits all superfluous details. At last
Nemed himself dies of the plague. His progeny is put under a
heavy tax by the Fomoraig. A son of Nemed, a grandson, and
a great-grandson, Fergus Lethderc, Semeon mac larboneoil Fatha
and Erglan mac Beoain mic Stairn, lead an army of sixty thousand
men against the oppressors. They attack the tower of Conang,
king of the Fomoraig, and they are about to conquer it, when an-
other Fomorian, More, comes up with a large fleet. At the same
time the tide comes in and the descendants of Nemed are all
drowned save thirty men. Bethach, son of larbonel Faith,
remains in Ireland with ten men and their wives, but they all
die after sixty years. Semeon flies to Greece, where his descend-
ants are enslaved by the Greeks, until they escape and return
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to Ireland as Fir Bolg. Fergus Lethderc and his son Britan Maol
go to Britain, where they fill the country with their progeny,
together with the race of Britus mac Isicoin, until the arrival
of the Saxons. The descendants of Bethach son of larbonel,
at last, leave Ireland for the northern islands of the world,
whence they return later as Tuatha Do Danann. The account
of the struggle with the Fomoraig is more detailed in A, while
for the rest the two texts are pretty identical.

As we may assume that not only A but also Ba must have
abridged the text in some respects, there results but one important
question concerning the tradition of X from the above comparison
of A and Ba: is the tale of the golden tower in the sea old, or
is it but an interpolation in Ba ? For the solution of this problem
we have to go back to the passage quoted on p. 155 from HB.
A careful reading shows that it is somewhat corrupt. The sentence
on the ires filii cujusdam militis Hispaniae does not fit well in
the context. The writer, who had first related Nemed's return
to Spain, overlapped the rest of the story and mentioned Mil and
his sons, because they also came from Spain. Then he returns
to Nemed. The reason of the introduction of a sentence1) on
Mil lies apparently in the fact that the end of Nemed's invasion
was given before the details of their struggle at Conang's tower.
The rest of Nennius' description of the battle of Tor Conaing agrees
wonderfully well with that of LGL The men of Nemed besiege
the tower in the sea cum omnibus ciulis suis\ then there come
aliae naves ad expugnandam turrim. The other boats cannot have
been Nemed's but the enemy's: so it is understood that Nemed had
conquered the tower, for the enemy wanted to attack it again.
This is exactly what is told in LG and the aliae naves corres-
pond to Morc's fleet in A (so this represents an old tradition
though it is not mentioned in Ba). Afterwards they were all
swallowed up by the sea, except the crew of one boat: here, too,
we find again the tradition of A and Ba. Now does HB contain
a trace of the story of the golden tower, visited by Nemed before

*) I think this sentence was misunderstood hy Zimmer (Nenn. Vind.
p. 221). HB § 13 says the Meic Miled remained in Spain per spacium uniua
anni, while § 15 has per multos annoa. This controversy is removed if we
take apud illos in the sentence quoted as 'with the descendants of Nemed':
the Meic Miled had arrived in Spain many, years before, but they did not
meet their kinsmen until then; they remained together in Spain for another year.
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he reached Ireland? I think it does. The words tenuif porfwn
in Hibernia fractis navibus ejus cannot have any other meaning*
than that Nemed's ships were wrecked before he came to Ireland,
and the story of the golden tower is the only means to explain
it. Consequently the fact is once for all established that A and
Ba represent together the exact tradition of X, which — leaving
aside the creation of plains, lakes &c., a usual ornament of every
invasion — had not changed in any respect since HB.

But there is a portion of Gabäl Nemid, which does not
properly belong to it at all: the end, containing the adventures of
Nemed's descendants. According to LG some of them went to
Britain, others to Greece, and a third group to the Northern
Islands. Of all this HB has not one word; in § 13 it is under-
stood that Nemed went back to Spain and that from thence
his descendants came to Ireland; then § 14 goes on: novissime
venit dam hoctor} et ibi Jiabitavit cum omni genere suo usque nodie.
Istorithj Istorini filius, tenuit Oalrieta cum suis\ Builc autem cum
suis tenuit IZuboniam insulam, et alias circiter-, filii LietJian ob-
tinuerunt in regione et in aliis regionibus, id est Guir et Cetgueli,
donee expulsi sunt a Cuneda et a filiis ejus ab omnibus Brittanieis
regionibus. On the filii Liethan, who do not concern us here, see
Nenn. Vind. p. 92. Zimmer has made it probable that with dam
lioctor the Tuatha De Danann are meant (Nenn. Vind. p. 222), while
Builc, of course, is a designation for the Fir Bolg. The tradition that
they populated Man and other islands is doubtless genuine, as
appears from the Gabäl Fer mBolg: co ragaibset i nAraind 7 i
nlle a HecJiraind 7 a nlnsib Gall 7 a n-arailib innsib olcJiena
ut dicitur in Britania?) (Sa). Nennius evidently knew similar
traditions about the Fir Bolg and the Tuatha De Danann as LG,
but he made them come from Spain; afterwards LG introduced
an innovation by designating Greece as the origin of the Fir Bolg
— probably-in order to create a new connection between the
Irish and the Greeks —, and the northern islands as that of the
Tuatha Do Danann on account of their magical powers, cf. § 26.
It is obvious that HB represents an older tradition, as it agrees
with the general idea of LG that all the colonies of invaders

*) Ut clicitur in Britania shows that this passage was taken in Ba
from, the Irish Nennius, where it occurs in exactly the same words. So,the
Irish translator of B did not draw it from LG; but he must have had some
other Irish source, where it occurred.
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came over from Spain, which again is based on a sentence in
Orosius' 'Adversus Paganos' (see §22). Here we .have again
an indication of the evolution of LG in the earliest centuries.
As to the Fir Bolg, we are even able to establish the exact time
when the innovation was introduced. For LB preserves a sentence
from Gin Dromma Snechta quoted above on p. 156, proving that
at the end of the 8th century the two traditions existed alongside
of each other. Probably the one current in Britain at the time
was somewhat older than the one in Ireland, but there cannot
be a long interval between them, and we may take the second
half of the 8th century as the period when the Greek origin of
the Fir Bolg was established.

These details on the Fir Bolg and the Tuatha De Danann
bring us to the two following invasions. Are the short phrases on
dam Jioctor and Builc cum suis in § 14 the survivals of Gabäl
Fer mBolg and Gabäl Tuath nDe Danann in LG? It is hardly
possible. Of Partholon and Nemed HB gives a full account, why
not then of their successors? We should expect to hear some-
thing of the two battles of Magh Tuired and so much more, if
Nennius had found the two invasions after Nemed related circum-
stantially in his copy of LG. From the text of HB as it is now
it can only be inferred that Nennius never saw a complete account
of the invasions of the Fir Bolg and the Tuatha De Danann.
His short remarks on these invaders have doubtless for their
origin only the final passage of Gabäl Nemid in LG. For there
the descendants of Nemed are enumerated in the same peremptory
way as in HB. Nennius may have left out some details, but at
the same time there were in Ms copy particulars of other descend-
ants of Nemed that do not figure in LG: Istorith and the sons
of Lie than. This is an important conclusion: in Nennius' time
the Invasions of the Fir Bolg and the Tuatha De Danann did
not yet exist as separate portions of LG, but only, as an appendix
to the Invasion of Nemed. And even here these two invasions
were yet in an older stage of their evolution, both still having for
their starting-point Spain and not Greece or the northern islands.

So far the period of organic evolution (HB, A, Ba). In that
of compilation (C, D) not much was added. LB again gives the
text of Ba with a few interspersed remarks from A. Thus the
passage on the battle at Conang's tower, where Ba omits all
details of More and his sixty ships, "is completed in LB from A.
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In the same way some other insignificant particulars are intro-
duced from A. Lee II goes a little farther than LB by giving
some new traditions, at least in the final section. · But as these
additions mainly refer to the Fir Bolg and the Tuatha De Danann,
it will be better not to give them here, but in the two next
paragraphs. As to Gabal Nemid itself, Lee II only adds a
genealogy of Nemed and Partholon, which does not agree with
any other tradition and probably was taken from a rather corrupt
source: Is examail fogabar\ in genelach sa Parrthalpin 7 Nemid .i.
da mac Agnoimean mic Sdairn mic Thceid mic Beoem mic Mair
mic Airrthecht mic lathaclit mic lathfeth mic Ncei mic Laimiach.
Sil m^Beotlioicli mic lardanainis. Sil Semiainis mic Sdairnainis.
SU Fergusa Leithderg mic Nemid, is ead fil i Mainn Conain.
Nowhere else is there a tradition that Partholon and Nemed were
brothers1)? and the rest of the genealogy, though it contains some
very old names (see § 13), is quite incomplete if compared with
the original genealogy in Ba. So it may be dismissed here as
a corrupt offspring of the pedigree quoted on p. 142. For the
rest there is nothing new on Nemed in Lee II. The same thing
may be said of D, except the account of the battle at Conang's
tower. This story is more elaborate in D than in any other text,
and probably O'Clery used other sources for it. All the additions
in D cannot be based upon mere fiction, as the poem 'Togail Tuir
Conainn' (LLb7), for instance, agrees with D in some respects;
thus in both sources the three chiefs who escaped from the battle,
divide Ireland into three parts, and do not leave the country
until they are compelled by a pestilence and by fear of a second
attack by the Fomoraig. It is very likely that there existed a
separate account of this battle, just as there were separate tales
of the two battles of Mag Tuired, but it would be beyond the
scope of the present investigation to look for traces of it here.

§ 18. The Fir Bolg.
Builc cum suis tenuit Euboniam insulam et alias circiter,

this is all HB has of the fourth invasion; besides, as has been
shown on p. 158, HB still made the Fir Bolg come over from Spain

x) Ba and C preserve an additional tradition that Nemed descended from
Agla, a son of Partholon.
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and not from Greece. So the tradition of their sojourn in Greece
and the hard slavery they endured there did not yet exist.
HB does not teach us anything more. That the Gabal Fer
mBolg occurred in Gin Dromma Snechta, even with the Greek
episode in it, is seen in the phrase preserved in Ba and C, and
quoted on p. 155. Yet neither HB nor Gin Dromma Snechta
knew this invasion as a separate portion of LG, .for, so far as
we can judge from the scanty vestiges, both treat the story of
the Fir Bolg as a sequel to Gabal Nemid: in HB only one short
sentence is devoted to it, while the preceding invasions are
given at full length, and the one phrase Of Gin Dromma Snechta
bearing on it that has survived, is given in the MSS. under
Gabal Nemid, and not under Gabal Fer mBolg. An argumentum
ex silentio is always somewhat dangerous, but here it seems to be
justified by the wording of HB. If the whole of Partholon's
and Nemed's invasion is ancient and the full history of the Meic
Miled, why then not give the Fir Bolg and the Tuatha De Danann
in extenso too? The supposition that the fourth and the fifth
invasion did not yet exist as separate episodes in Nennius' time
attains a high degree of probability, which is increased by the
consideration that they are given twice in our texts of LG:
once in a short form at the end of Gabal Nemid, and once
more elaborately afterwards. But of course, the supposition
needs to be corroborated by more conclusive arguments; on which
see §§ 24—26.

The first full account we have of the fourth invasion is that
of Ba, as preserved in S. Semion and his companions fled after
the battle of Tor Conaing to Greece, where they were enslaved
and had to make fertile plains out of the rocky soil: tarrudh
uire for leccaib lomma comtar muighe fo scothaib. Loathing their
bondage, they made boats from the bags (bolga) in which they had
brought the soil from Ireland, and went back to their own country.
This happened two hundred years after the battle. They divided
Ireland into three parts, and of their five chiefs Slaine got the
first part, Gann and Sengann the second, Genann and Rudraige
the third. These three groups are the Fir Bolg, Fir Domnann
and Galeoin. Then follow different etymologies of these names.
The five chiefs just mentioned were the first five kings of Ireland.
Their successors were'Fiacha Cennfinn mac Stairn, under whom all
the cattle had white heads, Rinnal mac Genainn, Fodbgenid mac
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Sengainn, under whom spears grew on the trees, and Eochu mac
Eire. During the reign of the last king came the Tuatha De
Danann and the first battle of Magh Tuired was fought. In this
battle Eochu was killed. In his time there had been no rain
but only dew in Ireland, there was no year without harvest,
and he was the first to make laws. Nuadu, king of the Tuatha
De Danann, lost his hand in the same battle, so that he had
to get a silver hand. xThe Fir Bolg fled to the surrounding
islands, where they lived until they were banished by the
Picts. Then they came back to Ireland, and received land from
Coirpre Niafer; but afterwards they were exterminated by the
Ulstermen under Cuchulainn and Con all Cernach. The whole
narrative is illustrated by these poems: Fir Bolg batar sunn
a sei, on the length of each king's reign, Findaig in senclius
diada, on the whole Invasion, Coic coicidli on the division of
Ireland.

The tradition of A, of course, is much shorter, especially as
it lacks the adventures of the Fir Bolg after the first battle of
Mag Tuired, and even the account of the battle itself. Is this
an addition in Ba, or was it omitted in A? The battle of Mag
Tuired had no need to be described here, for a longer narrative on
it recurs in the Invasion of the Tuath.a De Danann. In fact, here
it serves only as an introduction to the later adventures. In
those further adventures there is an allusion to the Ulstersaga,
which does not occur anywhere else in LG. Besides, Ba states
in the middle of the story: is sin intirci Mac nUmoir, and the
narrative breaks off suddenly with the words ?rl. Hence it follows
that we have here a separate tale, entitled Imirci Mac nUmoir,
which was interpolated by the author of Ba, as it bore on the
same subject as the Gabäl Fer mBolg. For the same reason
the poem Findaig in senclius seems to be a recent addition in
Ba, as well as the account of the first battle of Mag Tuired.
But A also introduced a few additions: a poem, by Columcille
(Dene mo fresneis a mic) and a genealogy of King Slaine back to
Nemed: Fir Sole clanna Dela mic Loith (or Loicli) mic Tait mic
Ortait mic Tribuit mic Gothoirb mic Goiscen mic Fortech mic
Semion mic Ergalain mic Beoain mic Stairn mic Nemid. This
genealogy does not occur in Ba, and may have been taken from
elsewhere. For the rest Ba and A are identical, save for some
slight details.
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The same may be said of C, at least of LB, which
obviously is but a compilation of A and Ba. But Lee II intro-
duces a few innovations, especially on the origin of the Fir Bolg
and the etymology of their names. These are given, however,
in the final portion of Gab l Nemid, where the Fir Bolg are
mentioned for the first time. Of course they do not all represent
ancient traditions, but are rather the results of recent speculations.
I give them here as a curiosity:

Fir Bolg immorro do rada riu ona bolcaib criad rocuirsead
forna lecaib loma 7 Fir Domnand ο domain toirneam na h-uiri
forna lecaib loma 7 Gaileoin ona gaib leoin robai aco oc tachailt
na li-uiri. No Fir Sole do rada riu dia fuaridar crick urchoideacli
sa Greic ο rig Grec Ian do piastaib neme co robe ccemna doronsat
forna piastaib uir Erenn.do tharrad leo i mbolcaib combo Fir Sole
iad ona bolcaib uiri rucsad leo na curcJiaib. . . . Is airi adbearar
Fir Sole friu uair doberdis ttir leo a Herind da reic re Grecaib
ar or j ar airgead do tlmigiudug na catliracli. Uair dobadar
naithreacha nemnecJia nemi 7 piasta urclioidecha isna cathracJiaib
sin la Green j is esin bunad firindi in adbair fa n-abar Fir Sole
riii 7 no tlieiddis cusin cendaigeclit sin soir γ anoir caclia bliadna
7 Fir Domnann ο domain toirnem na Ti-uiri isna bolcaib 7 Gaileoin
ona tacliailt. Ocus is do sil Nemid doib diblinaib [sc. Fir Bolg
and Tuatha De Danann]. All this is but an expansion of the
etymologies given in Ba, though there is no mention made there
of the venomous animals in Greece: but the well-known legend
that Ireland does not tolerate serpents or snakes will easily account
for this additional etymology. On the other hand it should be
noticed that Lee II omits a second etymology of 'Gaileoin' that
was given in Sa: gaileon no gailfhian, A. in trian nogebedh
lama forna da trian aile\ this was adopted by O'Clery: Galeoin
eccin (A. go deimhin) ona ngail rogabhsat ainmniuccJiudh.

As to D, it does not contain anything new, but for the
introduction of another poem jEre aras na n-iorgal. But the
composition of the whole section is changed. O'Clery had omitted
the final portion of Gabal Nemid on the further adventures of the
descendants of Semion and Bethach. He prefixed the passage
referring to the Fir Bolg to the fourth invasion, and that on
the Tuatha De Danann to the next. Though this change doubt-
less meant a considerable gain to the unity of the work, its
original aspect was to a large extent altered by it.
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§ 19. The Tuatha De Danann.
Zimmer (Nenn. Vind. p. 222) suggests that the following

passage in HB § 14 contains an allusion to the Gabäl Tuath nDe
Danann: novissime venit dam lioctor (<a company of eight men');
et ibi liobitamt cum'omni genere suo usque hodie. He compares
it with a passage in Ba, which apparently represents a very
old tradition: Atberat co nibad e Bet/tack mac lardainis tuisech
na gabala 7 na n-eladan 7 seel it toisig iar sin .i. Dagda, Diancecht,
Creidni, Lucha, Nuada Argatlam, Laig mac Cein, Goibnenn.

Unfortunately Zimmer does not adduce any arguments in
favour of his hypothesis, and therefore it is better to leave the
question open as to whether Nennius knew at all of the Tuatha
De Danann or the 'Clanna Beothaig'. In any case he does not give
their name nor was there in his copy of LG a separate chapter
devoted to them; but if they really are implied there, they were
treated as the Fir Bolg, that is to say in the appendix to the
Invasion of Nemed. From Gin Dronima Snechta not even the
slightest allusion to them has been preserved. Our oldest trust-
worthy authority on the Tuatha De Danann is the next one: Ba,
where we find the following account.

The Tuatha De Danann came to Ireland in clouds and mists
and burned their ships after them. -They had been living in the
northern islands of the world, where they had learned the art of
sorcery. They had used it in a battle between the Athenians
and the Philistines by resuscitating the Athenian dead. They
had learnt their art in four cities, Failias, Goirias, Finnias
and Muirias; from the first of these they brought the Lia Fail
to Ireland. On their arrival Nuadu was their king; but when
in .the first battle of Mag Tuired his hand had been cut off by
the Fir Bolg, they put Bress in his place. Afterwards Diancecht
made a silver hand for Nuadu, and he was restored in the kingdom;
but in the second battle of Mag Tuired the Fomoraig killed him.
In the same battle Lug killed his grandfather Balar Balcbeimnech.
For this same Lug the feast of Lugnasäd was celebrated; his
fostermother was Tailltiu, who was married successively to Eochu
mac Eire and to Eochu Garb mac Duach Daill, and who gave
her name to the town of Tailltiu. The successive kings of the
Tuatha De Danann were: Nuadu, Bress, Lug, Eochu Ollathair
or the Dagda, Delbaed mac Ogma, Fiacha mac Delbaed, and the
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three sons of Cermad, Mac Cuill, Mac Cecht and Mac Greine.
For the rest the whole chapter consists of the names of their aes
dana and their genealogies. Along with a few shorter poems,
there are two long ones illustrating the prose text, Heriu co
n-uaill co n-idnaib and Tuatlia De Danann fo diamair.

On the whole the account of A agrees with that of Ba.
But in some particulars there are salient differences. A omits the
story of the Athenians and the Philistines as well as the four
magic cities, although the mentioning of the Lia Fail makes it
probable, that they did occur in the source of A. In the same
way A hasn't the statement on the eight leaders of the Tuatha
De Danann, quoted on p. 164, or a tract as to whether they
were demons or not. On the other hand, A adds to the list of
people belonging to the Tuatha De Danann several genealogies
— perhaps in order to make good the loss of some mythical aes
dana —, and a poem Estid a eolchu cen on by Flann Mainistrech.
It is impossible now to make out-what is ancient in these traditions,
and what is due to recent speculations; an investigation of the
Gabal Tuath nDe Danann would be in itself very interesting,
but out of place here. It is very likely that both A and Ba,
after they diverged from X, added some passages; for there were
so many tales extant on the Tuatha De Danann. Even in Bb
this was done, as appears from the tale entitled Imthechta Tuirill
Bicreo, which is not even found in A. Besides, it should be noticed
that Gabal Tuath nDe Danann in its literary form is still in
the process of formation more than any other Invasion. The trad-
itions it contains are not yet fixed. Thus Ba first says of the
Tuatha De Danann dolotar dochum Herenn cen ethru cen bar·
ceo i nnellaib dach co rofersait for Sliabh Chonmaicne Rein i
Connachtaibh, but atbearat araile comad i n-cthraib nofliiastais.
The second opinion recurs in the next portion: atberat immorro
fairenn aili comad morlonyas tancatar Tuatha De Danann a n~
Erinn γ roloiscsit a nibarca 7 is don dluim dach bai dib ica loscad
adubratar araile conid isin dluim dach thistais 7 ni h-eadh on,
ar is iat so na da fochaind ararloiscsit a longa .i. arna fogbatis
fini Fomra iat do fogail forro 7 arna fogbaiis fein conair thdchid
a ItErinn. There is another controversy as to whether the Tuatha
De Danann were demons or not, which is answered by Ba in the
negative, because the arts that were introduced by them never
were destroyed, not even after the coming of the Faith.
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The numerous stories current on the Tuatha D6 Danann
caused a gradual amplification of their Gabal during the evolution
of LG. In LB different opinions are expressed (as on Orbsen,
whether he was Manannan himself or his brother) and many
names of aes ddna are added, new particulars on Lug are given,
and the whole of the 'Tuatha' are summed up in a long poem
Eisdead ces eagnai. This poem was left out in A as appears
from a marginal note in LL: Hie dcbet esse Estid ces egna. Lee Π
does not deviate from LB nn the Gabal Tuath nDe Danann it-
self, but it adds many suppositions as to the origin of the Tuatha
Do Danann, just as it does for the Fir Bolg in the final part
of Gabal Nemid. They are as follows:

Adbearaid aroile Tuatha De Danann comad do sil Beothaich
mic lardanainis doib .i. do muinter Nemid, don lucht dochuadar
soir do chuindgid na h-ingine ar gabastair} 7 doronsat feis mair
thair co tangadar iarum. cind re maire a n-id 7 a n-iarmui; la
med a n-eolais dano dolodar cen noithi cen eathra co ndeisidar
for Bleib Conmaicne Rein i Condachtaib. Atberaid araile comad
deamna grada ecsamla teachadar do nim arcen risin loinges dodea-
chaid Luitcifear cona deamnaib do nibh, ar fcemad chuirp cerda
umpu, do millead 7 d' aslach for sil nAdaim. Is he les fristucadar
ces in iarmorachta sin i ndiaid demain 7 a muintiri. Tiagaid thra
in lucht sin i sidaib 7 tiagaid fo muirib 7 tiagaid i conrechtaib
7 tiagaid co h-amaide 7 tiagait co tuaith cingtha. Is as sin is
btmadas doib uili .i. muinter demain. Ni ruca genelach na ndaine
sea for cula nocho rofeasidar fir in domain olcJiena. Ocus do-
rcebadar in sluag sa uili la firindi Mac Milead 7 la taircliidal
chreidme Crist. Acht ata isin libar de subternis asbeartadar araile
comad fileada do Grecaib Tuatha De Danann co n-imad a cumachta
co n-imthigdis for muirib cen leasdru i ndiaid ina deasorbibain
bithfaithi (sic). Hobdar tuatha rig 7 cenela, it e anmanna na
coimthech' cona tuathaib de a .i. Dealbceth 7 Ealatlian 7 Breas, las
roferad cath Bresi .i. cath Muigi Tuiread fri Fomorchaib, 7 Dagda 7
Lug Lamfota foden. With this theory of the mysterious ^iber
de Sub terms' cf. the statement in the Gabal Tuath nDe Danann
of Lee II: tancadar asa Grec Sceitheacda.

As to version D, the Gabal here begins with an introduction
taken from the appendix of Gabal Nemid, in the same way as
Gabal Fer mBolg. O'Clery makes the Tuatha De Danann come
from the innsi tuaisccrtacha na Greed. The section on the ces
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dana is very succinct. No innovations are introduced, "but for a
very strange genealogy of Bress' grandfather Net, who according
to all the other versions was a grandson of Alldui, the ancestor
of all the Tuatha De Danann; while D has: Breas m. Ealatliain
m. Ned m. Ciolcaigh m. Ploisc m. Lipairn m. Galaim m. Larccaidh
m. Mcrcill m. Sailtchlaraigli m. Sdairn FMaclaigh m. Sipuirn m.
Sadail m. ucad m. Effic m. Pelist m. Fedil m. Cuis m. Cairn m.
Noe. By tracing this genealogy back to Cam, O'Clery probably
wanted to corroborate his view that the Tuatha De Danann
really were demons.

§ 20. The Meic Miled.
Nennius § 13 speaks of the sons of Mil: et postea venerunt

ires filii cujusdam militis Hispaniae cum triginta ciulis apud illos
et cum triginta conjugibus in unaquaque ciula, et manserunt ibi
[sc. in Hispania] per spacium unius anni, 'and again in § 14:
et postea venerunt ad Hiberniam post mille et duos annos postquam
mersi sunt Aegyptii in Hubrum Mare. From Gin Dromma Snechta
LB has taken a remark concerning the meeting of Banba and
Eriu (queens of the T. D. D.) with the sons of Mil; and a note
on the same matter is quoted from Liber Hymnorum in the Trip.
Life of S. Patrick (ed. Stokes p. 426). Another note in Liber
Hymnorum, glossing Fiacc's Hymn vs. 37 (Thes. Pal. II, p. 316)
says: Se meic Miled ? se meic Bile meic Breguin simul venerunt
ad Hiberniam sed clariores sunt filii Miled quam filii Breguin.
Haec sunt nomina filiorum Miled: Eber, Erimon 9 Ir, JDonn,
Amargen, Colptha. O Eber atat fir Muman et ab eo Mumonia
dicitur; ο Erimon immorro ata Leth Cuind ule γ Lagein cenmithaat
Ulaid, ο Ir immorro ataatside. It uate dano clanna in triir
aile γ nescio ubi sunt. Acht is o Dund nominatur Tech nOuind
fri Hcrind aniar. Ο Cholptha dano Inber Colptlia ^^bi J3oand in
mare exit. Except these sparse statements on the sons of Mil we
have no sources on their early exploits other than Ba and A.
Fortunately the notes in HB and in Lib. Hymn., scanty though
they be. teach us something. Both A and Ba record nine sons
of Mil, only two of whom left children, Erimon and Eber. HB
knows but three sons of Mil, and Lib. Hymn, states that only
Erimon, Eber and Ir were the progeaitors of Irish tribes. This
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genealogical theoiy seems to be very old, for in the 7th century
genealogical poems edited by Kuno Meyer the sons of Mil
already figure as ancestors of royal families. So the three sons
of Mil alluded to by Nennius must have been these three pro-
genitors of the Irish race1). The other six were added later,
as well as, of course, the sons of Bregon &c. No further infor-
mation can be drawn from the earliest sources. Let us now
consider the earliest texts of LG.

The Gabal Mac Mile<}. .consists of two parts: the story of
Ith and the invasion of the sons of Mil proper. On a fine \vinter-
evening Ith saw Ireland from the tower of Brigantia. Though
he was mocked at by his brothers, he crossed to the unknown
country. His help was required there to settle a controversy
between the three reigning Tuatha De Dannan kings on the
partition of a certain treasure. Ith advised them to keep friends
with each other, and he praised their country, is maitJi for
n-innsi, as imda a mil ? a mes 7 a cruithnecht, 7 as mesraigflie
ar thes 7 uacht, ata for furtliain uili innte. The Tuatha De
Danann fearing his envy killed him on Mag Itha. His com-
panions took his body to Spain, and it was to avenge his death
that his brothers went after him. One question obtrudes itself
immediately: is this story old? Nennius does not allude to it,
but no great importance should be attached to this argu-
mentum ex silentio. There are other proofs, however. The

. praise of Ireland by Ith seems to be an anticipation of that by
Amargen, son of Mil, whose priority is vindicated Toy a (corrupt)
retoric occurring in it (lascacli muir — mothacJi iir — tomaidm
n-eisc — iasc and fo thuind — en lethach — mil partacli lag
— tomaidm n-eisc — iascach muir). The quarrel among the three
T. D. D. kings has nothing to do with Ith but belongs to the
stories of the Tuatha De Danann. The name of Ith is merely an
abstraction from Mag Itha. And LL (14b20—22) preserves a

*y Notice that they are the three whose names .are taken from various
place names: Erimon from Eriu, Eber from Irish-Latin Eberia, Ir from
Old-Norse Iraland or Irar, or perhaps rather from Anglo-Saxon Irland or
Irland. My view is corroborated by a line in the poem Naoimsenchas naomh
innsi Fail, of which there are two copies in the Brussels MS. 5100—5104:
Eiremhon, Hir, Eimher ail tri meic Miled go morghrain or JSireamon, Eber,
Ir ail tri meic Miled a hEaspain.
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passage showing that originally the sons of Mil had themselves
seen Ireland from Brigantia: doronsat meic Miled immarbaig
imrama ic tiachtain docJium Herend assin baile in fhaccatar
Herind uadib. These words along with the other indications
furnish a conclusive proof that the story of Ith is hut an inter-
polation, and it is no mere accident that it is altogether lacking
in HB. As we possess no intermediate stage between HB and X,
we cannot infer from external evidence at what time it came in,
but this happened in any case before the end of the 10th century,
for both A and B a have it.

In the Invasion of the Meic Miled-proper we read of acci-
dents during the crossing, of struggles with the T. D. D., who
try to keep them off the coast, of the battles of Sliabh Mis and
Tailltiu against the demons, of the meeting with Banba, Eriu
and Fodla, and of Amargen's retorics in order to ascertain the
conquest of the island by the Goidels. Then a struggle arises
between Eber and Erimon on the division -of the country, but
Amargen makes peace. Henceforth the descendants of Erimon
live in the North, and those of Eber in the South.

A comparison of A and Ba shows that this section is almost
the same in both. The order is somewhat different as A mentions
the death of Airennan, Ir, and Scene before the Meic Miled
reach Ireland, whereas in Ba it is recorded later, along with
that of Donn and Erech. A does not speak of the battle of
Tailltiu, and Ba, on the other hand, has but a very summary
account of the meeting with Banba, Eriu, and Fodla. But all
these slight modifications should be imputed to the scribes, and
not to variants in the tradition. Though Ba has one poem,
Oclit meic Galaim, which must be based on the story of Galam
and Nectinebus, that is to say on a tradition unknown in A,
most of the poems are the same in both, even the retorics by
Amargen. Another poem that only occurs in Ba, Tascur Mac
Miled dar muir, must be quite late, and the same must be said
of Se meic Miledh in A. We may fairly assume that, but for
unimportant additions and modifications. A and Ba represent the
text of X. We know that X had not quite the same version
as HB, for X had nine (or eight) sons of Mil instead of three.
For the rest, none of the traditions enumerated seem to have
existed iu Nennius' time, for there „is not the slightest trace of
them in HB. Accordingly, the great development of this Gabal
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170 A. G. VAN HAMEL·,

took place between the 8th and tlie 11th century. Before that
time it existed only in germ.

As to version C, its earliest representative LB once more
appears to have been made up of the versions A, Ba and Bb.
In the main Ba is followed, but the account of the death of Scene,
for instance, has been taken from A. For a few particulars LB is
indebted to Bb: for the instance names of the servants7 servants
(mogaid na mogad) at the crossing to Ireland, which are only found
in Bb; for this reason probabjy LB adds: j ni h-tad is lanoirdraica
isna leabraibh. When speaking of Banba, Fodla and Eriu, LB
inserts a passage from Gin Dromma Snechta, and in some other
places the text is enlarged a little on the scribe's own account.
In the same way Lee II does not deviate much from the older
text. The only addition in this MS. that claims special mention
is in the tract on Erimon's sons. Of Irial Faith mac Erimoin
it is said: is r is adeirthe Nuada Airgedlam, a statement which
could hardly be based' on a genuine tradition. After a long
digression on Erimon's sons and their descendants, the text
runs on: Airmidter eland aile do breith do Eremon i n Erinn. i.
Alan, Eidenn, Aine, Caithiar, Caitliear, Cerna; and in the same
way Lee II says of Eber: airmid eolaig eland do beith aid i
n-Erinn .i. Contncel mac Ebir rogob rigi nErenn, 7 Alban, 7 Caur,
Corandj Edar, Airb, Airbe. But, as these names themselves show
clearly, they owe their existence to comparatively late specu-
lations. C therefore does not represent a much further developed
stage of the saga. The same may be said of D: O'Clery's version
does not go beyond Lee .

§ 21. Synopsis of the growth of the six Invasions.
As to the antiquity of the current traditions, they do not

take us back so far here as in the Introduction on the Goidels.
There a few remarks in the genealogical poems showed that
there existed a story of Mil even before Nennius. Here we have
no traces taking us back beyond HB. The copy of LG, used
by Nennius, consisted of but three sections: Gabäl Partholoin,
Gabäl Nemid with an appendix on Nemed's descendants, and
Gabäl Mac Miled. Though several details may have been lacking
in that remote period, as, for instance, the making of plains,
lakes, forts &c., yet the general trend of Nennius' LG was not
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much different from the one we know from A and Ba. The
principal additions in the period 800 —1000 are: The Invasion
of Cesair, which is based on an equally old, but isolated tradition,
and the Invasions of the Fir Bolg and the Tuatha De Danann,.
which developed from the appendix of Gabal Nemid, under the
influence of popular stories. In fact, the germ of these two
Invasions was given in that appendix: several groups of invaders,
all descending from Nemed, are mentioned there, and among them
Builc and Dam hoctor 'the company of eight men'. All additional
particulars about them are but later ornaments, in HB they still
come over from Spain — like all the other invaders — and not
from Greece or the Northern islands. Accordingly.in the sections
on the Fir Bolg and the Tuatha De Danann there must have
been forces at work in those two centuries that gave the stories
quite another aspect; cf. §§ 25—26, where it will be shown, that
those additions for the most part were patched up from hetero-
geneous legends. The Invasion of the sons of Mil, too, was subject
to important alterations. The tradition represented by HB is
this: Three sons of Mil — probably Erimon, Eber and Ir, as
the two first names occur already in early 7th century poems —
come from Spain and occupy Ireland. In the period 800—1000
the story of Ith was prefixed and the number of companions
increased. Of course the account of the struggle between the
sons of Mil and the Tuatha De Danann also belongs to that same
period, as the Tuatha De Danann themselves were yet unknown
as invaders of Ireland in Nennius' time. For the rest no important
interpolations can be placed with certainty before the second half
of the 10th century.

As to later times, both A and Ba have their own inno-
vations, which were introduced, however, on a very moderate
scale. The same may be said of still later texts, namely the
version C and D, where sometimes additional tracts, varying
traditions &c. are found, without affecting in any way the original
form of the saga. In this regard the history of the Invasions
differs widely from that of the Introduction, where so many sepa-
rate traditions, belonging to the oldest period, were preserved. in
the process of compilation. Therefore the Introduction presents
a clearer image of the composition of LG, and is the better guide
to find its real nucleus, though occasional illustration may also
be afforded by the Invasions themselves.
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172 A. G. VAN HAMEL,

IT. Origin and structure of Lefoor Gabäla.
§ 22. Mil and his sons.

In the preceding chapters I have endeavoured to show
that the history of LG can be separated into two main periods,
that of evolution (till· 1000) and that of filiation and compilation
(from the 11th till the 17th century). It will be our present task
to trace the origin of the, traditions that constituted LG as it
existed in the second half of the 10th century, viz. in X.
Among these again two groups must be distinguished: those
occurring in the earliest documents, before 800, and those added
in the years 800 —1000. In § 21 I have given as my opinion
that Nennius' copy of LG contained 'these three sections: the
history of the Scotti of Scythia and their coming to Ireland
as sons of Mil, the Invasion of Partholon and the Invasion of
Nemed with an appendix. Which of these is the real germ of
LG? In Ba it is stated that all the successive invaders of Ire-
land descended from Bifath Scot. Now Mil and his sons were,
according to the earliest genealogical poems (7th century), the
direct descendants of Eifath, while Partholon and Nemed are
still unknown. So even in our oldest sources there already
existed a connection between Eifath and Mil, so that the story
of Mil evidently represents the germ from which LG arose.

There are three statements, bearing on Mil and his race,
that take us back beyond 800: in HB, the second tradition in
Ba (see p. 137—139), and the genealogical poems. As none of
them preserves a complete version, we shall have to make up
the full story out of these three authorities. The elements of
the tale that must have existed before 800 are these: The three
sons of Mil or Miles Hispaniae came from Spain to Ireland; their
starting-point was Brigantia (as appears from the occurrence of
Bregon in the genealogical list). Before their sojourn in Spain
they had been in Egypt, whither they had fled after being
expelled from their original country, Scythia. A genealogical
tradition existed already drawing their lineage from Eifath
Scot, grandson of Jafeth. No chronological connection had as
yet been established, as has been proved on p. 139 from a com-
parison of HB and the second tradition of Ba. In the same
way the account of the wanderings of the Goidels presents
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quite a different aspect in those two oldest versions; consequently
it is not a genuine element of the saga.

Why did the sons of Mil come from Spain? It was not
only they who took that country as their starting-point, but
Partholon and Nemed, as well according to Nennius, though later
recensions have invented new origins for these. The entire story
of the Meic Miled seeing Ireland from Brigantia1) and their
coming over from Spain is based on two passages in Orosius'
Adversus Paganos: 12 § 39, Hibernia insula inter JBritanniam
et Hispaniam sita longiore ab africo in boream spatio porrigitur.
Huius partes priores intentae Cantabrico oceano Brigantiam
Gallaeciae civitatem ab africo sibi in circium occurrentem, spatioso
intervallo procul spectant, ab eo praecipue promuntorio, ubi Scenae
fluminis ostium est et Veldbri Lucenique consistunt, and I 2 § 33,
Secundus angulus [sc. Hispaniae] circium intendit, ubi Brigantia
Gallaeciae civitas sita altissimum faruni, et inter pauca memorandi
operis ad speculam Britanniae erigit. Isidore, in the introduction
to his 'Historia de regibus Gothorum, Wandalorum et Svevorum',
§ 1 thus apostrophises his country: Omnium terrarum, quaeque
sunt ab occiduo usque ad Indos pulcherrima es, o sacra, semperqiie
felix principum, gentium mater Hispania. This expression gentium
mater gave birth to the opinion that Spain was the starting-
point of all the successive invaders, while the two passages
from Orosius explain the story of the tower at Brigantia and
the landing at Inber Scene. The next question that arises is:
why was Scythia the original country of the Goidels? Here a
wrong etymology was at work: Scotti or Scuit = Scythia.
Once Scythia was accepted as tfce origin of the Goidels, their
ancestry was fixed also. According to Isidore's Etymologiae —
and all other authorities based upon the Διαμερισμός της γης —
it was Gomer ex quo Galatae, id est Galli (IX 2, 2(5). Among
Gomer's sons, Eifath was the one from whom the Paphlagoni
drew their origin; in later Irish tradition the Paphlagoni were
the doeni filet i Sleibib HipJii (LSA), and there is no reason why
this tradition should not have been current in the 7th century
also. The Irish regarded themselves as closely akin to the Gauls,
who descended from Gomer; of Gomer's sons there was one whose

*) Cf. p. 169 where it has been shown that originally the sons of Mil
themselves saw Ireland for the first time.
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progeny lived in Sliab Rife, the mountain range bordering
Scytliia. Hence resulted the theory that Eifath was the proge-
nitor of the Goidelic race.

So far the tradition might have developed naturally from
well-known classical works. Now the Goidels had still to be
transported from Scytliia to Spain. Of course, Egypt lay on the
route. But why introduce a sojourn of the vir nobilis de Scythia,
as Nennius puts it, in Egypt? For this addition the compilers of
LGr were indebted to another passage in Orosius, whose exact
meaning they did not grasp: Adv. Pag. I 10. 19 = His etiam
temporibus [sc. when the Israelites left Egypt] adeo iugis et
grams aestus incanduit, ut sol per deuia transuectus Universum
orbem non calore affecisse sed igne torruisse dicatur, impressumque
feruorem et A.ethiops plus solitum et insolituin Scytha non tulerit.
The final words were only intended to help the readers' imagin-
ation in order to giv.e an idea of the heat prevailing in Egypt
at that time. But the Irish, who regarded the ancient Scythians
as their own ancestors, were struck by the word Scytha and
inferred from the passage that there was a Scythian living in
Egypt. This conclusion fitted wonderfully well with the theory
that the Scythians had moved from their own country to Spain,
as Egypt lay on the way.

Only one element of the story now remains to be explained.
Why were there three sons of Mil? Here we have the purely
Irish part of the saga. We know from the genealogical poems
that two of the three sons, alluded to by Nennius, were Erimon
and Eber, and in § 20 I have suggested that the third should
have been Ir (see p. 168). These three were the hypothetical an-
cestors of the Irish royal races, whose names had been fabricated
from Eriu1), Eberia (the usual Irish form for Latin Iberia, as
appears from the Liber Generations or Cosmographia, Hon. Germ.
Hist. Auct. Ant. IX) and from Anglo-Saxon Irland or Yrland.
In case the name Ir should not be so old as the others — it does
not figure in the genealogical poems — it may equally well be
based on Old-Norse Irar. The name Eber, from Eberia12) proves

*) For the formation cf. other learned names as Partholon, Semion, &c.
2) It does not seem very likely that this name should have arisen under

the influence of the Hebrew ancestor Eber, Gen. XI14. Likewise it is impossible
that Eber should preserve the y, of the old name for Ireland: 3£y,erio.
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that the saga of the Spanish origin of the Irish already existed
when those eponymous ancestors were invented, and that these
names were fabricated in connection with it. Eber occurs in an
early 7th century document and Orosius' history was composed
in the first half of the 5th century; so that we may indicate the
6th'century as the period when the original LG was composed.
Along with it the genealogical tradition of the Irish kings arose.
Then the germ of LG- was ready. Except Erimon, Eber and
perhaps Ir, the story contained hardly any proper names: only
Bregon existed as thevfounder of Brigantia, and the name Mil,
father of Erimon and Eber, was adopted from the Latin sub-
stantive miles; this last, more than any of the others, clearly
bears the traces of its learned origin. Bregon was made an an-
cestor of Mil.

Now we proceed to the period 800—1000. In these years for
the first time a chronological association was looked for. At what
time did Orosius' Scythian live in Egypt, and why did he leave
that country? There were two solutions of this problem: 1° he
was there when Pharaoh was drowned in the Red Sea, and the
cause of his expulsion was his help given to the Israelites; and
2° his sojourn fell in the time of Alexander's conquest, and he
was driven out by the great Macedonian ruler. So there arose two
variant traditions, one of which is preserved in HB and the other
in the second tradition of Ba. Both have one element in common:
the Scythian is married to Pharaoh's daughter Scota. So this
princess, who gave her name to all her progeny, must still belong
to the preceding period. But in the rest the two versions diverge
more and more in the coming centuries. That of HB became the
popular one, and was adopted by Maolmuru Othna and X; its
rival was preserved in almost its original form, until it was
discovered by the scribe of Ba who inserted it in his copy of X,
cf. § 12. The tradition represented by HB was handled by so
many scribes that it was greatly enlarged and embellished. Let
us now consider its additions.

In the first place the genealogical theory was elaborated.
There existed already some eponymous heroes of the Irish:
Eriinon, Eber (Ir?), and Scota. Now three new heroes were in-
troduced: Nel, Goedel Glas and Fonius Farsaich. They all got a
place in the pedigree of the Meic Miled, but not the same in
the various sources, see p. 124; the order, differing in the note
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to Fiacc's Hymn, where Nel is the son of Goedel Glas, from the
usual tradition of LG, where Nel is the father and Goedel the
son, as well as the different position occupied by Fenius inLSA
and in Ba (cf. p. 144), show that these eponymous heroes came
in at a period when there was already a number of distinct
versions current. The vir nobilis de Scythia, who lived in Egypt,
banished from his own country, was called Nel. This was, of
course, a homage to the royal family of the Ui Neill, being the
more acceptable because of the likeness of their name to that
of the Egytian river, the Nile. Nel and Scota had a son, Goedel
Glas, whose name is said to have passed over to the Goedels.
From Fene, the old originally tribal designation of the Irish,
Fenius was moulded. This Fenius found his way into LSA, where
he was styled a son of Baath mac Magoich meic Jafeth, whereas
in LG (as preserved in Ba) he was given a place in the old
genealogy of the Irish kings (see p. 142). Other ancestors of the
Goedels to whom a special task was assigned on the long way
from Scythia to Ireland, were all taken from the same old
genealogy: Sru and Esru lead the Goidels from Egypt back to
Scythia, Agnoman and Lärnfind brought them from Scythia to
the Maeotic marshes, Brath guided them from thence to Spain.

But these genealogical digressions were not the only add-
itions of the period 800—1000. Except several that developed
naturally out of the text itself (see §§ 10—12), there came
in a few new connections with biblical history, the origin of
which it will be necessary to point out here. A basis of these
biblical associations was given by the chronological theory of HB
that the vir nobilis de Scythia (or later: Nel) was living in
Egypt at the time Pharaoh was drowned in the Eed Sea. This
theory involved that Nel had known Moses and Aaron; and
their relations accordingly were depicted as being of the most
intimate nature: so a legend arose that supplied at the same
time a good reason for the Goidels' leaving Egypt, as they must
have been distrusted by the surviving Egyptians. This legend
must be pretty old, as it occurs already in MO: the Goidels
are befriended by the Israelites, and after the disaster in the
Red Sea they are afraid of the Egyptians, because they have not
joined them in the persecution of the jpopulus Dei, and for that
reason they leave the country. The most remarkable episode in
the whole story is that of Goidel Glas and the. snake. Nel's son
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Goidel is bitten by a venomous snake and his death is almost
certain: his colour turns livid — hence his epithet Glas. But his
father's friends Moses and Aaron cure him: obviously a reminiscence
of Num. XXI 6—9. The character of Nel, .the learned man, who
comes to Egypt to teach the languages, seems to have been
influenced by that of Joseph (see Orosius, Adv. Pag. I 8).
Another connection with biblical history is contrived at an earlier
point. Bifath Scot, the biblical ancestor of the Goidels, was a
contemporary of Niinrod, in whose lifetime the tower of Babel
was built. This coincidence gave birth to the tradition that
Eifath had brought with him the Gaelic language from the tower
(so in Ba). In later versions this task was assigned to Fonius,
the father of Nel, who was said to have fabricated the Gaelic
language from the 72 languages. This was the opinion ofLSA,
which was adopted by A; but it quite upsets the chronology,
cf. p. 144. An older stage of it is simply this, that Fenius had
a school where the languages were taught (MO). No wonder
that LSA, where Rifath was done away with, gave his position
at the tower of Babel to Fenius, who had already some
connection with it. These biblical touches involved the pre-
fixing of a preface which is entirely based on the first chapters
of Genesis. It should be noticed, however, that these stories of
Nel in Egypt or Kifath at Babel are no slavish imitations of biblical
traditions, but independent accretions having only some external
relation to them; for the rest they are creations of the imagin-
ation. In the same way LG was gradually illustrated by other
imaginative digressions: descriptions of their wanderings, founded
on the geographical knowledge of the Irish, an account of the
struggles between the two royal races in Scythia, and of their
battles in Spain, &c. From Isidore a list of Pharaohs was in-
troduced into Ba. Of all these further innovations one group
particularly claims our attention, namely those based on Irish
literature itself.

In the first place there 4s the story of Caicher drui. After
leaving Scythia. whither they returned from Egypt, the Goidels
are allured, on their voyage, by the song of the mermaids (medrad
na murduchonn). The druid Caicher saves them by putting wax
in their ears. Afterwards they reach Sliab Rife. There Caicher
says: 'Eirgid, ni anfam de co risam Erinn' 'Oia h-air m ita an
Erinn^ ar Laimfinn. 'Is sia uait indai in Scithia 7 ni sinne fen
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178 A. G. VAN HAMBL·,

ric (sic) acht ar dann hi cinn .ccc. bliadan.' From Sliab JRife
they come to the Maeotic marshes, where they remain 'for many
generations, until Bräth leads them to Spain. The sojourn in the
Maeotic marshes came in in the 9th century (see p. 126), so we
may fairly assume that the tale of Caicher was introduced at the
same period, as these two elements are closely connected. The
singing mermaids are of course a reminiscence of the Odyssey.
The idea of a prophecy about Ireland may have been borrowed
from Exodus XXXIII1, but the way it is worked out stamps
it as belonging to a special class of innovations. The druid
possessing supernatural knowledge belongs neither to biblical nor
to classical saga, but is an element of the purely Irish tales. It
would be quite beyond the scope of the present investigation to
trace the original meaning of the druid in Irish literature1); it
will suffice to state that in the 9th century LG began to be Irish-
ised, or that in this period elements from Irish saga-literature
were adopted in LG. The prophesying druid is a well-known
figure in the Ulster-saga, from which it was borrowed by the
pseudo-classical saga. The history of the Introduction of LG
enables us to point out the exact time that this happened. See
on this also §§ 24—26.

Nor is the story of Caicher the only instance belonging to
this class of innovations. The further adventures of the sons of
Mil afford many instances of it. In MO the whole Gabäl Mac
Miled appears in its.final form, whereas in HB there is not a
single trace of the many particulars that give to it its special
character. Yet from Gin Dromma Snechta we know that in the
8th century there existed a tradition that the sons of Mil, at
their arrival in Ireland, found Banba and Eriu living there2). So
at that time some legend of their coming to Ireland had already
arisen, but we do not know how far it was developed. It cannot
have been very old then, for Cin Dromma Snechta also preserves
the older tradition that Banba was the first woman who reached
Ireland before the Deluge (see p. 151). It .seems highly probable
that the transferring of Banba from antediluvian times to the
Invasion of the sons of Mil was the cause of the addition of all

*) See .on this my hypothesis in the Actes du IV« Congres international
de l'histoire des religions, Leiden 1912, p. 147.

2) Cf. also Cormac § 1265 (Anecd. IV): Tres enim er ant regine .i. Ere
et Fotla et Banba. Lege Grabala Erenn si uis plenius sure.
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ON LEBOR GABALA. 179

their further adventures; for Banba was considered as a queen
of the Tuatha De Danann, who inhabited Ireland before the
Goidels. Therefore the 9th century, or perhaps the second half
of the 8th century — for Nennius may have used an older copy —
may be indicated as the period these adventures were introduced.

The first of these additions is the story of Ith, on which see
p. 168. It was introduced in order to provide a reason for the
sons of Mil crossing over to Ireland. Its elements are perspicuous:
the name is derived from Mag Itha, where Ith was killed; his
meeting with the kings of the Tuatha De Danann and his eulogy
of Ireland before them, is a reminiscence of Exodus ΧΧΧΙΠ 3.
For the rest there is nothing new in it, but for an allusion to
a Tuatha De Danann story (viz. that of the treasure of Fiachna
mac Delbaith), which confirms my hypothesis that it was in this
period the first connections with Irish literature proper were
effected: all the traditions of the Tuatha De Danann came in then.
More interesting is the real Gabal Mac Miled. The three sons of
Mil have increased in number; the six new sons bear names partly
taken from geographical ones (Donn from Tech Duinn, Colptha
from Iriber Colptha), while Erannan is a new formation from
JEriu9 Febria occurs in the oldest genealogical poems, and Airecli
acquired his name from a well-known noun. The other companions,
as the sons of Bregon, &c., all have names reminiscent of Irish
topography. Only Amargen ('the Grief-born7) is an exception.
His name stands apart from the others, and so does the part he
plays in the saga. He is the only character of the story. After
the sons of Mil have reached the coast, they are driven back to
sea by the 'demons', who raise a magic tempest which causes
fearful havoc; many of the sons of Mil are drowned, Donn and
Airech near Tech Duinn, Erennan falls from the mast, &c. At
last Amargen saves them from the evil plight to which they are
brought by the Tuatha Do Danann.

Amargen is the centre of all the stories contained in Gab l
Mac Miled. Of the two battles fought by the Goidels against
the Tuatha De Danann we know nothing but the mere names:
Cath Sleibe Mis *) and Cath Tailtenn. But of Amargen we hear a

*) This, must have heen a cath draoidhechta. Cf. a note in the Franciscan
Lib. Hymn, (cited Trip. Life p. 38): intan tdncadar meic Miled a hEaspain
ille dochuni n Er end 7 intan doroactatar CO Sliab Mis i Ciaitrigi Luachra,
atconcatar in sliab Ian do demnaib fo sciathaib.

12*
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180 A. G. VAN HAMEL·,

good deal. Still he does not yet occur in HB, and as he does
not leave any children, he cannot be an old trait of the saga,
which was originally genealogical. He must have come in at
the end of the 8th or in the 9th century. We have four retorics
ascribed to him: one containing his judgment, when his com-
panions are not allowed to land by the Tuatha De Danann (Fir
toraclita ttiinide dar noi tonda), one when the tempest, raised
by the Tuatha De Danann, tosses the Goidels about on the sea
(Ailiu iath Erenri), one when they reach the coast (Am gaeth i
muir), and one to beguile the fish in the rivers (lascacli muir).
He is the 'fili' who opposes the supernatural powers of the Tuatha
De Danann. His character exactly agrees with the prevailing
tendency of those through whose hands LG- passed in the 9th cen-
tury, of which more will be said in §§ 24—26. As to the name
Amargen, it is a common one in the Irish heroical and historical
saga (cf. Tain Bo Cuailgne, ed. Windisch, p. 682). In the Tain
we read of Amargin larngiunnach, the 'rigfili' and teacher of
Cuchulinn, and of Amargin mac Ecit Goband, who are also men-
tioned in other texts (Tochmarc Emire, Compert Conculaind and
Fled Bricrenn). Amorgein Amhalgada was the 'fili' of the Desi of
Temair, who explained theDindsenchas after the tales he heard from
Fintan mac Lamiach. We may fairly assume that the Amargen of
LG was fabricated after the example of the Ulster-saga, as the
Irishising of LG in the 8th and 9th centuries, of course, was effected
by borrowing characteristics from the national saga. A remarkable
coincidence confirms this view. The poem pronounced by Amargen
when landing in Ireland begins: am gceth i mmuir, am tonn trethan,
am fuam i mmuir, am dam sethir, am seigli for aill, am der greine,
am cain lubai, am bri dana, &c. If we compare these words with
those pronounced by Sencha, Fergus and other heroes in Compert
Conculaind (Irische Texte I 141 ff.) — a tale already known in
Cin Dromma Snechta — a marked similarity will strike us. There
they have a good meaning: the Ulster heroes are commending
themselves as educators for Cuchulinn, but in LG they have
none. Here a direct influence from the Ulster saga can be traced.
No doubt then that in other parts also where we are less fortun-
ate, the same forces must have been at work. Such influences
of other literary works changed in many respects tKe aspect of
the history of Mil and his sons. Thougli its origin lies in Orosius
and Isidore, its evolution is largely due to traits borrowed from
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ON LEBOR GABlLA. 181

biblical legends and Irish heroic tales, and these romantic add-
itions finally became much more conspicuous in the whole of the
text than the classical germ.

§ 23. Partholon*).
In § 16 it has been pointed out that Gabäl Partholoin

occurs in HB in almost the same form as in the later LG. So
it takes us back to the classical period, i. e. before 800, and even
a little earlier than that, as it was known in Cin Dromma Snechta
(see p. 152). A priori it would seem probable that the Invasion
of Partholon is based on the same kind of sources as the
story of the sons of Mil. Though we find in some texts of HB
Latin forms like Bartholomaeus, &c., and though in later ages
Partholon is the Irish form for Bartholomaeus, there is no reason
to assume an original connection between the two names. The
Irish name always has a p, and the ending is of the same kind
as that of jfirimon, Semion, &c. If Erimon is derived from Eriu,
Partholon should be derived from Parth. As LG in its germ was
a genealogical saga, and as Partholon was a descendant from
Rifath Scot (Ba), the origin of the story must be sought in some
genealogical tradition. I take it to be contained in a phrase of
Isidore, Etym. 1X44: Parthi quoque et ipsi a Scythis originem
trahunt. Fuerunt enim eorum exules, quod etiam eorum vocdbulo
manifestatur: nam Scythico sermone exules 'Parthi9 dicuntur.
Partholon, in fact, was an exile, for Ba says: Partholon romarb
a mathair 7 a athair ic iarair rigi dia brathair, co tanic co
Herind ar techid a fingaili. For the rest the oldest form of this
Invasion contains a division of Ireland by Partholon's sons, and the
bursting forth of several lakes and rivers — the usual elements
of every pre-Milesian gabdl —, and the death of his entire
progeny by a pestilence. This was a necessary addition, as Ire-
land should be uninhabited for Nemed.

In the next period (800—1000) two new elements were
introduced: the battle with Cicul Grigenchos and the Fomoralg,
and a list of Partholon's aes ddna. Both belong to the genuine

>) On the origin of Gabäl Cesra nothing needs to be added to what
has been said in § 15.
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182 A. G. VAN HAMEL,

Irish elements of LG, the details recall the Tuatha De Danann
stories. These had their artists and craftsmen with them, therefore
Partholon has his also. It is impossible to make out whether
they were invented for the occasion or were taken from existing
figures in fairy tales. In the same way the battle with the
Fomoraig under Cicul1), fought against people with one foot, one
hand, and one eye, must be the subject of some old fairy tale that
was used here in order to furnish Partholon with his battle against
the Fomoraig just as the Fir Bolg and the Tuatha De Danann
had theirs. All the subsequent invasions have some common ele-
ments: a division of Ireland, the bursting forth of lakes, &c., and
a battle with the Fomoraig, the representatives of the lower Irish
mythology. The classical origin of Gabäl Partholoin shows that
here the battle with the Fomoraig was not genuine; it was only
added for the sake of symmetry. Of course, there was a sufficient
number of tales belonging to the lower mythology at the scribes'
disposition, when they wanted to adorn the text of LG with
purely Irish elements. This way of working at it suited very
well the general tendency prevailing in the evolution of LG
during the 9th century.

§ 24. Nemed.
The form in which Nennius knew the Invasion of Nemed

differed in but one respect from that in the later LG: Nemed's
descendants did not fly from Ireland to Greece or the Northern
Islands of the world, but to Spain. All the other elements of
the story as it occurs in Ba and A are already found in HB
(see § 17). From the account in HB it appears that the original
purpose of Gabäl Nemid, too, was genealogical. A statement
of Orosius had given rise to the opinion that the Goidels came
over from Spain; a theory of Isidore and others had produced
the tale of Partholon, who also reached Ireland; now another
invasion was added in order to explain how the non-Goidelic
tribes of Britain and Ireland had found their way to these islands/
LG speaks of only three groups of descendants of Nemed: the
Fir Bolg on the neighbouring islands, the Tuatha De Danann in

*) Cf. Marti Cicollui in Gaulish inscriptions.
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Ireland, and the Britons in Great Britain. But in HB there are
still others mentioned: Istorith and his people in Dalriada, and
the sons of Liethan in Dyfedd. Evidently the Irish considered
all the neighbouring populations as forming· a unity in comparison
with themselves. Therefore they made them all descend from one
common ancestor, and this ancestor was given a father from the
list of Mil's precursors, namely Agnoman. In this way they esta-
blished a remote genealogical relation between their neighbours and
themselves. As to the name of the ancestor I can but offer the some-
what unsatisfactory suggestion, that it means 'the Saint', being
akin to the well-known Gaulish word nemeton, 'sanctuary'. Nemed
had several sons and grandsons, who in their turn became the pro-'
genitors of new races. Semion was the ancestor of the inhabitants
of the islands, Fergus Lethderg and his son Britan Maol*) of the
Britons, and Bethach, whose offspring lived in Ireland down to the
present day, of the non-Goidelic population of Ireland. Of course, all
these invaders should come over from Spain (see p. 173), and so
HB has it. At a later time, however, a different origin was in-
vented for the descendants of Semion and Bethach, in connection
with a good many new traditions attached to them. It was from
these innovations that the Invasions of the Fir Bolg and the
Tuatha De Danann arose, see §§ 25, 26.

The origin of Nemed consequently is to be seen in his descend-
ants. But the want was felt to bring this Nemed, whose progeny was
of such high significance for the later destiny of Ireland and the
surrounding countries, into some connection with Ireland. Nothing
was more natural than to make him the subject of a new Invasion.
As this Nemed, however, was the result of mere genealogical
speculations and not of classical studies, there were no.incidents
in his adventures to be derived from classical or biblical sources.
Therefore his Gabäl was fashioned out of purely Irish popular
elements. Leaving aside the bursting forth of rivers and lakes,
the making of plains and the building of raths — a common
element in every invasion — we may discern in Gabäl Nemid
these characteristic touches: the story of the golden tower in the
sea (see p. 157) and the struggles with the Fomoraig, consisting

*) Britan Maol is the British eponymous hero according to Irish tradition.
But LG mentions along: with him Britus mac Isicoin (for sit in); he occurs
in HB § 17. See on him Nenn. Vind. p. 232.
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of the battle at Conang's tower and the heavy tax imposed (ba si tra
meit na dochraiti: doronsat tir cairech do Erind γ ni laimthe de
do aiscin do thig ind-Erind i llo in iribaid sin γ da Man a n-etha
γ a mblechta γ a clainne do breth doib a canaighecki γ fir Erenn
dia Jiidnacul do Fomorchaib cech aidcJie samna co Mag Cetne).
As to this tax, it need not have been adopted into the story
in Nennius' time, for there is no allusion to it in HB. It is but
a repetition of the famous Boraime that was exacted by the
kings of Ireland from the\ Leinstermen from the time of Tuathal
Techtmar (2nd century) till that of Finnachta (7th century)1). The
battle at Tor Conaing must be old. Zimmer regarded it as a
reminiscence of the attack of some Viking fleet, but there is not
the slightest evidence for this theory, nor does the name Conann
or Conang prove anything for Norse influence, as the name was
a common one in the 7fch century. On the contrary, the story
has quite a different atmosphere. HB speaks of a turris vitrea
in ntedio mari that was besieged by Nemed. This glass tower
brings us at once into the sphere of folktales, and so do the
Fomoraig themselves. They are supernatural beings infesting
every party of invaders (cf. § 25). In the Invasion of Par-
tholon we have met them in a battle fighting with one foot,
one hand and one eye. The Tuatha De Danann had to en-
counter them in the second battle of Mag Tuired, which was a cath
draoidheachta. Nor does LSA leave any doubt as to their origin
and nature: conid Jiuad (sc. from Cham) rogenatar luchrupain y
fomoraig j goborcfiind γ cech ecosc dodelbda archena fil for
doinib (LU2a45). No doubt then in their struggle with Nemed
also they must be considered as evil beings with supernatural
powers. They make Nemed and his companions leave their ships
in order to assail the tower; but when they have alighted on
the shore, they are nearly all drowned by the rising tide. The
earliest redactor of LGr, who wanted to create a 'Gabal Nemid'
and to embellish it with some interesting particulars, brought his
hero into unfriendly contact with these evil spirits that formed
a part of his lower mythology. The details accompanying this
unfriendly contact were borrowed by him from some folktale.
The glass tower, or rather the glass island, is a well-known

*) Another instance of a prehistoric boraime occurs in the second battle
of Mag Tuired.
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folklore element (Arthur was buried in Ynis witrin), and vitrified
forts are mentioned in many popular tales *). Here it was attached
to the Fomoraig, and the chief characteristic of Gabal Nemid
was ready. Nay, we may even go farther and point out a striking
parallel to the story of Conang's tower. On p. 158 it has been
proved that the other deplorable adventure of Nemed before he
reached Ireland, as it is told in Ba, is not later than the battle
at Tor Conaing, for there is an allusion to it in HB, too, viz.
the incident at the golden, tower in the sea: tar fas doib tor oir
for muir. Lotar uile dia togail γ rdbaite idle adit Nemid a ochtar.
Intan ba Ian an muir, ticed darsin tor sin. Intan ba traig nobid
mor de liuassa. JBa si meit na sainte rosgdbsat wmon or conna
Ji-airigtis an muir ac linad tairrsib co rugastar an sugante a
llonga uathib acht cenpatta. Here we have exactly the same tale
in connection with a golden tower. But here it is not connected
with the Fomoraig; it is still the plain folktale dragged in to
illustrate the wanderings of Nemed. The redactor of LG was
practical enough to use it twice and to bring about the second
time a connection with the Fomoraig; but he kept the original
ending, so that the narrative became somewhat pointless, for it
is not by the arms of their enemies that Nemed's companions
are killed but by the rising sea.

There are other remnants of folktales in Gabal Nemid; e. g.
in the passage on Nemed's two raths, that were dug by the four
sons of Matan Muinremar who were killed by Nemed the day
before they completed the \vork. This tale claims our attention
as it recalls the story of the giants who built Valhall for Odinn,
but who were refused their pay. There is no proof, however,
that similar traits did not come in at a still later period,
and therefore no great 'importance should be attached to them.
And even if they are comparatively old, they can but corroborate
the result obtained by an impartial examination of the texts. The
Invasion of Nemed was first added for genealogical purposes; and
it was enlarged and illustrated by the usual introduction of the
Fomoraig, combined with an old folktale. The genealogical section

») See on this: F. Liebrecht, Gervaeius von Tilburg, p. 151; Dunlop,
Geschichte der Prosadichtungen &c., translated by F. Liebrecht, Amn. 169;
Grimm, Hans- und KindermHrcben ΠΙ 48;.Mas mann, Kaiserchronik III 462»
Anm. 5.
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is the germ of this Invasion. On it the two next invasions are
based. Therefore we shall have to consider it more closely with
reference to them.

§ 25. The Fir Bolg.
The Invasion of the Fir Bolg, as a separate section of LG,

originated between 800 and 1000 (see p. 161), but it issued from
an older germ, namely a passage in the appendix to Gabäl Nemid.
There the Fir Bolg are mentioned as one of the groups of Nemed's
descendants, and especially as those who populated the neighbour-
ing islands. In HB they are still supposed to have come from
Spain, like all the other invaders, but in the almost contemporary
Gin Dromma Snechta Greece has become their starting-point. Con-
sequently Spain was degraded to one of their stops on the way
to Ireland. These are the words from the Gin as preserved in
LB: gnidis barca doibh dia mbolgaibli no siad libhearna rig Grec
dogadsad leo do tJieaclit i nJEJrmn amal asbeart Cin Droma Snechta.
That a Greek origin is here vindicated for the Fir Bolg, is but
natural; by their common origin from Eifath Scot all the invaders
were closely connected with Scythia and Greece. It is doubtful
whether the Gin had already the story of the bondage they
suffered in Greece, though the stealing of ships from the king
makes it probable. But in any case the crossing from Greece to
Ireland by means of their bags — the current explanation of their
name — was as yet unknown. Still Nennius, who does not yet
mention Greece in connection with them, furnishes the name Builc.
These facts allow of but one possible conclusion: the name
Fir Bolg is older than the tradition of their coming over on
their bags, and must have a different origin. That tradition
was invented as an explanation of the name at a time when its
true meaning was no longer understood (800 —1000).

In Irish there are two substantives bole, both mentioned by
Kuno Meyer, Contributions, p. 236:

1. bole, f. (W. bwlcti), gen. bolga 4a gap, breach, notch',
and

2. bole, m. (W. boly, bola, bol), gen. builg l a bag, sack, &c.'.
The Welshman Nennius rendered the name by Builc, a form with
u (== w according to Nennius' orthography in proper names), and
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as it was his practice to give all names in a Cymricised form, he
can only have been thinking of the Welsh word bwlch = IT. bolg
' a gap', whereas all the succeeding Irish versions of LGr took the
word in the sense of bolg 'a bag'. Now Nennius doubtless
was nearer to the origin of the saga than the later Irish LCr,
and besides, there are several indications that he was right.

We know a good many names of places compounded with
the word ~bolg where it evidently signifies *a gap' or 'a pass'1)»
such as:

Muir Bolgc (RC XX 138) or Muirbulc occurring in Dalriada,
in lona, and in Argyle. The word means 'a sea inlet'.

AUhbe Bolg (Lism. XXXI) in Cork.
Mag Bolg i Feraib Cul Breg (LL 129 b 2), and Mag Bolgaide

(RC XVI 62), an earlier name of Mag Breg.
Inis Bolg (FM 1435), an island in Loch Fechett, now Loch

Grara, near Boyle, Co. Roseommon.
Bolg Boinne (AU 769). Here the AU have a genitive

builgg which shows how easily the two words bolg could
be confused in proper names.

Dun mBolg (LL 132b 30, 189c, &c.), in Co. Wicklow, and
Bealach Duin Bolg (LL 306 a 11) in Co. Wicklow. Accord-

ing to LL 132 b 30 Aed mac Ainmirech was killed at Dun
Bolg, while LL 306 a 11 Aed's death at Bealach Duin
Bolg is mentioned. The meaning of bealach is 'gap, pass,
passage, road' (Contributions p. 194), so that Dun Bolg
was a fort, in whose neighbourhood there was a gap. In
Belach Conglais (Co. Wicklow) Brandub's fort was situated,
the man who killed Aed. So there were two gaps near
Dun Bolg. This coincidence gives the only possible ex-
planation of bolg in these proper names, and Dun mBolg
can only mean 'the fort of the Gaps'2).

J) In Welsh bwlch has the same meaning. Cf. I·* Samuel XIV 4: A
rhwng y bylcliau, lie ceisiodd Jonathan fyncd drosodd at amddiffynfa y
Philistiaid yr oedd craig serth o'r naill du iV bwlch, a chraig serth o'r tu
arall i'r bwlch. Cf. also the proper names JBwlch dau Fynydd, Bwlch y
Groes, Bwlch Oerddrws, Bwlch y Fedwcn,-&c.

*) See on these geographical names Hogan, Ouomasticon Gadelicum.
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The same meaning of lolg is found in leim dar loilg (Täin
Bo Cuailgne, ed. Windisch, p. 360)l), one of the three luada arai-
dechta. Forus Focul (LL 395 a 7) says lolg A. lerna, and in Fled
Bricrenn 70 we hear of Cuchulinn's chariot, no linged dar
lernadaily cf. the gloss in Fled Bricrenn 68 is cairptech dar lerna
= is culmaire lolgadan. Here, too, lolg = 'gap'.

Once the meaning 'gap' for lolg has been established as
of frequent occurrence in proper names, we may safely accept it
as the true signification in' 'Fir Bolg', too. They were not the
'Men of the Bags', as later speculations would make them, but
the 'Men of the Craps'. And these Men of the Gaps, of course, were
mythological beings, belonging to the 'lower mythology' of the
Irish, who, much like the present Sidhe were supposed to live in.
the gaps of roads. The original descendants of Nemed, forefathers
of the inhabitants of the islands round about Ireland (see § 24),
were identified, even before Nennius' time, with those tiny mytho-
logical beings, who, like the Teutonic elves, nixes, &c., were sup-
posed to animate the fields and woods2). This identification is
quite natural: these hosts of sidhe lived in Ireland, so they
should have their Gabäl; at the same time there were descend-
ants of Nemed who crossed over to Ireland, without having a special
chapter of their own in LG; so a fabulist could easily insert one
by identifying the two, and by bringing in some traditions of
those lower mythological beings. This identification found a strong
support in a legend called Imirci mac nUmoir.

In Ba, in the appendix to Gabäl Nemid, where the flight
of the Fir Bolg to the islands is recorded, the text runs on thus:
tancatar iar sin for amas Coirpri Niadfir ? dorat side feranna
doil 7 ni rofedsat lith occe ar anbfoille in cisa tue fortu. Oollo-
tar iarum for teclied Coirpri for comairge Media Ailella
tucsat feranna doil. Is i sin imirci mac nUmoir. This passage
evidently contains an allusion to a tale about the real Fir Bolg of
the lower mythology: they came from the islands3), took service

*) See for another explanation Osborn Bergin in: Essays and Studies
presented to William Bidgeway p. 332.

a) cf. also Sgealuidhe Eior na Seachtmhaine (Gill & Son 1911) p. 44: Nach
bhfuil cat Galida na bhFear-Bolg ag faire an oir sin, says one of the magic cats.

3) This is the 'tertium comparationis' between the Fir Bolg and the
first group of Nemed's descendants. That it was a genuine trait of the Fir
Bolg story appears from the second battle of Mag Tuired.
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with Coirpre, and fled from him to Ailill and Medb. No wonder
that this separate tale, entitled Imirci mac n moir, was attached
to an account of those among Nemed's descendants who also
populated the islands. The identification of these mythological
sons of Timor with the pseudo-historical descendants of Nemed1)
involved the introduction of the whole Gabal Fer mBolg. That
the sons of Umor were supernatural beings appears from several
facts. Their king is Aengus mac Gumoir, who is riot a historical
person but the well-known king of the sidhe. They are akin to
the Fomoraig, who in the time of Partholon attacked the invaders
under their chief Cichull, for in Gabal Partholoin we find this
genealogy: Cicul mac Guill meic Gairb meic Tuathaig meic Gumoir
ο Sleib Emoir. In the poem Estid a eolcJiu cen on we read: Doro-
cliair . .. Donand . .. la De nDomnand d'Fhomorcliaib] and 'De
Domnand' is one of the names for the Fir Bolg. Nemed fought
three battles against the Fomoraig, of which several versions
give this account: Cath Badna 7 Catli Ruis Fraechain i Ccon-
nachtaib i torcJiair Gand is Sengand da rig na Fomorach; but
Gand and Sengand are also the names of kings of £he Fir Bolg.
There can be no doubt that the islanders who descended from
Nemed were identified in the course of time with the Fomoraig
or other representatives of the lower mythology, when Celtic mytho-
logy itself had lost its proper significance, and that their name
testifies to it. On the other hand, our LG preserves some faint
traces of their original pseudo-historical meaning. So Ba ends
the story of the sons of Umor in the following way: atberat
araile co mbad dib na teora fine filet a nErinn nach do Gaidelaib
.i. Garbraide Suca i Connachtaib γ Ui Tairrsigli Laigen la liUib
Failge γ Gailiuin Laigen. Here they are considered as the non-
Goidelic inhabitants of Ireland. This same passage makes it
probable that the third name the Fir Bolg bore along with
those of Fir Bolg and Fir Domnann, namely Galeoin, preserves
a reminiscence of the original nature of this first group of Nemed's
descendants.

') The double character of the Fir Bolg appears clearly from a passage
quoted by O'Curry (MS. Materials p. 224) 'from an old book': * Every one who
is black-haired, who is a tattler, guileful, tale-telling, noisy, contemptible &c.
— these are the descendants of Fir Bolg/ <cf. Clare Island Survey 1 part 3,
in Proceedings E. I. A. vol. XXXT, p. 10).
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Of the traditions that make up the Invasion of the Fir Bolg
not much need be said. The usual plains, lakes, &c. are lacking,
for ni airimter ratlice do claidi no loclia do tomaidm no maigi do
slaigi la Gobail Fer mBolc, but a division of Ireland into five parts
is mentioned. For the rest, ten successive kings of the Fir Bolg
are given, some of. whom may be identified with Fomorian kings,
while others seem to have been named after some characteristic
event during their reign: Fiacha Cennfionn, because all cows
had white heads in his time; Kinnal, because points were then
put on spears; Fodbgenid, because arms grew on the trees, &c.
None of these speculations are, of course, ancient. We also find
some references to Eochu mac Eire and the first battle of Mag
Tuired, that have been borrowed, from a separate tradition of this
mythical battle, such as that preserved in one of the MSS.
belonging to the Royal Irish Academy.

§ 26. The Tuatha De Danann.
In 800 the name ' Tuatha De Danann7 was quite unknown

in LG, as appears from HB. It is possible that Nennius meant
the same group of invaders by his dam hoctor, but he does not
give any names or other particulars. In HB the dam Jioctor is
a branch of Nemed's descendants, and they must be considered as
the ancestors of the non-Goidelic inhabitants of Ireland. In 1000
the present Invasion of the Tuatha De Danann is ready, containing
many names of Celtic gods (Nuadu, Ogma &c.) and many mythical
or magical traits. In two centuries this enormous evolution was
accomplished and it is our present task to trace its moving forces.
The identification of the first group of clanna Nemid with the
Fir Bolg was made before that of the second with the Tuatha
Do Danann: Nennius speaks of Suilc but not of the others. Still
the name Tuatha De Danann cannot have come in much later,
for the first identification involved the second. On the mythical
Fir Bolg there circulated a tradition that they had been expelled
by the Tuatha De Danann after a tremendous fight (the first
battle of Mag Tuired). Here the Fir Bolg represent the lower
mythology, whereas the Tuatha De Danann, as appears from
their names, are the survivals of the Celtic Olympus. So this
is an old and a common tradition, corresponding to the Scandi-
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navian struggles between the gods and the giants. Once the
Fir Bolg had been connected with LG, the tradition of the first
battle of Mag Tuired was introduced also, and now the Tuatha
De Danann claimed a place in the Book of Invasions. They were
readily identified with another group of descendants of Neined,
of whom it was reported that they lived in Ireland usque Iwdie
(HB) — for in popular belief the Tuatha De Danann also still
live in the raths and duns?) — and the basis of a new
Invasion was provided. Current traditions of the Tuatha De
Danann furnished the necessary details. We are even in the
happy position of being able to point out the principal source
of Gab l Tuath nDe Danann. In RC XII 56 ff. Stokes has edited
the story of the second battle of Magh Tuiredh (indicated here
as MT), which contains a mass of lore on the Tuatha De Danann.
The redactor of X, or perhaps one of his predecessors, knew
this tale in an older and better version and selected several
traits from it for his new Invasion. The truth of this statement
will appear from the following comparison:

1. Introductory phrase.
MT: Batar Tuathai De Danonn i n-indsib ttiascert-

acJiaib an domuin aig foglaim fesa γ fithnasachta ^
druidechtai 7 amaidechtai 7 amainsechta, combtar
fortilde for suthib ard ngentlichtae.

LG: Batar iarum clanda Bethaig meic larboneoil Fada
meic Nemid i n-insib tuascertachaib in domain oc
foglaim druidechta γ fessa 7 fastini f amainsechta
combtar fortaile for cerddib suithe gentlmcta.

2. Magic cities where the Tuatha De Danann learned their
draoideacht. Both MT and Ba.

3. The Tuatha Do Danann arrive in mist and darkness
(Ba, A) after having burnt their ships (Ba) = MT.

4. First battle of MT mentioned; there die of them cot
mile: A, Ba, MT.

5. Nuadu's hand cut off, and cured by Diancecht: A, Ba, MT.

*) An old man near Tara Hill told me once that it was in the ratlis
that the 'Danes' lived. The Danes and the Tnatha Do Danann are often
mixed up in popular stories.
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6. The dead in the first battle: A, MT.
7. The remaining Fir Bolg fly to Arann, He, Manann and

Rachrann: Ba, MT.
8. Bress mac Elathan made king: A, Ba, MT.
9. Lug and his fostermother Tailltiu, daughter of Magmor

of Spain and Eochu Garb mac Duach: A, Ba, MT.
10. The craftsmen of the Tuatha De Danann: Minach mac

Deincecht; EtanN ingen Deincecht the poetess; Airmed
the female physician; Coirpre the poet; Crichinbel,
Bruidne, and Casmaol the three satirists; Be Chuille
and Dianand the sorceresses; Math mac Umoir the
'druid'; Goibnenn (Goibniu?) the smith; Luicne the
builder; Creidne the goldsmith; Diancecht the phy-
sician: A, MT.

11. The second battle.
MT: Dorocair dno Nuodai A.ircetlaum ocus Maucha

ingen Ernmoiss lie Balur ui Neit. Duceir Cassmoel
lie liOgtriallug mac nlndich ... Dorochratar comtuitim
Ogma mac Elathan γ Indeouch mac De Domnonn
ri na Fomorach.

A: Nuadu Argetlam tra dorochair i cath dedenach MT.
Et Macha ingen Ernmais do laim Balair Balcbeimnig.
Isin cath sin dorochair Ogma mac Eladan meic Neit
la Indech mac De rig na Fomorach. Dorochair
Bruidne 7 Calmdl la hOctrialach mac nlnnich.

12. The dead in the second battle.
MT: Secht fir secht fichit secht cet secht caoco3.
A: Secht fir .vii. fichit .vii. .c. .vii. .1.

Though LG contains a few traditions that are lacking in
MT, the agreement is too striking to be merely accidental. It is
manifest that the Invasion of the Tuatha .De Danann was patched
up out of a better version of MT and other similar sources, such
as lists of ces dana, genealogies. &c. The expressions and phrases
used in LG are in so many respects the same as in MT that this
section of LG must be based upon the tale just mentioned. The
contrary could not be the case, MT giving a much more circum-
stantial account of the events. There are many passages in MT
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of which LG has no trace, such as the history of king Bress and
the tax the Fomorians put upon him, or the legends of Lug
(SamilddnacJi) and the Dagda: the redactor of version X borrowed
only the details connected -with the battle itself, as this was the
only portion of the »tale bearing on the invasion. He probably
had not the slightest notion of the original meaning of his
materials. He regarded the Tuatha De Danann as human beings
and descendants of Nemed, while originally they were Celtic gods,
of whom there are also traces in Gaul and Wales (Ogmios, Nodens,
Lludd Llaw Ereint, &c.). His work points to the same period as
the supernatural elements of Gabäl Mac Miled, such as the
adventures of Amargen. The same inclination to draoidlieaclit
may be observed here. It may have been even the same individual
who not only borrowed the tale of the Tuatha De Danann with
their sorcery acquired in the Northern islands of the world, the
home of the Vikings and their seidmenn, but who introduced also
the passages on Amargen opposing a magic tempest raised by
the Tuatha De Danann to drive his ship out to sea. It was
necessary for him to bring Erimon and Eber into contact with
the Tuatha De Danann, for he had introduced their invasion
before the coming of the sons of Mil. The current traditions of
the Tuatha Do Danann showed him the way to accomplish
his task: sorcery and supernatural powers should form the
scenery. He managed this all right. But his highest merit is
that he preserved in the Invasion of the Tuatha De Danann some
of the scanty remnants of the Irish higher mythology and of the
Celtic deities. The representatives of both the lower and higher
mythology have found a place in LG, though the scribes to whom
that valuable preservation is due, cannot have been conscious
of it: for them the Fir Bolg and the Tuatha De Danann were
but men, the offspring of Nemed and Bifath Scot, like all the
other invaders of Ireland.

§ 27. Synopsis of the origin and growth of LG.

A. First period, before 800.
Genealogical saga: Erimon and Eber are the ancestors of

the Goidels of the North and the -South of Ireland (existing
before 650).

Zeitschrift f. celt. Philologie . 13
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Learned elements. All the invaders of Ireland come from Spain
(Orosius). The ancestors of Erimon and Eber originally lived in
Scythia (homophony of names); afterwards, in the time of Moses,
they were in Egypt (Orosius), and subsequently in Spain (Orosius);
from the tower of Brigantia Ireland was seen (Orosius). They
descend from Bifath, grandson of lafeth (Isidore &c.). .Their
eponymous heroine is Scota. Another invader, Partholon, comes
from Spain to Ireland, as a representative of the Parthians,
kinsmen of the Scythians ^isidore).

Irish elements. Partholon was followed by the ancestors
of the non-Goidelic inhabitants of the British islands. These
had a common origin in Nemed (the Saint?), who invaded Ireland
after Partholon; his Invasion is distinguished by a battle at Tor
Conaing (introduction of the Fomoraig, belonging to the lower
mythology, and folk elements). One group of his descendants,
namely those who populated the neighbouring islands, were iden-
tified with the Fir Bolg, mythological beings, of whom there also
existed a tradition that they had been transported to the islands.
At the same time isolated traditions were current on Banba,
Fotla and Eriu, the earliest women who dwelt in Ireland (Gin
Dromma Snechta).

B. Second period, 800 — 1000.
Genealogical details. Three eponymous heroes of the Goidels

are fabricated: Fenius (Fene), Nel (Ui Neill, Nile), Goidel Glas
(Goidil); as they have not yet fixed places in the genealogies,
the later MSS. vary on this point.

Learned elements. A controversy arises as to the historical
period at which the Goidels were living in Egypt, from which
two variant versions result; in one of them the sojourn in
Egypt is placed in the time of Moses (the older one), in the other
during the reign of Alexander. In the latter version historical
elements from the history of Alexander are introduced, in the
former biblical elements from the legend of Moses. From the
isolated traditions on the first women in Ireland a new Invasion
arises, which is ranged in order and in time before the others;
it is the Invasion of Cesair, also largely embellished with biblical
elements (Noah). Several minor learned traits come in. As
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the sons of Mil were supposed to have come from Scythia before
they reached Spain, all the subsequent invaders are provided
with a Greek origin. This involves careful accounts of their
wanderings, displaying a profound knowledge of Ptolemean geo-
graphy. A second sojourn in Scythia, on the voyage from Egypt
to Spain, comes in. In almost every Gab l topographical remarks
are introduced as to the origin of plains, lakes, rivers, raihs, &c.
in Ireland.

Irish elements. The identification of the population of the
islands with the mythological Fir Bolg opened the way for an
influx of mythological and magical beliefs. Every invasion has
its share. In the Introduction C icher drui appears with his
prophecy. Partholon has a battle with the Fomoraig, just as
Nemed had. Out of the appendix to G bal Nemid on the
non-Goidelic population of Ireland and the islands, two new in-
vasions arise: that of the Fir Bolg and that of the Tuatha De
Danann. The former is based upon the lower Celtic mythology,
the latter on the higher mythology, preserving traces of the Celtic
Olympus. The principal sources of these new invasions are the
traditions of the two battles of Mag Tuired. \Vith the Invasion
of the Tuatha De Danann arose the necessity of bringing Erimon
and Eber into relationship with them. For this purpose the
character of Amargen was created on some literary models, and
with him a good deal of draoidheacJit was introduced, largely
based on Irish saga-literature.

C. Third period, 1000—1200.
The principal of the surviving versions are written down

— A and Ba. They are formed on different principles: A abridges
and Ba enlarges. Hence arises the most characteristic difference
between the two versions, for Ba unites the two chronologically
varying traditions on the Goidels' stay in Egypt and makes them
visit it twice, once in Moses' time and once in Alexander's. A, on
the other hand, considerably changes the genealogical traditions, of
the Goidels, by adapting them to the Irish Liber Sex Aetatum:
Bifath is supplanted by Magoch, the older genealogy from Kifath
down to Lamfind is omitted, and Fenius is put at the beginning.
Fenius is then connected with the ttuilding of the tower of Babel,
where he is said to have learnt the seventy-two languages. Though
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this tradition on Fenius is introduced now for the first time in a
text of LGr, it is of older origin, for it occurs already in a poem
by Maolmuru Othna (f 887), but in an earlier form.

The other differences between version A (= Bb) and Ba
are less important.

D. Fourth, period 1200—1600.
Nothing new is introduced, but all earlier traditions are

amalgamated. By this system of compilation we get strange for-
geries, especially when in the Introduction the diverging accounts
of the Goidels' sojourns in Egypt are combined. Sometimes new
etymologies and variant opinions are added, but as a rule these
are based on recent speculations. By the gradual process of
addition and compilation LG has grown in the course of time
from a modest beginning to a huge mass. The difference in
bulk of O'Clery's LG version and that of S, not to speak of HB,
is formidable.

I have endeavoured to give in the preceding a survey of
the versions, growth and origin of Lebor Gabala. It is of the
highest importance that the principles of literary criticism should
be applied to Irish texts. Lebor Gabala is an excellent one to
begin with, its history proving to be a compendium of the forces
at work in the treatment of legends by the ancient Irish. For
it contains both native and learned elements and shows that
the former enter at an earlier period than the latter. Besides,
Lebor Gabala exhibits wonderfully the knowledge of the Irish
and their way of making and developing legends. One depart-
ment of textual history has, however, been left altogether out of
account in this investigation, that is the chronology of Lebor
Gabala. The chronological disagreement of the versions, and
especially the synchronisms of Ba and C have not been dealt
with. This was intentional. They are not so much connected
with Lebor Gabala proper as with other chronological works,
such as the annals, synchronisms &c. To treat the synchronisms
of Ba here would be of little use without a systematic examination
of the whole of early Irish chronological and synchronistic
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literature. But students of early Irish history know that this
would have doubled the length of this paper and would scarcely
have contributed to the elucidation of Lebor Gabäla.

Addendum.
This article was originally intended as an introduction to

an edition of Lebor Gabäla. I gave up the idea of bringing out
a critical text when I heard that this will be undertaken before
long in Dublin on a larger scale than I ever could aim at.
I hope that my investigation will be of some use to the editors.
At the same time I have to make good a mistake I made on
pp. 110—111. \Vhen setting forth my views of the relationship
of A and Ba against those of Professor Thurneysen who speaks
of Ba as „eine Bearbeitung von Version A" I attributed to him
the hypothesis that there must have existed originally a Latin
Liber Occupationis. In this I was wrong. Although Professor
Thurneysen mentions the Latin preface of Bb, he does not draw
the above conclusion from it. I am indebted to Professor John
Mac Neill for this suggestion of an original Lebor Gabäla in
Latin. Professor Thurneysen evidently regards Lebor Gabäla as
a purely Irish work.

Rotterdam. ' A. G. VAN HAMEL·.
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